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AESTRACT

A novel Eulerian dispersed-flow Two-Fluid model and an ice accretion model

are developed' They are validated for applications involving droplet-air motion and

ice interface tracking' spatially averaged multiphase flow equations are developed

and additionally modeled for interfacial form and shear drag forces. scaling, order of
magnitude and similarity methods are adopted for investigation of special near-wall

dispersed-flow solutions. A novel multiphase flow exact closed form similarity
solution is analytically derived for the droplet flow injected into an airstream at a flat
plate' one- and two-phase closed form Lagrangian analytical solutions for dispersed

phase/continuous phase (i.e. droplet/air) tracking are developed. Two numerical

algorithms, a control-volume based Finite-Element dispersed-flow algorithm and an

icing algorithm' are developed with a fixed grid approach. and incoqporated into an

existing PHASES numerical progïam. Grid and initial condition independence are

obtained for several extemal flow situations, involving frontward steps with straight

and curved surfaces' In icing applications at the ice and solid objects, the dispersed-

droplet flow is modeled as a gïoup of physical bodies impacting on a surface, while
the air flow is modeled as a continuous flow. Draglgravity is an important ratio when

determining the degree of dispersed-flow inertial deflection from a continuous flow
and near solid surfaces' An Eulerian, two-dimensional ice interface tracking algorithm

is developed for ice shape evolution predictions. It is validated against analytically

developed' closed form Lagrangian two-dimensionar ice interface solutions.
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Furthermore, experimental studies are carried out for droplet and jet flows in the

airstream and icing applications, involving water and spray-icing tunnels. Various

indoor conditions are considered in the investigation of the droplet flow

characteristics (i.e. droplet diameter and impact length geometries). A liquid spray

nozzle systems (long and short distances) and liquid stream nozzle system are

developed for velocity and trajectory flow measurements. In addition, a pIV laser

based technique with low and high sense CCD chip cameras is used in the spray and

stream flow experimental designs to predict the whole-field droplet velocities. Results

with numencal, analytical and experimental validations involving droplet motion and

ice shape evolution on various surfaces are presented.
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NOAIENCTITTUßN

Roman Letters

A boundary condition coefficient þ]
Ai area of deposired i""l*tl
Acytd, cross section of a 

"¡inae,l*21
[,q] global coefficient matrix

E local body forces Vr * utl
E boundary condition coefficient þ]
Bk elementarybias limit [-], Wl

a.¡ surface of a phase int"rtu""f*2)

a.¡r, surface of phase k in contact with a wall ,urtu""þtf
b¡ conserved function

(øo) volume average of a volume integral of a conserved function

(ttl, volume average of a surface integral of a conserved function

{b} vector of known physical quantity

e boundary condition coefficient þ]
CD drag coefficient þ]
Cì drag coefficient in i+h directionþ]

D, Dd droplet diameter [rx]

D (u ¡ ,u 2 ) Fourier transform of an added noise function



ae{tl

ãn

dh

dS

dV

d(u,,u2)

EBeta

ERROR

F

Fr

F(n )
Fo,¡

F(v1,vr)

determinant of Jacobi an transformation

node-to-node distance vector in a finite element lmf
ice shape tunction þ]
infinitesim ut *"ul*rf

infinitesimut,rotr-" þJ]
added noise function

inidicator of the excess ice (excess phase volume fraction) þ]
"oory'ol
level of measured confidence L_1, Wl
Froude number þ]
similarity function

components of a drag force þ]
Fourier transform of interrogation area's right intensity function

attime ts

drag factor þ]

specific body force (volumerric ) hr-tl
phase fraction (i.e. continuous phase) þ]
scalar function

Gaussian function of the peak in a correlation domain

interrogation area's light intensity function attime to

phase interaction forces br * utl
Fourier transform of interrogation area's light intensity function

at time to + At

. l- -rlgravlry wt " 
J

f
f'
"fr

f (r,n)

"f(x,y)

f(ut,uz)

G

G(v1,vr)

oò
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g (u t ,uz ) interrogation area light intensity function at time t 0 + Lt

h(")

h

hi

h,-

scalar function

height of a peak in a correlation plane, interface position þ]
measured quantity: l*1, bl,l* *-tf
phase enthalpy l*t ttl

mass flow rate for a particular phase Vr ,-t *tl

normal vector for a particular phase at the wall surface

dimensionless precipitation rate þ]
precision limit for variable k [-], Vrl

I identity tensor

i , j , k unit vectors in x-, y- andz-directions

lk flux of a general scalar quantity þr r-'*t1
ki measured quantity (i.e. velocit V l* ¡,1¡
L characteristic length, length of a flat plate lml

L,*, width of a digital image lml

Lobj width of a camera,s view in a object plane fm]

luf reference lenglh fm]

m mass of accreted ice þ]
,it¿,¡ specific mass flow ,ut"þs ,-t *_tf

rit ¡

N number of measured samples þ]
N,( s ,t ) interpolation shape function (i : I , 2, 3, 4)

nj normal vector

t|¡,k1,tl2 normal vector for a particular phase

n¡,

P

P.



Pr prandrl number þ]
p pressure Vs *-t ,-tf
pk local pressure of phase tþs *-t ,-zl

þt) ,rolume averaged pressure of phase tþs *-t ,-tf

þa) volume averaged interfacial pressure of phase trþs *-t ,-zf
PÍl pre-condition indicator þ]
AË,¡ scaled flux into/out of a sub-control volume þ]

:tt

econvection convective heat flux W *-tl

L'evaporation heat flux of evaporat ionlW *-'f
- 7¡, 7, position vectors from origin (0, 0) to a node Gn l*l

Rrytd radius of a cylinde, [*]
Re Reynolds number þ]
R", relative Reynolds number þ]

r ,u¡io 
:-t4- 

¡-1
v*dy

,s rtl
surface lm'l

,S estimate of a droplet displacem ent [m]

S source t."" þr]
S (u1,u2 ) Fourier transform of a spatial shifting function

sk,¡ coordinate of the trajectory of phase k in ithdirection t*]
, ,s local coordinate within a finite element þ]

s (u, ,u, ) spatial shifting function

T temperarur" F(]
t time þ], local coordinate within a finite element þ]



te initial time þ]

t* dimensionless time þ]
tr"f reference time þ]
Uk total uncertainty for the measured quantity k l_1, Wl
u, v dropret velocities in x- andy- directions, respectiver , l* ,-rl
V 

'ofu-" þr]
V resultanr velocity magnitude of droplet no* þ "-t]
' 

phase verocity (v - dispersed phase, io - carcrer (air) phase)

br-tl
vd,¡ component of droplet phase speed in Ëth direction

b,-'l
l' \- velocity component of volume averaged scaled phase speed in\ ¿'¡ I 

the x- , !- orz-direction l*r-,1

(r r,,)o component of volume averaged phase speed at an old time

level in x-, y- orz-direction b r-tl

''ki fluctuating part of a verocity component of a particular

phase l* t-'l
vt terminal velocity l*t-,1
(u) volume averaged velocity br-,1
(;) specified volume averaged velocity at a boundary (Dirichlet

boundary condition) h t-,1

(%) specified initial volume averaged velociry l* ,-tl



a

ANALY

c
ì

, cyld

d

i

i,j,k

vyd droplet velocity iny-directi o"l* ,-,1
(v¡,v2 ) coordinates in a frequency domain

W(u, ,u2 ) Gaussian window function

W width of a peak in a correlation domain

x, ! , z Cartesian coordinates and distances l.]
x¡ ' x ¡ , x¡ Cartesian coordinates in the x-, y- andz-directions, respectively

l*l
x1 constant þ]
***x, l, z scaleddimensions,locationsþ]

{'} vector of unknown physical quantities (i. e. velocity vector [m])

(x o , y o) location of a peak in a correlation domain

Y domain elevation þ]
lo vertical distance from a horizontal wall fm]

y0 elevation at an inlet of a computational domain þ]
w plate width, position þ]

Roman Subscripts

air

analytical

continuous phase, carrier phase

cylinder

dispersed phase, droplet

interfacial, ice

space directions x, !, z, respectively



ip integration point

IN, INLET inlet of a domain

k particular phase, variable

new new value

NUMER numerical

old old value

OUT, OUTLET outlet of a domain

P Particle

r, rel relative

LINIT unir

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Roman Superscripts

scaled (quantity)

specified (quantity), mean value (of the quantity)

Greek Letters

û, arbitrary phase fraction þ], angle between pt ur", [o]

P phase volume fraction þ]

P specified phase volume fraction at a boundary (Dirichlet

boundary condition) þ]



þ " specified initial phase volume fraction þ]

þ, drag param eter þs *-t ,-,f
ç(x,n) scalar function

ô çharacteristic length, boundary layer thickness, equivalent ice

thickness þ]
ô 
* 

representative conductor thicknes, [r]
E'0,, fluctuating part of a verocity component of a particurar

phase h t-'l

^ 
difference (of the physical quantities)

Lh, ice interface distance in Ëth direction þ]
Ln normal distance between two streamlines þ]
Lp droplet gauge pressure Vs *-, ,-tf
Lpo., difference between an average interfacial and average phase

pressure bs *-t ,-tl
Lp':,, difference between a local and average interfacial pressure

bs *-' ,-tf
time interval for a droplet pair þ]
mass flow per unit depth between two streamlines

bs ,-t *-tf
normal apparent viscosity for a dispersed component

bs *-t ,-tf
tangential apparent viscosity for a dispersed component

Vs*-t ,-tl
similarity parameter

Lt

A\ø

1¿,p

T¿:r

T



Þ¡-r(ut,uz)

f-¿

v

discrete cross coffelation function

(droplet ) mass flow rate ln, *. ,-r1
droplet momentum displacement for a reference streamline

l*l
droplet mass-based displacement up to y streamli"e l*l
normalized scalar product þ]
order of.magnitude þ]
scalar function þ]

dynamic viscosity 
[Or *-t ,-t1

kinemaric viscosity [*t ,-t]
gradient operator l--' l
scalar, quantity of an interert [-]

density br *-tl
density of ice br *-tl
density of a jet (flow) br *_t1

total stress bs*-t ,-tl
standard deviation from a measured mean value þ]
component of a shear stress Vs *-t ,-tf
shear stress tensor Vs *-t ,-tl
droplet momentum-based displacement up to y streamline

l*l
angle in a conductor's circumferential Alrection 
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er relative angles between the incoming flow and nodal distances

in each finite element at the node under considerati"" l, ]

Greek Subscripts

v reference streamline

o

Other Symbols

order of magnitude

Abbreviations

ANALY Anal¡ical

AUSM Advection Upwinding Splitting Method

AUSMD Advection Upwinding Splitting Method with flux Differences

CCD Charge Couple Device

CCU Constant Curent Anemometer

CDS Central Difference Scheme

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CFX - TASCFLOW Control-Volume Based Finite-Element Method numerical

program

Co Courant number

CPU Central process Unit



CTA Constant Temperature Anemometer

CV Control-Volume, Control-Volume method

CI/FEM Control-Volume Based Finite-Element Method

D¡l,S Direct Numerical Simulation

DRAG Drag term

EDS Exponential Difference Scheme

ERR Error

FAX Faxen force term

FENSAP - ICE Finite Element based numerical program

FFT Fast Fourier Transformation

Fr Froude number

GRAV gravity term

HWA Hot Wire Anemometry

IC Influential CoefÍicient

-I,SP,S Jet flow with Seed particle Supplier

LES LargeEddy Scale Simulation

Mass

Number of phases, Interpolation Functions

Planar Droplet Sizing

Physical Influence Scheme

Particle Image Velocimetry

Prandtl number

pressure term

plastic material

Reynoids number

Root-Sum-square

reference

relaxation factor

Saffman force term

MASS

¡/
PDS

PINS

PU
Pr

PÀ¿,SS

PVC

Re

R,SS

ref

relax

SAFF

scvl, scv4 sub-control volume r, sub-control volume 4



SMD Sauter Mean Diameter

,SP^9 Seed particle Supplier

,S,S1, S,S4 Sub-Surface 1, Sub-Surface 4

SW software

TRANS transient term

TURB I first turbulent term

TURB 2 second turbulent term

UDS Upwind Difference Scheme

WSC-L first viscous term

VISC-2 second viscous term

x-CONV convection term in the x-direction

y-CONV convection term in they-direction
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION

CIIAPTEB I

INTBODI]CTTON

I. T BACI(GBOUNID

Multiphase flows with droplets occur in many engineering and scientific
problems' Technological examples include icing of aircraftsurfaces and structures,
spray deposition on surfaces, dispersed condensation on surfaces ofheat exchangers,
fuel combustion in engines and bio-mass decomposition processes. The other
examples involving multiphase flows are convective and diffusive processes of blood
movement in human lungs and diffusion in pharmaceutìcar drug production. Accurate
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predictions of multiphase transport (such as droplets, air and icé at a solid surface)

have considerable importance in various technological applications.

Modeling techniques for multiphase flows generally fall into two main

categories, namely mixture modeling and separated phase modeling for dilute or

dense flows. Separate phase modeling is considered in this thesis for both dispersed

(i.e. droplet) and carrier (i.e. air) phases in contact. Various past numerical methods

(i.e. Finite Difference, Control Volume and Finite Element) were developed within

analt¡ical frameworks, such as Eulerian, Lagrangian and their hybrids. Different grid

approaches exist, such as fixed and adaptive mesh tracking. Certain advantages and

disadvantages exist with each method, which are presented in section (1. 2) below. In

this thesis, the dispersed phase momenfum equations are modeled numerically within

an Eulerian spatially-averaged formulation. A fixed grid approach is adopted in a

newly developed Control-Volume Based Finite-Element Method (CVFEM for the

dispersed-flow and ice tracking.

Due to limited validation data in the literature, in-house equipment was

developed for studying the physical mechanisms. Experimental results were used to

validate the numerical simulator. The validation studies in this thesis consist of the

following parts.

. LagÍangian analytical solutions were developed for flows involving droplet-air

drag resistance in the presence and without the presence of a gravitational

field. Special solutions near a flat plate entailed scaling, order of magnitude

and similarity analyses, where cross-diffusion effects were studied in the

presence of a streaming airflow.

o Experimental studies for droplet flow leading to icing were needed to assess

the validity of the numerical results. As a part of the project, while considering

the limited relevant measured data in the literature, new experimental

equipment, designs and measurements were developed for droplet flow

charactenzation. The goal was to obtain uniform quasi-3-D ice buildup on a

helicopter scoop. Experimental studies for droplet flows and icing were

conducted in both water and spray-icing tunnels. Droplet flow equipment was

Marko Milanez 2
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developed to produce the dispersed droplet flows and jet flows under a variety

of conditions. The experimental design entailed the plVlaser equipment, ccD
High sense camera, and FlowManager software for measurements of flow

characteristics, such as whole-field velocities and droplet diameters.

I " 2 PROBLEIYT DESCRIPTIONI

The Eulerian method is an efficient approach for tracking a dispersed-flow

with co-existing phases. Rather than tracking each particle throughout the domain in a
Lagrangian method, the Eulerian method uses dispersed group tracking of droplets

within a fixed control volume. In this thesis, Eulerian spatial averaging is used in a

CVFEM, thus allowing integral flux-based balances to be solved conservatively.

Properties of a multiphase flow are spatially-averaged. This concept is adopted in this

thesis because the dispersed-carrier phase interactions are assumed to be negligible at

the micro-scale level. A dilute multiphase flow formulation is implemented. Unlike

Lagrangian tracking of droplets, where the dispersed convective acceleration is not

explicitly modeled, a main challenge of the CI/FEM Eulerian based method is

modeling of these convective terms (Chapter 3). This involves additional efforts in the

CVFEM modeling of convective fluxes at an interface. This thesis develops a new

convection model, which focuses on simplicity, robustness and conservative

properties of the CVFEM inthe fixed grid Eulerian tracking.

Based on the methods described in the previous paragraph, a dispersed-flow

numerical formulation is developed within a Two-Fluid model. Additional posteriori

assumptions are adopted (i.e. interfacial models and sizes of droplets) to close the

formulation and the system of equations. The new numerical algorithms are validated

analytically and experimentally. Numerical sensitivity studies involving grid and
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initial condition independence are performed in different situations, involving

different geometrical domains. One of the biggest challenges in numerical simulations

exists when a droplet flow weakly interacts (small interfacial drag) with an air flow.

The droplet flow behaves considerably different (as a group of bodies) than the air

flow (continuum), especially near surfaces. The droplet phase satisfies different

boundary conditions at the surfaces than the air stream. This phenomenon makes

computations difficult and demanding. Moreover, if a relative drag resistance between

phases is small, an influential gravity field appreciably deflects droplet flow from its

inertial path and the air stream. These difficulties are addressed in this thesis.

A major problem in numerical ice simulation involves tracking of a spatially

evolving ice interface. The multiphase governing equations cannot handle this

problem without an additional algorithm. This tracking algorithm predicts the ice

buildup in a direction towards the incoming dispersed-flow. Its special features

require a variety of dispersed volume fraction distributions when considering various

icing conditions at the time-advancing interface. In addition, the algorithm is problem

dependent. Certain modeling information should be obtained from experiments.

In addition to theoretical and computational models, this thesis considers

experimental studies. A set of nozzle systems, for rime ice applications in the spray -
icing tunnel, represented the biggest challenge in these studies. In this thesis, a set of

the dispersed droplet-air flow devices (rrozzle systems) was developed. Additional

preliminary investigations were needed to design the dispersed-flow and icing

experiments. A PIV laser, CCD Cameras and accompanyrng FlowManager software

4.20.25 met certain requirements regarding the external dispersed-flow measurements.

The details are described in Chapter 4. The related numerical results are validated in

Chapter 5.
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[" g I,TTERATUßE REVTEW

In this section, a literature review is presented. The sub-sections are organized

according to the methods used in the multiphase icing predictions.

T-. 3. N ANAI-.YTICAL MI]LTTPITASE

F'LOW TRACIilNG LEADING TO

rCTNG

Multiphase flows with droplets contribute to in-flight icing of helicopter

surfaces exposed to impinging droplets. These incoming droplets greatly affect the

heat balance with phase change on the iced aircraft surface (Myers, Hammond, [l],
i999) and the other ground-based structures (Naterer 12,3D. The local, instantaneous

transport equations for each phase can be developed in an Eulerian framework [3]. In

the majority of practical cases, averaged physical quantities are sufficient for design

pu{poses. Rather than tracking individual trajectories of droplets, the Eulerian

approach with volume averaging can significantly reduce computational time by

applyng conservation balances over fixed control volumes in space.

Previous studies have adopted averaging techniques for multiphase flows

(Banerjee, 14, 51, 1980, Hetsroni, [6], 1982). various types of procedures were

documented: (i) time averaging, with no averaging in space, (ii) area or volume

averaging, with no averaging in time, (iii) ensemble averaging, with no averaging in

space or (iv) combinations of these procedures. Unlike the other two-phase flow
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regimes where continuum assumptions may be adopted in both phases, the droplets

present unique difficulties since their distribution within a fixed control volume is

typically not continuous. In other words, droplets are discrete and not joined with each

other to form a continuous phase. In this way, conventional definitions of properties,

such as pressure, require special interpretation. These unique physical processes are

documented in the thesis, as they arise in Eulerian modeling of multiphase flows.

In the averaging procedures, certain microscopic information is lost through

the integration process, especially at the phase interface(s). These inaccuracies can be

reduced by better modeling of the physical phenomena throughout the averaging

procedure. Information lost through spatial averaging can be supplied back through

the other relations (i.e. constituitive or macroscopic - microscopic relationships).

Spatial averaging is most effective when integrated quantities do not change

significantly over the selected control volume. As mentioned previously, for many

cases, the averaged physical quantities are sufficient for design pu{poses.

Past derivations of the momentum equations for the dispersed phase of
multiphase flow were carried out by means of volume averaging (Banerjee, Chan, [4,

51, 1980; crowe, l7l, 1998; crowe, [s], 1999). These developments include the

effects of turbulence, which can have an important role in the dlmamics of the

dispersed phase (Ainley, l9l, 1991). These past formulations served as a basis for

associated studies involving droplet impact and icing of helicopters (Milanez et al.,

t10l).

Most of the predictive models of droplet flows with aircraft icing and

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are based on Lagrangian methods of tracking

individual droplet trajectories throughout the flow field. An effective altemative,

based on an Eulerian CFD program called PHASES (Naterer, [11], 1995) with entropy

based enhancements (Naterer, lI2l, 1999; [13], 2000, ll4l, 2001) reduces the

computational time by incorporating the dropiet dynamics into a finite volume

approach. In this approach (see also Tsuboi, Kimura [15]), the droplets are treated as a

continuous medium within a discrete volume, with properties analogous to those of a

continuous fluid. For instance, the bulk density is regarded as a continuous property.

Marko }l4ilanez 6
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This approach is based on a control volume that includes a sufficiently large amount

of small droplets. The number of droplets in the control volume is assumed to be

small enough (i.e. dilute flow) that momentum effects of collisions between droplets

are negligible. Thus, the motion of the droplets is controlled by the droplet-fluid
interactions, body forces and droplet-wall collisions. ln comparison to a dilute flow, a
dense flow is a flow in which particle-particle interactions are primarily responsible

for the particle motion. For such flows, numerical modeling within a Lagtang¡an
formulation is a good altemative.

In past studies, scaling, sensitivity, order of magnitude and simiiarity analyses

were performed on the goveming fluid momentum equations. Unlike conventional

approaches to determine similarity parameters and solutions (Schlichting [16],
Munson, et al. ll7l, Naterer [1S]), this thesis considers such modeling in the context

of the dispersed muitiphase flow. Certain parts of the approach are developed based

on the literature, i.e., Naterer [18], oosthuizen, Naylor [19]. However, the new

aspects of modeling in this thesis involve the detailed droplet motion near a flat
surface.

In this thesis, fundamental issues regarding two-phase droplet-air motion in
the vicinity of a flat surface are addressed and novel analytical droplet flow solutions

are developed (Milanez et al., t20l). This analytical modeling is viewed to contribute
to the physical understanding of droplet behavior in the vicinity of the surfaces. The

similarity solution sheds light on fundamental flow behavior near the flat surface, as

well as providing droplet trajectories that can be used for validation of numerical

models. For example, an analytical solution for a momentum displacement is obtained

in Chapter 2. The momentum displacement refers to the displacement of the droplet
phase fluid element due to the change of momentum flux arising from interfacial drag

forces. The droplet momentum solution and the Biasius boundary layer solution
identiff certain limits encompassing the expected droplet behaviour. By excluding the

viscous diffusion terms from the droplet motion equations, a certain limiting solution
can be obtained. This solution is based on outer interfacial drag forces only.
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After performing the scaling and sensitivity analyses and establishing the

droplet x-momentum equation, a similarity solution is derived. By introducing a

stream function, the separable differential equations are solved, thereby establishing

self similarity of the droplet motion. From this similarity solution, the droplet velocity

profiles and trajectories are obtained. In the cross-stream direction, the droplet flow is

mainly controlled by the drag forces. A non-differential drag force between the phases

(droplet-air) is modeled through a drag factor, as outlined by Crowe and Sommerfeld

1211. The off-plane displacement of the droplet momentum is also considered in this

investigation. Two-dimensionality of the flow is introduced through the droplet y-

momentum equation and the droplet phase fraction equation.

Physical parameters selected in this thesis are based on typical conditions

encountered during helicopter icing. For example, based on the range of droplet

diameters and liquid water contents, as outlined by Bourgault et al. 1221, it was

assumed and verified that the effects of droplet interactions/collisions were not

substantial. The relevant droplet y-velocity is determined based on the volume-

averaged phase fraction equation. By inclusion of algebraic forces and a scaling

analysis for the momentum equations, the final form of the x-momentum equation is

obtained for a group of droplets. With the order of magnitude analysis, a similarity

parameter is obtained. Then, the similarity equation is solved by a stream function

approach. This differential equation is solved analytically, in order to find the

algebraic solution for the similarity function. Droplet velocity profiles in the x and y

directions are determined based on this solution of the similarity function. Numerical

results are presented and compared against the scaling requirements in Chapter 5.

As described previously, past studies adopted Eulerian volume averaging

techniques for various types of multiphase flows (i.e., Banerjee, Chan [4] and

Hetsroni [6]). However, their extensions to multiphase flows with droplets often

involve modeling approximations without a detailed documented basis of the volume

averaging. One particular example of interest in this thesis is the averaged cross-phase

pressure interactions in a Two-Fluid model. The cross-phase pressure interactions can

have an important role in the dynamics of the dispersed phase [7]. The role of
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pressure interactions in multiphase modeling and its physical significance were

studied previously, i.e., sha, soo [23], Boure [24], prosperetti, Jones [25], Marchioro,

Tanksley, Prosperetti 126l and others.

Various aspects of the representation of the pressure force term (denoted by

PVB ) in the phase momentum equations were documented in the literature. Ishii [27]

cancels out this term via the interfacial source term when the bulk mean pressure is

nearly equal to the interfacial mean pressure. Gidaspow and Solbrin gl2ïlpointed out

limitations with this pafüal pressure model, as it can yield unrealistically high
pressures. However, Soo [29] suggested that there is no need to drop the pVB term

for purposes of solution stabilization. Gidaspow and Solbring [28] called this pressure

term an "extra type diffusive force" and outlined that the pressure in this expression is

not simply the thermodynamic pressure. Jackson et al. [30] and Medlin et al. [31]
called the term an "effective force without giving an exact value". Wallis (Gidaspow

[32]) suggested that PVB might be dropped for the case of stratified flow, but not in

suspensions. Furthermore, Sha and Soo [23] described a significance of the pvp telm

for adiabatic compression of a gas bubble, involving nearly zero velocities of both

phases (liquid and gas). Their analysis entailed the kinetic energy and continuity

equations with thermodynamic relations for a perfect gas.

A form of the phasic momentum equations for the two-phase flow is discussed

by Boure [24]. Volume-averaged phase momentum equations were used and a

treatment of the bulk pressure term was shown. However, the pressure deviations at

the phase interface were not fully documented. Prosperetti and Jones [25] investigated

the volume-averaged dispersed and continuous pressure forces in detail. Although the

pressure forces in the continuous phase affect the dispersed phase motion, the pressure

within the dispersed phase does not appreciably contribute to the continuous phase

motion under certain conditions. This thesis addresses these modeling issues

involving the dispersed phase pressure field.

Marchioro, Tanksley and Prosperetti 126l used ensemble averaging to model a

mixtures' pressure and viscous stresses in a dispersed two-phase flow. A pressure
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force was modeled from the bulk mixture total stress for all phases in contact.

Nigmatulin [33] used mixture modeling to address such pressure forces. Park, Drew

and Lahey [34] used an ensemble averaging technique for the pressure term in the

two-fluid multiphase model. The difference between the averaged pressure in the bulk

flow and the interfacial pressure was not fully documented. In addition, the

assumptions for inviscid and irrotational flows were made. Joseph and Lundgren [35]

used ensemble averaging to derive the relevant transport equations, while the pressure

field was assumed to be uniform.

Turbulent fluctuations in single phase flows, represented by single phase

Reynolds stresses, appear as a result of the fluctuating velocity field. These Reynolds

stresses cær be modeled by a Boussinesq gradient assumption. This assumption relates

velocity fluctuations to the mean momentum velocities [36]. In multiphase modeling,

averaging techniques can be used to describe filtered physical fields, free of

deviations l8]. These deviations represent information lost in the averaging procedure.

For turbulent flows, the deviating velocity field can be modeled through the

multiphase Reynolds stresses. Modeling of these stresses is more complicated than

modeling of single phase Reynolds stresses ([8], [9], [34], [37]). For a dilute

dispersed-flow, a Boussinesq assumption can be used to relate the deviating velocity

to an averaged velocity field.

Both interfacial and volume-averaged pressure forces contribute to the motion

of phases in contact. The pressure field in the dispersed phase may affect the

continuous phase, particularly if the dispersed phase is moved suddenly from one

region to another region that has different bulk pressure. Past studies considered

pressure effects at the interface between dispersed and continuous phases. Unlike

those previous studies (i.e., Prosperetti, Jones l25l), the interfacial pressure drag and

apparent mass force per unit volume are modeled in a more detailed manner in this

thesis. For example, a pressure term in the momentum equations, PVB , is re-

formulated, while shedding new light on the significance of the interfacial pressure

drag and apparent mass force terms.
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The newly modeled terms in this thesis, such as interfacial pressure drag and
apparent mass' are applied to a droplet/air two-fluid model. This approach (Milanez et
al., [38]) differs from previous formulations (i.e., prosperetti, Jones L25l), where the
interfacial pressure drag force per unit volume and apparent mass force per unit
volume are assumed to coincide. In this thesis, the terms are grouped under one
interfacial surface integral, thereby avoiding certain modeling difficulties associated

with the term PVB in the momentum equations. After they are grouped with the shear

interfacial and shear wall terms, all terms are further modeled by an algebraic term.
Pressure deviations at the phase interface are considered, as well as the role of
pressure terms in the energy equation [39].

I. B. 2 NI]DTERICAI., ALGOBTTIIM
FOR I}TSPEßSED iVTULTIPIIASE

F'LOW AND ICTNG PI3EDTCTTONS

Numerous past studies considered numerical modeling of multiphase flows
with droplets, including volume-averaged trajectories of impinging droplets in aircraft
icing' The studies involved fluid transport in both dispersed and continuous phases

(i'e' [4], l22l and t39l). In multiphase flow problems, close similarities arise berween
dispersed droplets and suspended particles. For example, solid fuel combustion
systems, such as pressurized fluidized bed combustors and suspension-fired coal
boilers, entail particulate two-phase flow mixtures. A hybrid Eulerian - Lagrangian
model was developed by Naik and Bryden laOl for the numerical analysis of dilute
particulates, transported through a high curvature duct of a gas turbine combustor.
Mixtures with small particle diameters exhibited low inter-phase slip velocities and
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low impact probability with the pipe walls. However, higher slip velocities and impact

probabilities were observed at particle diameters exceeding 50 microns. In contrast to

Lagtang¡an tracking of particles, this thesis develops a new unified Eulerian

formulation for both dispersed and carrier phases.

commercial codes, such as Fluent-Fidap l4ll and cFX-Tascflow l4zl,
generally entail Lagrangtran-type methods for dispersed phase tracking. An exact

Riemann solver and Gudunov fluxes can be adopted for both carrier and dispersed

phases of multiphase flows (Thevand et al., [43]). In Lagrangian methods, the

governing equations of motion for each particle are solved in a moving coordinate

system for the dispersed phase. Numerical integration of each particle momentum

equation along its pathline yields a solution of the particle velocity field (Valentine,

Decker l44l). Each particle or group of particles is tracked spatially throughout the

computational domain. The method may predict cross-phase interactions more

accurately than Eulerian formulations, gener ally at the expense of significantly higher

CPU run-time and storage requirements.

For droplet flows in icing applications, the typical CPU run-time and storage

requirements of conventional droplet tracking (Lagrangian methods) become much

higher, due to adaptive re-meshing within each time step to accommodate the moving

ice interface. Fixed grid methods offer useful advantages over adaptive re-meshing

methods, particularly when predicting flow induced forces on surfaces exhibiting

time-varying ice shapes (Naterer, t45]). In contrast to conventional Lagrang;an

methods, spatial averaging of droplet tracking is generally less time-consuming, since

it avoids re-meshing or coordinate transformations at each time step. In addition,

Eulerian methods readily accommodate the error indicators from conventional fixed
grid solvers, such as Taylor series methods or entropy weighted residuals 1461.

This thesis develops a new Eulerian formulation of dispersed phase motion

within a CVFEM for multiphase flows. The dispersed phase equations are developed

separately from the continuous phase system of equations. In the CI/FEM, a discrete

control volume represents a fluid element over which the transported fluxes are

balanced. Since each control volume balance is discretized locally within a finite
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element, the dispersed-flow equations become independent of the grid configuration,
thereby allowing full geometric flexibility in the overall formulation.

In an Eulerian formulation, transport equations of an individual phase become

analogous to multi-fluid transport equations. A pressure correction equation was

developed by Darwish et al. l47l for multi-fluid flows, based on a mass conservation

based algorithm (MCBA). The method is tested at various Mach numbers and fluid
density ratios. Studies of the single grid (,SG), prolongation gïrd (pG) and full multi-
gnd (FMG) methods were conducted. For single grids, sub-element quadrature affects

both spatial accuracy and transient wave propagation [a8]. The convergence history
and CPU run-time of the FMG method are more effìcient than the PG method, while
accelerating the convergence rate over the single grid metho d t471. Since this thesis

entails a fixed grid formulation of multiphase flows, it is anticipated that similar
benefits of the FMG methods could be achieved with droplet motion.

Another significant issue addressed in this thesis involves convective droplet

transport. For example, icing of helicopter surfaces involves convective exchange

between incoming droplets and the co-flowing air stream. Convection of dispersed

droplets in multiphase flows depends on various factors, including interfacial drag and

droplet breakup [6]. Joseph et al.l49l used a rotating drum camera to investigate the

breakup of viscous and visioelastic droplets in a high speed airstream. Fragmentation

of droplets is observed at varying viscosities and Weber numbers. Transition to

droplet clouds and vapor occured in less than 50 micro-seconds. Flattened droplets

and Rayleigh/Taylor instabilities arose due to large accelerations from gas to liquid
phases. Such studies have significance in various applications involving droplet

impingement, including supercooled droplets in icing applications.

In addition to Eulerian and Lagrangian methods, past studies developed hybrid

techniques for numerical modeling multiphase convection [50 - s4].Numerical
instabilities may arise when finite elements, generated automatically to follow particle

streamlines in a Lagrangian method, become distorted. Examples of alternative hydrid

methods include DNS [5r,52,55], Reynolds-averaged t53l and LES based models

[56]' Despite these advances, the methods have certain limitations. For example,
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sudden changes of the dispersed phase volume fraction at the interface may lead to
false fluctuations of the continuous phase velocity, particularly with refined grids,

boundary layer flows and complex geometrical configurations. Convection modeling

with a hybrid difference scheme for moving droplet simulations was reported by
Huang and Ayyaswamy 157]. Droplet velocities, radii, mass and heating rates were

predicted for n-heptane droplets at intermediate Reynolds numbers. In addition, total
drag, frictional drag, pressure drag and evaporation drag were evaluated. Each droplet
trajectory and terminal velocity was evaluated from a balance of drag and body
forces. In contrast, this thesis includes gravitational effects on convective acceleration,

when predicting the droplet trajectories.

A Two-Fluid formulation with separate equations of state and volume fraction
correlations has been developed for both dense and dilute multiphase convection [5g].
Convection modeling with the AUSM (Advection Upwinding Splitting Method) and

AUSM with flux differencés (AUSMD) were developed. Contact discontinuities and

interfaces between phases were accurately modeled by using these convective

upwinding formul ations.

Ritz and Caltagirone l59l predicted multiphase convection of particles in a

dilute suspension. The trajectories of settling particles were initially ofÊcentered

between two parallel walls. By assuming pseudo-rigid behavior of the solid particles,

only the velocity and pressure remain unknown in the momentum equations. Unlike
their staggered finite volume and projection formulations, this thesis develops a

collocated convection formulation with both velocity and pressure fields, solved at the

nodal points. This approach is viewed to potentially simplifu coding, improve solution

convergence and robustness and reduce CPU run-time, in comparison to Ref. [59].
Past convection models with volume averaging successfully charactenzed

two-fluid systems of gas-particle flows, ranging from dense to dilute flows (Masson,

Baliga, t60l). Particlelpafücle collisions can be predicted with kinetic theory of dense

gases' Unlike volume averaging, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) provides much

greater detail regarding the inter-phase mechanisms. Dil,S studies by Marchioli et al.

[56] predicted the deposition of inertial particles in vertical upward pipe flows at a
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Reynolds number of 33T.Interfacial drag, lift and. gravitational effects were included
in the equations of motion for particles. The particles were assumed to have no

influence on the carrier phase (note: same assumption adopted in this thesis). particle

distributions within the boundary layer, particle/wall interactions and deposition of
particles were predicted successfully by Marchioli et al. [56].

Boundary conditions lead to additional unique challenges for prediction of
multiphase flow pattems. The droplets impinge on the boundary, while the carrier
phase is deflected away from the wall. Tsuboi [61] used transparent boundary
conditions on the surfaces. During the impact of droplets, the dispersed phase is no
longer followed by the carrier phase. This thesis investigates the droplet flow behavior
in the airflow near the boundary, involving the transparent boundary conditions for
the droplet phase and the no-slip conditions for the airflow. These simultaneous

conditions are expected to provide realistic estimates of droplet impact in icing
applications. The droplet capture and ice buildup depend on both processes.

Relative motion between phases affects this near-wall impact of droplets.

unlike past modeting of inter-phase relative motion (Morency et al., 162)), in this
thesis, a novel separate model for the dispersed phase is developed. A supplementary

existing mixture model for the carrier phase is added to the dispersed-phase model.

Relative motion between the phases can be especially important during in-flight
aircraft icing in clouds, where the supercooled moisture is immersed in the carrier
fluid. Phase change of supercooled droplets may arise through varying thermophysical

conditions in the carrier phase, thereby affecting the relative motion as droplets

impact on the aircraft surface. This thesis develops new modeling of near-wall
interactions and relative motion between the phases (Milanez et al. [63]).

In addition to this relative motion, gravity affects the other aspects of the

droplet dynamics. For example, it affects droplet impact on an ice surface.

Additionally, it affects liquid droplets emitted from a spray combustor, particularly
involving the amplitude and self-induced osciliations of the resulting flame structure

(Levy, Bulzan, 164l).Gravitational effects on droplets lead to different rates of heat
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transfer, evaporation and mass flow in the two-phase fluid. The interface between the
fuelnozzle and flame was observed to be largely dependent on gravitational forces. In
this thesis, gravitational effects are studied with respect to deflected inertial motion of
droplets in a co-flowing airstream.

Gravitational effects on droplet entrainment and stratification in two-phase
pipe flows were reported by Williams et al. [65]. Entrainment increases at higher gas

velocities, but it does not appear to vary with different pipe diameters. Gravitational
settling enhances deposition of droplets at lower gas velocities in vertical pipes. Under
certain conditions, quasi-steady creeping flows occur with gravitational settling and

coalescence of droplets (Rushton, Davies, [66]). In contrast to these past studies, this
thesis considers transient gravitational deflection in a dilute flow, without constrained

boundaries of an internal pipe.

Gravitational deflection of droplets affects the impact location of droplets on
the surface (Milanez et al. 167l). Hung and Yao [68] investigated impinging droplets

on isothermal cylindrical objects. Droplet sizes varied between l l0 and 680 microns.

Incoming droplet velocities affect the disintegration, dripping and gravity-induced

detachment of droplets from the surface. The gravitational effects change at varying
Stokes numbers. Additional effects of the Stokes number were reported by Barton

[69] for a multiphase flow, with particles, past a backward facing step. Injected

particles at low Stokes numbers were shown to raise inlet inertia and strength of the

re-circulation cell behind the step. Gravitational effects became dominant at high
Stokes numbers. Furthermore, it was shown that differences between multiphase and

single-phase flows increased linearly with void fraction. This thesis considers a

similar geometry of a front facing half-cylinder step, but with Eulerian volume
averaging of droplet motion (unlike Lagrangian droplet tracking). It is shown that

volume averaging successfully predicts gravitational effects on deflected groups of
droplets in a co-flowing airstream.

In adition to gravity, complex cross-phase interactions arose at the interfacial

boundaries, including interfacial drag forces and pressure gradients (Hetsroni, lgBZ).
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This thesis establishes a new iterative algorithm for linking these complex interfacial
transport mechanisms of multiphase flow. Impingrng droplets on a surface are

deflected by near-wall pressure gradients in the carrier phase, gravity anrd the other
interfacial effects. V/ang et al. [70] investigated impinging droplets of water, ethanol
and water/ethanol mixtures on hot surfaces. Spray breakup and the effectiveness of
heat removed from the hot surface due to impinging droplets were reported.
Papageorgakis and Assanis [71] included interfacial drag and surface tension forces,
when predicting spray breakup under low injection pressures. Internal circulation
within moving droplets was investigated by Ayyaswamy et al. 1721. The strength of
the intemal vortex was observed to have minor impact as a modeling parameter. In
dilute multiphase flows with droplets, interactions between droplets are neglected.
This thesis considers the interfacial drag forces, particularly their effects on deflected
droplet motion near an ice surface.

Frictional drag arises at the interfacial boundaries, due to a relative Reynolds
number between dispersed and carrier phases. A numerical formulation called
FENSAP-ICE [73] applied reduced forms of interfacial drag in both low and high
Reynolds number regimes, for the simultaneous prediction of dispersed and carrier
phase motion. ln contrast, this thesis develops a composite drag model, which
simultaneously encompasses a wider range of relative Reynolds numbers, including
the transition regime. Unlike past studies [73], sub-element modeling incorporates full
elliptical pressure and viscous diffusion effects in the dispersed phase.

For aircraft de-icing, impinging droplets affect the shape and rate of ice
growth (Poots, L74l). Latent heat is released and kinetic energy is imparted by
incoming droplets (Messinger, [75]). In glaze ice conditions, a flowing supercooled
surface film interacts with the impinging droplets during phase change flgl. past

studies outlined the significance of near-wall deflection of droplets on varying
collection efficiencies of iced surfaces (Bragg, 176l). Polat et al. llTl investigated a
water droplet with surface active agents, in order to enhance the particle and droplet
capture efficiency by reducing surface tension. The collection efficiency refers to the
ratio of impinging droplet mass flux on the surface, to the mass flux that would occur
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on the surface if droplets were not deflected by the airstream. In this thesis, the role of
cross-phase interactions in this droplet deflection is investigated.

I. B" B EXPERTMDNTAI,

ASSESSNIENT OF DR,OPLET 1ITOTION

AND TCING

In addition to the past numerical methods, described in the previous section,
past advances have developed experimental methods of charact enzing droplet
dynamics in multiphase flows. The PDS (Planar Droplet Sizing) is an example of a
technique for charactenzing droplet diameters in multiphase flows. In the pD,S, the
intensity emitted by a fluorescent dye added to a liquid is proportional to the volume
of resulting atomized droplets. Taking the ratio of this intensity with the scattered

light intensity yields the SMD (Sauter Mean Diameter) of droplets. past developments

[78] predicted the effects of the scattering angle, refractive index, droplet size and dye
concentration on the PDS method. Unlike dense sprays considered by Domann and

Hardalupas [78], this thesis focuses specifically on the dispersed phase of dilute
multiphase flows.

Phase Doppler Interferometry, phase-doppler analyzers and phase Doppler
Anemometry are useful techniques for characterizing droplet sizes and velocity
distributions in multiphase flows. Jazayen and Li [79] investigated the spatial
distribution of sprays with phase Doppler Anemometry, including the breakup of
liquid sheets in a co-flowing air stream. At the center-line, the authors reported that

the mean velocity of droplets reached a maximum value, while the Sauter mean
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diameter was a minimum. ln the transverse direction, a selÊsimilar distribution of
droplet mean velocity was observed. Spatial effects of droplet entrainment, migration,
secondary atomization and droplet coalescence at downstream locations affect the
momentum exchange betweens dispersed and carrier phases. In contrast to these
liquid sheet breakup mechanisms, this thesis focuses on uniformly dispersed droplets
throughout a dilute flow field.

Both deterministic and stochastic aspects of droplet flows in sprays were
investigated by Kim et al. i801. The deterministic portion included unstable wave
motion' The breakup length, mean diameter and droplet distributions of the unstable
growth at various wavelengths were investigated. In the stochastic approach, a
maximum entropy principle was used for the final stage of droplet formation after the
liquid bulk breakup. Both deterministic and stochastic parts can be combined through
source terms containing liquid/gas interactions.

In aircraft icing applications, droplet collection affects the accreted ice mass
and shape [3]' Aerodynamic characteristics are largely dependent on this ice shape,
including the drag and lift forces. such aerodynamic characteristics were measured by
a force balance and surface pressure taps connected to an ESp (Electronically
Scarured Pressure) system by Lee, Dunn and co-workers [g1]. side windows for laser
droplet measurements were utilized by chintamani and Belter [g2]. Impinging
droplets on the ice surface affected the ice thickness and transition between rime ice
and glaze ice' An ultrasonic pulse-echo technique to measure the ice thickness was
reported by Hansmann and Kirby I83]. A transducer was mounted flush with the
surface (below the ice), and it emitted a brief compression wave. After the pulse
traveled through the ice and was reflected by the external ice surface, it returned to the
hansducer as an echo signal. Then the resulting ice thickness was calculated, based on
the time elapsed and the speed of sound in ice.

In addition to aircraft icing problems, a droplet flow characterization is
important in numerous other practical applications. For example, applications include
cooling of high temperature surfaces with water/air sprays [84] and spray systems for

Marko Milanez
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fire suppression [85]. Cooling of high temperature surfaces by incoming droplets was
studied by using thermocouple data gathered below the surface of a test piece [g6]. An
experimental study of the flux of droplets delivered from a spray system was
performed for controlling and suppressing fires [87]. A PIV system (particle Image
Velocimetry) was used to measure the droplet velocities and water densities leaving
the sprinkler. It was observed that larger droplets traveled further horizontally from
the sprinkler than smaller droplets, since the momentum of larger droplets was
proportionally larger than the drag force.

In this thesis, new insight regarding momentum exchange and interfacial drag
forces on droplets is providêd with data collected from the pl[/ lgg, gg, g0l. The pIV
is a non-intrusive technique, since probes or wires are not directly placed into the flow
field [91]. Unlike the other methods of anemometry, where velocity measurements are

obtained at a single point, the PIV technique permits whole-field measurements of
velocity. Past studies mainly applied PIV teclniques to continuous, single-phase flows

[92]. However, in this thesis, applications of the method to dispersed (droplet) phase

motion are studied, particularly for applications related to aircraft icing problems.

I.4 SCOPE OF' TIIESTS

The main goals of this thesis include new physical understanding of
multiphase flow and icing processes, as well as development of a numerical
formulation and code for dispersed-flow tracking with icing. Validation cases for
multiphase droplet motion and ice accretion are developed for the purpose of
comparisons with numerical results.

This thesis develops an Eulerian formulation of multiple phases in contact, i.e.,

the dispersed (droplet), continuous (air), moving wall (ice) and stationary wall (solid
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wall)' Deeper understanding of interfacial pressure disturbances is gained by
modeling of dispersed phase pressures in the goveming equations of motion, as they
arise from both dispersed and continuous phases. Two-dimensional dispersed-flow
and icing numerical algorithms are developed with a Control-Volume Based Finite
Element Method (CVFEM. Convection, bulk and interfacial diffusion and gravity
effects are studied in detail. Furthermore, modeling of boundary conditions at the
moving and stationary walls is presented for each phase. Sensitivity analyses for grid
and initial condition independence are carried out for a vanety of geometrical
configurations' Analytical Lagrangian solutions for liquid flows are developed.
Scaling, order of Magnitude and Similarity analyses and solutions are developed for
droplet flow characterization in the airstream near a flat plate.

In addition, experimental studies are performed in this thesis. Liquid spray and
jet nozzle systems are developed. Experiments with pIV (particle Image
velocimetry) for laser based velocity measurements of spray and stream flows are
designed' comparisons with numerical I analytical results are presented. Icing on a
representative helicopter scoop in the newly developed spray-icing tunnel is
investigated. Predicted results from the ice tracking models are presented and
compared with analytical and experimental data, including Goodwin,s law.

I.5 OUTLINE OF' TIIESTS

This thesis consists of parts involving contributions and validations in
modeling of multiphase dispersed/continuous flow with icing. In this introductory
text, specific insight regarding individual and connected parts is given. The connected
parts are related to the main focus of the thesis (numerical algorithm), as they present
its building blocks, sensitivity and validation studies. Analytical, numerical and
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experimental methods are constitutive parts of the thesis, where additional
contributions are achieved. Both multiphase flow and icing studies are connected with
these methods. Analytical (Lagrang¡an), numerical (Eulerian) and experimental
(Eulerian) contributions have been made in dispersed flow and icing modeling. This
involves the framework, formulations and analytical solutions. In addition,
contributions have been achieved in the experimental multiphase studies, including
new devices, designs and results for jet and spray flows. Limited icing experimental
work \ /as performed in the spray-icing tunnel (mainly a helicopter scoop).
Experimental validation of icing predictions was performed through past measured

data from the literature.

In addition, individual contributions to the modeling of multiphase flows are

obtained. This includes new analytical modeling, such as dispersed phase pressgre

modeling, scaling and order of magnitude analyses with a similarity method and
solution along a flat plate. These parts are embodied in the text, mainly in the
analytical sections.

Chapter (1) equips the reader with necessary background information on the
multiphase research work in this thesis. This chapter also emphasizes the important
methods involved and their results, as well as comparisons between the results from
different methods.

Chapter (2) entails new anallical methods and techniques as they relate to
multiphase flow with droplets and icing. It develops the fundamental governing
equations for liquid and gas (i.e., droplet I air) motion in an Eulerian framework with
spatial averaging. In this process, the role of the bulk and interfacial dispersed phase

pressure is investigated in formation of the droplet momentum equations.

The interfacial drag models are studied in section (2. 3) for subsequent derivation of
analytical solutions for multiphase droplelparticle motion in section (2. 5).

development of the dispersed phase numerical algorithm.

Section (2. 4) investigates the importance of the physical processes of multiphase flow
with air assisted droplets near a flat plate. Scaling, order of magnitude and similarity
analyses are used. An order of magnitude method enables derivation of a similarity
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variable, which are used in the similarity analysis. It is discovered that the multiphase

similarity solution of the droplet flow exists fsection (2. 5. l)]. A closed form exact

solution is derived analytically. This section is independent of the numerical
algorithms' Section (2. 5.2) presents investigation of Lagrangian droplelparticle-gas

tracking' Closed form exact multiphase analytical solutions for the velocity and

trajectory profiles are developed for low-Re. (i.e. with linear drag model) and high-
Re' (i.e' with quadratic dragmodel) regimes. Solutions with linear and quadratic drag

models and zero gtavity, g : õ, are used for sensitivity studies of droplet planar

motion. Analytical solutions [Eqs. (2. 5.2. 16) - ((2.5.2. 18)] for droplet motion with

quadratic drag and s *ó are used for validation of the numerical dispersed phase

algorithm in a vertical plane. For example, comparisons of the analytical
(LagrangiaÐ, numerical (Eulerian) and experimental (PlZ-Eulerian) velocity profiles

for the jet and spray-droplet flows are performed [i.e. Figs. (5. 5. g) - (5. 5. 9) and Fig.

(5. 5. i 8) - (5. 5. 22), respectivetyl. Analytical results tEq. (2. 5. 2. 25) - (2. 5. 2. z7)l

for vertical jet flow fFigs. (5. 5. 1) - (5. 5. 3)] are compared with the numerical and

experimental results. Standard analytical solutions for droplet I pafücle motion with
negligible drag [Eqs' (2. 5.2. 14) - (2.5.2. l5)] are compared with the numerical
results in section (5. 3) [Figs. (5. 3. 6) - (5. 3. 9)].

Section (2. 5. 3) describes an analytical formulation of the novel numerical ice
interface tracking method.. It focuses on the backward numerical tracking of the

evolving ice towards the incoming flow. This section proposes the pre-conditioning

and excess ice re-distribution functions, as they control the ice tracking. In addition,

novel analytical solutions for two-dimensional ice tracking are developed for the

purposes of validation of the icing part of the numerical algorithm [i.e. equation in
Fig. (s. 4. t4)1.

Chapter (3) entails description of the CVFEM numerical formulation of the

multiphase flow with droplets and icing fsections (3. 1) - (3. 5)].The implementation

and architecture of the novel numerical dispersed and icing algorithms into the

original Phases program is presented and discussed in sections (3. 6. 1) and (3. 6.2),
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respectively' section (3- 6.2) describes additional details of the icing algorithm in the
effort to track evolving ice interface with deposited ice behind in the backward
direction toward the incoming droplet flow. Droplet flow correction function and
excess ice re-distribution functions are discussed. Numerical formulation of the
continuous phase is described in sections (3. 6.3),particularly as it relates to the
dispersed phase algorithm with icing and original phases.

chapter (4) presents experimental studies of droplet motion and ice accretion
in the water and spray-icing tunnels, as well as development of nozzlesystems for
studies of droplet motion' Long and short distan ce nozzlesystems were developed for
droplet (spray) flows' A special nozzle system was developed for the jet flow. The
PlVlaserbased Eulerian method with its hardware [i.e. Gemini laser, ccD cameras)
and software fFlowManager (2.2.25)] was evaluated for its suitability for velocity
measurements ofjet and particularly dispersed droplet flows. The methods for droplet
charactenzation and the uncertainty method were presented.

Chapter (5) presents results from analytical, numerical and experimental
modeling of droplevair flow motion [Figs. (5. 1. 1) - (5. 3. 27) andFigs. (5. 5. r) _ (5.
s' 22)l and ice tracking [Figs. (5. 4. 1) - (s.4. 19) and Figs. (5. 5.23)- (5. 5. 25)].
This chapter involves numerical simulations of multiphase flow with droplets and
icing with different computational domains (i. e. vertical and horizontal surfaces,
frontward steps with different shapes) and grid discretizations, different boundary
conditions, cPU time consumptions, etc. The developed analytical solutions and
results are used in sensitivity studies and validations of the numerical algorithms, as
presented in description of chapter (2). Yalidation of the numerical multiphase flow
algorithm additionally includes the grid independency studies tFig. (5. 3. 10), Fig. (5.
3.21) and Fig. (5. 3. z7)l and rhe iniriar condirion independency srudy [Fig. (5. 3.
i 1)]' Also, the accuracy of the dispersed and icing numerical algorithm is assessed

[i.e. Fig. (s.3. t2) and Fig. (s. 4. t8)].
Section (5' a) is devoted to temporal one- and two-dimensional numerical simulations
with icing algorithm and its validation. Validation of uni-dimensional icing
simulations with vertical droplets falling on the horizontal surface is performed [case

Marko Mllanez
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(1) - Figs. (5.4.2) - (5.4.5)1. Validation of quasi two-dimensional ice growth, caused

by horizontally injected two-dimensional droplet flow, impacting on the vertical

surface, is presented in Case (2) - Figs. (5. 4. 6) - (5.4.10). Simulations of impinging

droplets on the evolving ice interface at the frontward step are studied (moving two-

dimensional boundary) in Figs. (5.4. 11) - (5.4. 18). Presented simulations are

validated against the two-dimensional analytical solution at time 500 s [Fig. (5. a.

14)1.

Additional icing experimental validation is presented in section (5. 5). Section (5.5)

consists of results from the experimental and analytical studies of droplet / air motion

and icing, including laser based PIV measurements with the nozzle systems. It

compares analytical, numerical and experimental solutions of droplet flow (with drag

and gravity terms) and icing (conductor). In jet (vertical and horizontally injected) and

droplet flow cases, the results from all methods are compared [i.e. Fig. (5. 5. 8) - (5. 5.

9), Figs. (5. 5. 18) * (5. 5. 2l)1. Uncertainty analyses are presented for the jet and

spray droplet flows based on the results from experimental PIV method. Figures (5. 5.

24) - (5. 5. 25) present additional results from icing studies. The predicted shape of

the accreted ice on the conductor, along with the equivalent ice thickness around the

conductor, is presented in Fig. (5. 5. 24). The equivalent ice thickness is calculated

from the numerically predicted ice shape. Its value is verified through past

experimental data from Dr. Popplewell and Goodwin's model [Fig. (5. 5. 24)].

Goodwin's law presents an.experimentally validated analytical approximation for ice

thickness on the conductor.

Chapter (6) entails the conclusions and recommendations for future research.

The suggestions are mainly given to the numerical and experimental parts of the

thesis.
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chapter 2-MODELING oF MULTIPHASE MorIoN WITH DROPLET FLow
AND ICING

section, differential forms of the multiphase conservation laws are presented. An
Eulerian approach is used develop and solve the multiphase governing equations with
droplets' In this way, a fixed grid can be used and tracking of individual particles is
not required (in contrast to a Lagrang¡an approach). The multiphase/multicomponent
governing equations for dispersed and continuous phases are presented first.
Constitutive laws for the dispersed and continuous phases are presented and
discussed. ln the next section, the spatial averaging technique and spatial averaging of
governing equations for dispersed flow are presented within the Eulerian framework.

For purposes of aîcraft icing applications, the following assumptions in
multiphase flow modeling are introduced: (i) incompressible flow; (ii) Two-Fluid
model; (iii) disperse phase with droplets is assumed as dilute with droplet volume

fraction þ ¿ = I0-6 in scaling, order of magnitude and similarity analyses. Non-dilute

assumption is used in the numerical simulations. Excluding an initial droplet volume
fraction of 0¿ =0 in the computational domain, the droplet volume fraction in the

simulations was in a range of þ¿,,r=0.00015 0, I þ¿_,,"=1; (iv) there is no

exchange of phases at the interfaces (i.e. negligible convective or diffusive exchanges
of mass and energy), except interfacial exchange between the droplet flow and air
flow (drag); (v) droplets in the control volume do not exhibit single body effects; (vi)
droplets are spherical and are uniformly distributed within a CV (discrete or
differential); (vii) the carrier / continuous phase (air) and droplet velocities are
generally different, due to several reasons (such as high velocity gradients in the
carrier phase, turbulent fluctuations and/or droplet body forces); (viii) the gravity
force acts on droplets in the y-direction; (ix) due to the large density difference
between the dispersed and continuous phases, the 'virtual-mass' effect is neglected
(note: this effect represents an effective force that is required to accelerate the mass of
the surrounding continuous phase, in the immediate vicinity of the dispersed phase

when the reiative velocity of the phases changes); (x) Coriolis, wall lubrication force,
Basset, Magnus, saffrnan, coulomb and London forces are assumed to have
negligible effects on the droplet trajectories fsee Appendix (1)].
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In this section, general multiphase/multicomponent conservation equations for
the transported quantity are presented in a form, independent of an averaging
technique (i.e. area averaging, volume averaging and time averaging). An arbitrary
fraction quantity, cr ' is introduced into the equations. constitutive relations are
presented and discussed. In section (2. 2), a spatial averaging technique and spatial
averaging of phase/component governing equations is presented. Volume phase

fraction Ê¿ fut phase Æ is introduced. A derived phase volume fraction equation is
presented' After additional modeling for interfacial pressure within spatial averaging
and modeling of interfacial shear drag for droplet flow, the spatially averaged
conservation equations for the droplet momentum are developed for icing
applications. The spatially averaged terms are denoted with a symbol ( ).

The dispersed phase transport is govemed by the following conservation equations for
mass, momentum and species distribution:
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(2. 1.2)

(2. 1.3)

Equations (2. r.2) - (2. 1.3) are averaged. The last term in Eq,.(2.1. 2) represents
momentum exchange, similar to Eq. (2. l. 3), except that it has the opposite sign. In
the absence of droplet evaporation, coalescence or collisions, this term becomes

negligible' Scalar quantity cr¿ represents an arbitrary fraction for phase Æ (d-dispersed

or c-continuous), related to the particular method of averaging.
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Once both momentum and mass equations for the dispersed phase are solved,
the amount of droplet influx onto a helicopter ice surface can be obtained. This influx
is the mass of droplets impinging into control volumes located along the ice surface.
Additional modeling of the goveming equations for the dispersed-droplet phase is
described in the next section. The dispersed motion is developed in the Eulerian
framework with spatial averaging and corresponding droplet modeling of interfacial
pressure and shear forces.

Each component in the representative control volume has constitutive properties of
the viscous phase. These are described by the stress-deformation relationships acting
on the infinitesimal phase element. The normal stresses acting on the infinitesimal
control volume can be described in the Cartesian coordinate system. For a dispersed
phase (denoted by subscripf ,d,),it yields

t,, o : 2 a o no, @ ) * .(* . *. k)[(- J 
o o, o,(cro ) + ø, n,, (,, ))]

,r. ,. o,
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are expressed by the
The shear stresses on the element of the component

following relations:
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The r1¿,p and r1o, represent normal and tangential multiphase viscosities of the

dispersed component, respectively. In the regions where the volume fraction of the
phase does not change appreciably across the cross section of the control volume, the
viscosities are assumed to be constant. The multiphase viscosities of a component

could be modeled for dilute and(combined)/or(separate) dense regimes for a phase of
multiphase flow. If the dispersed phase fraction c¿d represents the dispersed phase

volume fraction and it does not change considerably across the cross-section of the
control volume, the viscosities are assumed to be constant. If that volume fraction is

small, the viscosities of the discontinuous fluid should be considered in the
constitutive model. Discussion regarding the application of the relations in the
incompressible multiphase flow transport equations with droplets and case

simulations in the thesis is presented after next two paragraphs.

The carrier phase motion is govemed by conservations of mass, momentum and

species distribution þhase volume fraction) transport equations as follows:

*,G"¡ * {G"u",)= o
l

fi{o"r"r",¡* f (" ,P"v",¡v,,¡)
J

= - ];o"(n") * #""þ " ) * ü"P 
"s¡ - u"P 

".f,

fi@,,"¡ 
* 

l@,0",",) 
= h,,.

(2. 1. 10)

(2. 1. 11)

(2. t. t2)

The last term in Eq.(2. l. 12) represents an interfacial species exchange. The inter-
phase mass transfer arises due to mass transfer of the droplet phase across the phase

interface. It leads to a momentum change, and thereforo a coffesponding term appears

in the momentum equation, Eq,. (2.1. 1l). In the absence of droplet mass, momentum

or energy exchange (i.e. coalescence and collisions), this term becomes negligible.
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In the thesis, the super/sub-cooled water droplets with the temperature ranging from

-400 C < t < 00 C were assumed in the simulations. The data for single and

multiphase transport properties of water at t < 00 c was not availabre. A
determination of the physical properties of the water at super/sub-cooled conditions
represents a challenging endeavor. An overview of considerations regarding the
transport properties as they pertain to modeling of the multiphase flow with
super/sub-cooled droplets and icing in the thesis is presented below.

with its constitutive relations, a general system of goveming equations for a phase
entails viscous terms. The equations are used in different forms throughout the thesis,
pertaining to the application study. For example:

' (i) in the sections with the similarity solution and the associated scaling and order
of magnitude analyses only, the dispersed-droplet flow is assumed dilute. A volume
fraction of þ¿=10-6 with micro droplets is used. The viscous terms of the

multiphase flow with the droplets in this study are negligibre.

' (ii) In other simulations in the thesis, such as numerical, the multiphase dispersed
phase flow with the droplets is assumed non-dilute. ln the goveming equations of the
models, there is no additional modeling of interaction effects between the droplets and
there is no additional modeling of interaction effects between the droplets and other
phases in contact (i.e. air, moving ice interface and wall), except the interfacial
droplet/air momentum exchange (drag).

In the numerical simulations, such as in icing computations an inlet volume fraction

þ¿ = I0-a of ejected supercooled droplets into the domain is used. A physical picture

considers supercooled droplets impacting on various surfaces (i.e. straight and curved
walls and ice interfaces) as discrete physical bodies. The droplet volume fraction
increases during the icing process due to an increasing number of supercooled
droplets in a group of droplets within the control volume. In quick phase change upon
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increases during the icing process due to an increasing number of supercooled
droplets in a group of droplets within the control volume. ln quick phase change upon
impact on the surface, all supercooled water from the impinging droplets fills the
control volume and freeze. ln the control volume, occupied by the ice, there is no
space left for another phase (i.e. the carrier-air phase is not trapped within the ice).
The mass and volume of the freezing supercooled water is assumed the same as the
mass and volume of the ice, respectively. The temperature of the freezingwater does
not change during the phase change.

In spite of the lack of data for the physical properties for multiphase dispersed flow
with supercooled droplets, a model of non-dilute multiphase flow with supercooled
droplets is considered with the complete viscous terms, involving a single phase

dynamic viscosity of the water at t = 00 C . This is the lowest temperature where the

data for water viscosity is available. The assumption of the single phase water
viscosity is adopted in order to replace the multiphase flow viscosity of supercooled
water droplets for icing processes. A single phase viscosity (i.e. dynamic) of the water
non-linearly increases as temperature decreases towards t = 00 C. It could be

anticipated that viscosity of the supercooled water would further increase with
decreasing temperature below 00C. similarly to single phase dynamic viscosity, the
multiphase dynamic viscosity of the water may increase with decreasing temperature,

such as below 0'C. Since the droplet flow in the numerical computations is dispersed
with B, < I , the multiphase water droplet viscosity is expected to be smaller than the

single phase viscosity of water (i.e. at the same, such as sub-cooled conditions). In
the icing simulations, there exists a challenging question whether the multiphase

viscosity of supercooled flowing and freezing water droplets (i.e. at -400 C) becomes
comparable with or exceeds (i.e. in some stages of icing within the control volume)

single phase viscosity of water at 00 c (at higher temperature).

A point of using viscous terms in the multiphase flow governing equations
with droplets is additionally addressed through the case study of the most complete
2D icing example (icing at the frontward step with the 2D flow, 2Dwall-step and 2D
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viscosity or without the viscous terms in the equations of the multiphase flow with
droplets is revealed in section (5. 4) - see also Figs. (5. 4. ls) - (5. 4.2r) andTable
(5. 4' 1). The numerical results with the viscous terms seem to be in better agreement

with the analytical predictions than the results without the viscous terms.

For the purposes of micro understanding, modeling and coding of the physical

properties of water at temperatures below 00 C into the numerical formulation, detail
studies with supported literature are needed. Such studies, which focus on interactions

of the flowing and freezing water droplets at supercooled conditions are beyond the
scope of the thesis. This involves modeling of the multiphase physical properties (i.e.
normal and shear viscosities and pressure) due to translation and collisions of the
droplets as a function of the droplet volume fraction and temperature (i.e. different
stages of icing). Such modeling may further entail detail description of collisions
between the droplets (restitution coefficients of collisions between the droplets,
distribution of collisions, etc). Associated studies of possible deformation of the
impacting droplets with various surfaces could be additionally conducted for more
detail description of the multiphase flow transport equations with droplets.

2. 2 1YTETIIOD OF EULERIAN
SPATIAL AVERAGING TN

MULTTPIIASE TRANSPOßT

A Eulerian description of fluid motion is adopted for purposes of numerical
hacking a group of droplets in icing applications. Details regarding droplet tracking
from a numerical modeling perspective are given in chapter (3). The governing
equations of multiphase flow and heat transfer may be obtained by performing
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conservation balances over individual phases within a multiphase averaging control
volume fsee Fig' (2' 2. 1)].In this section, the general transport equation is spatially
averaged, based on the Leibnitz and Gauss theorems for both phases in Cartesian
coordinates.

(i) General Scalar Transport Equation

The general transport equation for phase É is

fu#t +i .( p¡y oio + jo) - prst = o .

phase are

lrØ# 
o'=*lrPN odv - I,r,v tr,'ñk)ds

Using the Leibnitz and Gauss theorems, respectively, the following relations for each

(2.2. 1\

(2.2.2)

lr.(r,,*oro+ jo¡ art
v,

ôr
= * [rñ.' 

( p N oio + i o 1 arr . 
& [rr, 

. ( p N ui o + i o I ar * 
" 

J"r,,ñ0. 
( p N oio + j o 1 as,

(2.2.3)
where the subscript k indicates a specific phase (i.e., droplet or air). The variables

p kv k , 
j ¡ and ,$o refer to the conserved quantity in the É-th phase, the flux of ry ¿ and

the source of V ¿ . The V¡ represents the instant geometric volume of phase Æ inside

the finite multiphase control volume v, frxed,in space fsee Fig. (2.2. l)].The sum of
N

phase volumes lro isequal to V,wherci/represents the number of phases in Z.
k

Integrating Eq. (2. 2. i) over the vorume of phase k, vt,and substituting Eqs.
(2' 2' 2) and (2' 2. 3) into Eq. (2.2. 1) yields the following integral equation for the
conserved quantity, p lrV lr:
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ôe ân
; I oN o dV + - I ñ, - ( pov ovo + jo lArtut io ox l,

ô¡'.;)rñ,'(PN Fr, + jo¡art - [_ooso 
av

= [ oN o(r,.ño -fio.vk)ds - Ï frr.jo *ñ0.,,,.j0)¿s.

Equation Eq. (2. 2. 4) outlines the transport

surfaces. ln the first term on the right side,

recognized as:

-fut = poño(io -i,)

(2.2.4)

processes at the interfacial and wall

the cross-phase mass transfer can be

(2.2. s)

(2.2.6)

(2.2.7)

The spatially averaged scalar equation for the conserved quantity becomes

fiør<r* r> *frgr<r,.(pN oio +io)> *fiFr<r,.(pN oio + jo)>- o*(o,s-)

=- l¡,** r +io.no¡ds -l I ,r,,iods,
a¡ q^.!

defined as follows,

(b)=l[ruror, (b),

where spatial averages of the integrals of a conserved function , i.e., b¡ = p¿v k , aÍe

= t' [urot
a¡

The parameter B k =Vk /V denotes the phase volume fraction. The sum of phase

volume fractions of each phase in the representative control volume tr I þ t = I .

k
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(ii) Phase Fraction (Mass) Equation

substituting v t ::1, jp:=õ and s¡:=0 in Eq. (2. 2. 4), the integral

equation for the conserved quantity, p¿, becomes

*,¡rrn, - [ooo,'nk)ds' *¡rñ,'( poio)dv + 
&[_r,.(povo)dv e.2.8)

* Iñ0.(poio)dS:0.
ai

The interfacial term can be expressed as

! t ooG,'ñr) - ñ0.( poio)J ds = - ![ oono.{to -nt)JdS =-[;"oaS.
A¡4¡

(2.2. e)

(2.2. 10)

Applying the dot products with the unit normal vectors and spatial averaging,

Eq,.(2.2. 8) becomes

fi {ø, <, rD * fr{ø, <, r,,,. ) ) + !o{ø, 
< o r, r, )) = - Çn), .

The term on the right side of Eq. (2. 2. l0) represents the inter-phase mass transfer

due to mass transfer of the droplet phase across the phase interface. It leads to a

momentum change, and therefore a conesponding term appears in the momentum
equation. In the absence of droplet evaporation, coalescence or collisions, this term

becomes negligible.

(iii) Momentum Equations with pressure Treatment

The droplet momentum equations can be determined after settingyt p:=l¡;
--=jr:=pú -1r and ,s¿ :=Fr inBq,.(2.2. 6). After inserting these relations and

taking the dot product with fi*, and then wifh ñr, two separate momentum equations

in the x [Eq. (2. 2. 20), Eq. (2. 2. 22)] and, y lïq. (2. 2. 23)l directions are obtained.
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Their derivation procedure and final form, with respect to the one-dimensional
multiphase equations commonly found in the literature, can be readily extended to
three-dimensions by including analogous terms in the z-direction.

For the sake of brevity, the brackets ( ) ør spatial averaging and the symbol

for the phase volume fraction, þ t, are temporarily dropped in the upcoming

discussion' At the end of the averaging procedure, these brackets are included again.
For each direction, the linear momentum equation is obtained through the following
steps:

(I) perform the vector operations with the normal vector;

(Ð insert the quantities of interest in the equation, such as v k ::rk,
jt := ptI -r=¡and, Ê¡, := F¡.

(III) multiply all terms from the resulting equation by the normal vector (ñ, or ñ.r),

depending on the direction of interest.

Spatial averaging of the following four terms in Eq. (2.2. 6) is outlined as follows: (i)
second term, (ii) third term, (iiÐ fifth term and (iv) sixth term (discussed below for the
x-momentum equation). In the momentum equations for the droplet flow, it should be
noted that many possible forces can be exerted on the droplets, i.e. Coriolis, wall
lubrication force, Basset, Magnus, Saffman, Coulomb and London forces. These
forces can be modeled in the algebraic source terms of the formulation described later.

(i) Second Term
The second term is simplified as follows:

h,(pN oio)= pN tvt,,*

P o(ñ,úo )v,o = P tvt,,"vt ,,.

(2.2. Lr)

(2.2. 12)

For turbulent flows, the velocity component includes both a mean component
and a fluctuating component, denoted as ôv . As a result,

P o(ñ,io )r* = P t (vt ,rvt ,, + ô v*,,ð vt ,, ) . (2.2. t3)
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Performing a similar vector operation as presented in

8), except that multiplication is here with ñ* land not with

yields the following result.

ñr( Po -Í k,rr,a k,xy,< k,xz ) : po -l k,rr.

As a result, the second term becomes

_ ô_
n, 

*n,( PN *út, + io ):=

ô-
*loo(vo,,vk,* 

* ôv0.,ð vt,,) + pk -t k.*1.

(ii) Third Term

ñr( pN oio): pN tvt,,y

P t (ñ,úo )v0., = P trt,,,rt,y .

Including the turbulent fluctuating component of velocity,

and multiplying all terms,

P o( ñ,io )v0,, = P t(vt,,vt,,, + Evo,,õvo,n )
fi,( - o,rr, P k -l k,rr,-a tr,, ) = -f k.ro .

As a result, the third term becomes

-l a - . a I
".lur',(PN t'út' + ir)):
ô.
*loo(ro,,vo,, 

*ôvo,,ô r0,,) -" o,r,l.

Appendix (3), Eq.(4. 3.

ñ, as in Eq. (4. 3. 8)1,

(2.2. L4)

(2.2. rs)

(2.2.

(2.2.

ôv, in the convection term,

(2.2.

(2.2.

(2.2.20)

16)

t7)

18)

le)
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(iii) Fifth Term

Ir
-V l{nx,, + ioño)ds :--

ai

I ---i Il^rrr + ño( pol -rr t]as
ai

Multiplying each term by ñ. yields

ink(ñ,ik) = fuo(i.,,)

-lro(r,ok )ds = - t(pr) + apn| *. f; ¡rr,r,op, )ds .

ai ve 
ai

-lþr) * oor,,f* - (oo'0,,), + (n{ *),

(iv) Sixth Term

Ll"=
- , ) nk*i kds ,= -i Jñ^( pot -r:o ¡ds

atu akw

ñ.,,,ñrPo :0

(2.2.2t)

(2.2.22)

(2.2.23)

The extension to include the turbulent fluctuating component of pressure is introduced
in order to better account for the pressure effects at the interfacial surface. The term

APr¡=(pot)-(po) accounts for the difference between the average interfacial and

average phase pressures. The term ap'ki = pt -(pt¡) accounts for the difference

between the local and average interfacial pressure.

Assembling the fifth term in the momentum equation yields
,-

-¿ l* I - = l
- , J 

r,ltuo¡o + ño( pol -l-k ) lds = - (inoro,,) 
,

ai

(2.2.24)

(2.2.2s)

(2.2.26)
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L
- ; I ñ,( ñ0,,r 

o ) ds = (no,* ^)*. ( 2. 2.27)
akw

A similar procedure can be performed for the y-direction momentum equation [see
Appendix (3)1.

The hydrodynamic forces, such as drag forces (i.e., stokes, Faxen and Basset),
apparent mass force and lift forces (i.e., Magnus and saffman) [23] are interfacial
pressure and interfacial shear forces appearing through the inter-phase terms in the
momentum equations, not externally acting or explicitly included forces. These terms
represent interfacial interactions between the phases in contact (including wall
surfaces)' These terms are active terms in the momentum equations for the particular
phase' when these forces are evaluated for a specific situation and incorporated into
the momentum equations, they can be grouped together with externally acting and
explicitly added body volumetric forces (i.e., corriolis, coulomb and London) into
the source term on the right-hand side of the momentum equations. This can be useful
for purposes of numerical modeling. The Basset and apparent mass forces are
unsteady interfacial forces. The local difference between phase velocities is not
constant, as it changes with time. As a result, the local acceleration changes the
interfacial momentum of the dispersed phase.

Both steady-state and unsteady interfacial forces may influence the droplet
motion' Unsteady interfacial forces can be introduced on the left-hand side of the
momentum equations for the dispersed phase, while the remaining interfacial forces
can be grouped with the externally applied body forces in the source term on the right-
hand side of the momentum equations. This can provide useful linearization for a
numerical formulation, and it allows the equations to be discretized and written in
terms of a single active variable, so that standard algebraic solvers can be used. In
steady-state motion of the dispersed phase, all interfacial forces can be grouped with
extemally applied body forces. These forces can then be modeled as a source term.
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The velocity field is decomposed into a spatially averaged component, denoted

bv (v) 
' and a deviating component, denoted as ôv. In turbulent flow modeling, the

deviating velocity component, ôu, is related to the spatiarly averaged velocity
(v) tttrougt' the Boussinesq gradient assumption. Then, the second (convective) term
in Eq. (2.2. 6) becomes

- ô.- ã-
n, 

*\n.( PN tit + io )) :: fiLorf <rr,Xvo,,) + (ôv0,,ôv*,,) ) + (po

The pressure part of the fifth term in Eq. (2.2. 6) is

Il,. -:-,.^ lrr-V I furv r + j oño )ds ,= - ilL^rir + ño( por -;-r l] as .
ai ai

(2.2.30)

-to,*)].

(2.2.2s)

(2.2.2e)

spatial averaging of these terms was not fully documented in past literature, partly
due to the difficulties encountered when averaging is performed over a dispersed
(rather than a continuous) phase. Rigorous modeling of these terms can shed new
light on interactions between the carrier (air) and dispersed (droplet) phases.

Modeling of the fifth term in Eq. (2.2. 6) outlines the importance of pressure
mechanisms at the phase interface. Taking the dot product of the pressure part in the
fifth term of Eq. (2.2. 6) with ñ" yields the following result:

lr
-V !r-r r.po ) ds = (@o) * 

^pr,)* - I !rrrr,ap'',, ) ds .
av,qì

An assembly procedure of the pressure parts in Eq. (2. z. 30) is needed. The pressure
under the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (2. z. 30) is modeled as

pt, = (pt) r- Lpt,,* ap't,,¡ in order to fully account for the pressure effects at the

interface between phases in contact. The term apt,, = (p0.,) - þo) accounts for the

difference between the spatial averaged interfacial and spatial averaged phase

pressures' The term ap),,, = po - (p0,,) accounts for the difÊerence between the rocar
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and spatially averaged interfacial pressures. These pressure terms can be further
modeled and accommodated in the momentum equations, but that modeling is beyond

the scope of this thesis. The difference ap'i, represents an additional integral term on

the right side of the momenfum equation, Eq. e.2.30).In this thesis, the term Lp,¡r,

is not modeled and it is left uncombined with other terms in the final momentum
equations.

After the remaining parts, such as (pt) 
^d apo., under the integral on the

left side of Eq. (2- 2.30) are reananged, the folrowing expression is obtained,
I r- l
, ),r[ñ,((p*) + Lpo,)] ds : :li . I n,((p*) + Lpr,,)J dv' a¡ þ ,,r

Iôî- v ô, ).''tñ'((Po) + Â Pt.,)Jdv -
lôr

7 a, )rñ 
v [ ñ,( (p*) + a Pt,, )J dv .

(2.2.31)

Performing the necessary vector operations yields the following expression for the
interfacial pressure on the right-hand side of the.r - momentum equation,

- i¡ño( ñ,pk )ds =
Qi

*ç(po) + tno,))Fr

The deviating component of pressure is considered here to fully account for
the pressure interactions at the interfacial surface. The deviation a,p'',, appears when

the term Apo,, is not uniform overthe interfacial area. Such differences could arise

from velocity non-uniformities around a droplet. In a dilute dispersed flow, the
turbulent carrier phase produces a source ofpressure deviations at the interface ofthe
dispersed flow (droplets, bubbles, etc.). The interfacial pressure differences are
distinct from spatially averaged values in the sixth term of Eq. (2. 2.6), which

(2.2.32)

- ur*r(po)+ Lpo., ).
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involves their interactions with the physical boundary (wall). Equation (2. 2.32) is
customized in a final form, as the first term on the right side of Eq. (2.2.30).

Expressing and assembling the fifth term of the momentum equation, Eq,. (2.

2.6),in terms of the spatially averaged quantities yields:

-l þ,1^¡o + ño( por -rr )f ds = - (tuoro,,),
oi

+ (@r) * 
^pr,)* - (ap',,,), + (ñfr 0,,),.

(2.2.33)

Equation (2. 2. 33) is written as a part of the right-hand side of the dispersed phase

momentum equation in the ¡-direction. h Eq. (2. 2. 33), a constant surface tension

along the interfacial boundary is assumed. If surface tension inside the droplet surface

is not constant, the pressure force balances the inner and outer pressure forces acting

on the droplet surface. Bulk pressure intemal to the droplet tends to induce the surface

tension pressure force in the droplet surface. This occurs when pressure in the droplet
(dispersed phase) that acts on the droplet surface and the pressure in the surrounding

air (continuous phase) are not equal. In this case, the surface tension is not constant.

As soon as the pressure forces at the droplet surface become equal, there is no force

acting along the entire droplet surface and the surface tension inside that surface is

constant. This is consistent with the dilute phase formulation with small, spherical

droplets, where the pressure force acting from the continuous phase approximately

equals the pressure force acting inside the droplet on the droplet surface.

When the phase composition or relative velocity between phases changes, an

apparent force is created. The third term on the right side of Eq.. (2. 2. 33), (Lp'.,,,),,

leads to this apparent mass force, which arises to accelerate the mass of the

surrounding continuous phase in the immediate vicinity of the dispersed phase. This

term is a force per unit volume in the momentum equation and it affects the change of
momentum for both phases.

In Eq. (2. 2. 33), certain waviness between the dispersed and continuous

phases may exist along the interfacial boundary, so an apparent mass effect can arise.
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However, the large density difference between phases for water droplets in air
diminishes this apparent mass effect. If the pressure is assumed to be constant and

uniform within both phases in the averaging control volume, then both deviating
pressure components become negligible. This means that the pressure terms

þíôþù/ôx) and þíA(pt)/Ay) become valid only within the carrier phase,

while the physical effects at the surface of the droplet are lost.

The pressure part of the interfacial surface equation, Eq,. (2. 2. 33), is written
AS

-f¡r,trr(po)Jds :(po)*. ryr,,*-[r,[ro(oo- þo))J ds. (2.2.34)
aí "- ai

By grouping terms together with respect to x- and y-directions, the linear momentum

equations for the spatially averaged quantities can be obtained. From the product rule,

frør(p) = ur7y * <or>*

&urrorr=þr9*).þ,)*.

(2.2.3s)

(2.2.36)

the x-momentum equation becomes

fi{ørrr<rr.¡¡ * $(o ûr(v¡,,,)(vo,)) . å(p ñre¡,,)(vo,))

* þr*þr) - Lpo,* - fi{urn r,*ù - fi{øra o,ì) - þopo(.f',) = -(inov¡,*)i

- (Lp',,,), + (ñF0,,), r (ñ0,,10,,),, - 
fr{ørr*(ôv0,,ôv0,,) )- fiGrro(ôv0,'õvo,r)).

(2.2.37)
The momentum equation in they-direction is derived in a similar manner.

It is worthwhile to consider certain important differences between the current

formulation and previous studies, such as that of Prosperetti and Jones [25]. Unlike
previous studies, in this thesis the interfacial pressure drag force per unit volume in
the fifth term of the differential equation Eq. (2. 2. 37) and the apparent mass force
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per unit volume (tenth term of the same equation) do not coincide. This flexibility
allows modeling of these terms in various flow conditions independently.

The second term on the right side of Eq. (2. 2.33) considers the spatially

averaged,bulk pressure of phase Æ. with the term !Brþt)inthe phase momentum

equation, it leads to a fourth term of Eq. (2.2. 15).It is noted that an explicit form of

the term þù* was removed from Eq. (2. 2. l5). Additionally, this term is

grouped with interfacial terms, such as npr,,* , (Lp',,,), and (ñ¡, 0,,)¡ , and a wall

tetm (ñr,¡ 0,,),under a surface integral and it is modeled as an algebraic source term

in an upcoming momentum equation, Eq. (2.2.3g). This is a different procedure than
that in past studies [25]. The procedure in this thesis distinguishes the interfacial and
wall forces per unit volume, thereby allowing useful new insight into the mechanisms
of interfacial pressure behavior and its modeling in various multiphase phenomena
(i'e., flow separation behind droplets, coalescence or breakup of droplets, etc.).

Also, unlike previous formulations (i.e., Ref. L25l), the dispersed phase

pressure is not necessarily equal to the bulk pressure of the continuous phase in the -r-
momentum equation, Eq,.(2.2.37). This aspect can be particularly significant if the
dispersed phase moves through a continuous phase having rapid pressure variations,
or different surrounding continuous phase(s), since there may be insufficient time for
the dispersed phase pressure to adjust. An example is that of supercooled droplets
being distributed spatially throughout clouds at different elevations and having
significantly different characteristics to that in the continuous (air) phase around the
helicopter, i.e., down-wash and near-wall regions of a helicopter surface.

The interfacial pressure forces, such as the drag force and apparent mass force per unit
volume, would be difficult or inconvenient to evaluate in the current form of Eq .(2.2.
37)' For dispersed phase motion, these forces are assumed to coincide. Therefore, they
are grouped together. This procedure is the same as reported in Ref. [25]. For the
droplet flow model in this thesis, these interfacial pressure forces are modeled with
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the interfacial and wall shear forces under an algebraic drag term. In this wa¡ unlike
some previous sfudies (i.e., Refs. 1231,l27l and, [32]), the difficulty of addressing the
interfacial pressure forces is avoided. This is especially important in a highly non-
uniform dispersed flow.

The second integral in Eq. (2. 2. 34) identifies the appearance of the
coincidental form drag and apparent mass forces. This derived mathematical
expression is recognized as an approximation, which may not always be significant in
disperse phase motion, such as a sudden change(s) of uniformity of the pressure of a
dilute phase. The general term is kept in a form that offers the description, such as Eq.
(2' 2' 34), and additional modeling of these force terms. This is a template for
modeling of the disperse phase motion, particularly in the regions of sudden and
substantial changes of phase pressure, from a uniform pressure to another non-
uniform pressure. The key point here is the existence of the differential term
. . ô8,"
Qk)Ë, which leads to the apparent mass force. In the presence of uniform

pressure and vanishing velocity, this term may give rise to motion of the spatially
non-uniform dispersed phase. At the same time, the term is vanishing due to the
presence of the drag term ((pù:pt). The implication in this situation is that less

disperse phase motion is generated from the onset of uniform pressure.

In dispersed multiphase flows, the Reynolds stresses (analogous to the
Reynolds stresses in a single-phase flow) arise from the dispersed phase velocity
deviations. These stresses represent information lost in the averaging procedure,
which must be suppiied back. If the dispersed phase is dilute, the Reynolds stresses

arise primarily due to turbulence in the carrier phase. These stresses can be modeled
through a Boussinesq assumption. For example, for the y-convective term in the x-
momentum equation, this yields

Bopo(ð vo,,ô vr,,) = - -r(ry . ry) (2.2.38)
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The Reynolds stresses in multiphase flows are more complicated to predict than the
Reynolds turbulent stresses in a single-phase flow. In certain cases, the averaged
Reynolds stresses in the dispersed phase can affect the motion of the carrier phase,
particularly for dense multiphase flows.

Spatially averaged deviations of the transported quantities can occur from
sources other than turbulence in the carrier phase. For example, the averaged
Reynolds stresses may arise from different cross-phase transport processes at the
interfacial boundary, such as processes involving variations of droplet velocities and
sizes' Such processes may involve coalescence of different sized droplets, with
varying dynamic responses to spatial variations in the surrounding continuous (air)
phase, thereby affecting the local turbulence. These considerations can be particularly
significant in confined regions of a flow, such as a contracted cross-section, where
smaller particles tend to follow the local velocity of the continuous phase, while larger
particles tend to follow larger velocity scales. In these cases, the solution may require
that the averaged equations of motion are solved for each group of droprets.

In Eq' (2' 2'38), a droplet dynamic viscosity is used with an averaging
assumption for the dispersed phase, as this viscosity is a property of the multiphase
turbulent flow' Ideally, this viscosity depends on the detailed structure and length
scales of the multiphase turbulent flow. Also, the Boussinesq assumption with
spatially averaged velocities in Eq. (2.2.38) involves certain limitations. Although
the droplet velocity deviations exist at the interfacial boundaries, they cannot be fully
modeled in a uniform air stream, due to limitations associated with a dilute flow
model.

The detailed droplet behavior due to the presence of a wall, such as rotation or
splash-back effects, is not fully modeled by the Boussinesq assumption. As droplets
approach a surface, the spatially averaged collision effects (droplelwall and
dropleldroplet) become significant, in contrast to assuming droplelair interactions to
be dominantin a dilute flow formulation. In this near-wall case, modifications of the
Reynolds stresses are needed. A Boussinesq assumption may be used with an
effective viscosit¡ provided that the near-wall effects can be predicted through

Marko Milanez
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empiricism or other means. The presence of many droplets involves various length

scales, droplet diameters, distances between droplets, and so on. Alternatively, the

constitutive relations can be modeled by kinetic theory.

In a dilute flow with water droplets (dispersed phase) in air (continuous

phase), a large density difference exists between the phases. As a result, the interfacial

force of droplets acting to accelerateldecelerate the surrounding air phase is

considered to be negligible. After substituting appropriate expressions for the

interfacial drag forces (acting on the droplets from the carrier phase) and rearranging

the pressure and stress terms, the spatially averaged x-momentum equation for the

droplet phase is obtained as follows:

firør(u. )) + 
firør(u.Xu. )) 

. 
*r{uoqv.)(v,, ))

:lrv.tu-u*ror*F*k..)

* þ *k,,)- ${oo,uv,ôv,)) - ${u0",,ðu,))- F,. ((u,)-(",,))

: 
fLu,^ -, *.r0, * þ *k,,.> 

* þ 
&k,,,>

- *trr(ôv,,ôu.))- fr{uo,uv,õv,))- 0" ((u,,)- (u,.))* Bo",,

This equation governs the motion of the droplets. All symbols refer to the droplet

phase, and the phase subscripts, such as d, are omitted, except vo(air velocity). After

including the gravity term, a similar equation is obtained in they-direction,

fi{ø, n,r) . $ ( oo <v,Xv.)) * !,{ø o <,,xu,,))

(2.2.3e)

(2.2.40)

The drag parameter is defined as: Bn :þf /(n')o / ta¡t,). unless the droplet phase

fraction is B :1, the droplet flow depends on the spatial and temporal distribution of
the droplets fsee also Eq. (2. 2. 10)]. Such flow is assumed to be discontinuous.

volume fraction dependent, droplet phase viscosities in Eqs. (2. l.4)-(2. 1. 9)
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represent discontinuous droplet flow. In the current formulation, the viscosities are not
dependent on the volume fraction and the constitutive relations for the continuous
droplet flow are used (viscosities for the Newtonian continuous flow). The physical
interpretation of various terms in the momentum equations [Eqs. (2. 2.3g)-(2.2.40)]
can be summarized as follows.

c The first term accounts for the local time rate of change of droplet momentum
in the control volume.

The second and third terms account for convection of droplets.

The fourth term represents cross-phase interactions, such as the momentum
change (flux) due to mass transfer from the droplet surface, due to
evaporation, coalescence, etc.

The fifth term refers to spatial pressure gradients acting on the fluid element of
the dispersed phase. In dilute flow formulation, this term most probably occur
from action of the carrier phase. In dense flow formulation, this term may
occur from inner collisions of the constitutive elements of the dispersed phase

(i.e. interacting droplets).

The sixth and seventh terms are viscous forces acting on the dispersed phase at

the droplet surface. They contain the unsteady drag force. These viscous terms
are modeled based on stress-strain relationships for incompressible Newtonian
fluids.

The eighth and ninth terms are equivalent to the Reynolds stress in single
phase flow. These terms can occur due to turbulent velocity fluctuations in the
dispersed (droplet) andlor continuous (air) phase. This term is carefully
investigated in the near-wall region.

The tenth term represents diffusive interactions between the phases (effective
drag force), due to the relative velocities between the droplets and air.

The eleventh term (only in the y-momentum equation) accounts for the
gravitational force aôting on droplets within the control volume.
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closure relations are required for computations based on Eq. (2.2.39)and Eq.
(2' 2' 40)' such relations are described in Section (2.3). when evaluating interfacial
forces in the numerical formulation, certain thermophysical properties are needed in
various terms' Dry air and pure liquid properties are used in the carrier (air) and
dispersed (droplet) phases, respectively. However, in practice, the actualco-flowing
air stream usually contains moisture, independent from droplet dynamics, as well as
evaporative cooling and phase change of thermal interactions befween droplets and
air' variations due to moisture content are considered to have minor impact on the
resulting properties (see Appendix), when evaluating the cross-phase momentum
exchange.

In this section, a detailed spatiar averaging procedure reading to Eqs. (2.2.39)
and (2' 2' 40) is presented, so that modeling assumptions and simplifications of other
past models can be identified. For example, Ref. [22] includes only the drag
coefficient term of Eq. (2: z. 40) and gravity force in the y-direction 1221, so a
comparison with Eq. (2- 2. 40) identifies the assumptions made therein. In that case,
the pressure interactions and spatial averaging considerations are neglected. This
approach assumes that the dropiets are distributed uniformly within the averaging
control volume. The gravity force on droprets is introduced in the droplet y_
momentum equation' Furthermore, droplets are assumed to be spherically shaped and
modeled numerically as solid particles. As a result, a potentially varying shape of
droplets, together with a resulting momentum change due to this effect, is not
modeled' Also, the cross-phase stresses are assumed to not affect the droplet shape.
Evaporation, collisions and coalescence ofdroplets are neglected, thereby cross-phase
mass and momentum exchange due to these effects are also neglected. Although this
assumption is often adopted in the free-stream region, its validity in the near-wall
region is not well understood in the technical literature. In the near-wall region, the
fraction of droplets in the multiphase averaging vorume can change appreciably.
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2. B 1WODELTNG TNTEN,F'ACTAI-. DBAG

The closure relations are required for computations based on Eq. (2.2.39) and

Eq.(2.2. 40).In this section, different drag forms for droplet motion in the air stream

are studied, prior to subsequent implementation into the numerical code. Table (2. 3.

1) lists various drag models for drag coefficients, Co. Drag coefficients from Moody's

diagram are investigated.

An approximate transitional form of drag law, which combines low Reynoids

and high Reynolds relative number regimes is selected in this study. The form of this

multiphase flow drag law is inherently linear and additionally modeled through the

drag factor for transitional and high relative Reynolds number regimes. The drag

factor, presented below is an approximation function, which entails a cross drag term.

The drag model is implemented in the spatially averaged disperse flow

momentum equations. In Eq. (2.2.39), the following drag parameter is adopted,

" þfpr: 
DrJ IgW.

(2.3. r)

This equation is valid for spherically shaped droplets (i.e micro sized

droplets in the numerical simulations). The function / is the ratio

coefficient to the Stokes drag (note: f -+ I for Stoke's drag). It is also

factor:

(-
f ="D Re."24'

supercooled

of the drag

called a drag

(2.3.2)

Altematively, by expanding the representation for the Reynolds number,

r :9n( n l(t,) - (4)ll
t : 24luo ,- ) 

(2.3.3)
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Velocity differences between the droplets and air arise due to velocity gradients in the

carrier phase, turbulent fluctuations of droplets and/or time varying body forces on the

droplets. For both low-Re and high-Re flows, drag factor f canbe approximated (Ref.

t8l) bv

f : I +0.1J Re,687 +0.0125 Re,(I + 4.25.1ú Re;t.tu )-' . (2.3.4)

In the present modeling of droplet flow with icing, the transport quantities of the

droplet flow are volume averaged. In the posteriori modeling of the volume averaged

governing equations for the droplet flow, an assumption of equal droplet diameters is

adopted. Since very small, micron-size spherical super/sub-cooled droplets are

assumed in the multiphase flow, the assumption of equal droplets is believed to be

realistic.

The droplet diameter measurements in the extemal flow away from surfaces

reveal approximately equal droplet diameters in the core of the flow. A small number

of much smaller droplets exist near the core of the flow (i.e. Gaussian distribution).
.With 

very small spherical droplets assumed in the present formulation, the remaining

droplets are therefore extremely small, with almost negligible inertia. In the current

numerical formulation only droplets with the same diameter are considered.

There was no experimental measurement of micro-droplet diameters with

approximate diameter of I Wm in the newly constructed icing tunnel. Such

measurements would require complicated and expensive micro-nozzle systems. This

system was planned and designed, but not finished due to infrastructure limitations

with high pressure supply lines and freezing.

In rime ice numerical modeling, the droplet impact is modeled as an impact of
small discrete objects onto a wall. Similar to modeling of droplet transport, there is no

modeling of consequences of the droplet-droplet or droplet-wall collisions, such as

droplet splash-back, contraction-elongation, break-up, coalescence, etc. The

supercooled droplets impact with their full velocity onto the solid phase (i.e. walls and

moving ice interface) and freeze upon impact.
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supercooled droplets impact with their full velocity onto the solid phase (i.e. walls and
moving ice interface) and freezeupon impact.

The effect of variable diameters of droplets was not experimentally and
numerically modeled for the current numerical formulation, presented in Chapter (3).
This effect may be important in different flow-icing situations at the walls. It can be
introduced and modeled as a measured distribution function in the drag term of the
governing momentum equations. Extended experimental measurements should be
performed in this regatd, accounting for the droplet size distribution, spacing between
droplets, time dependent diameter distribution pattem, etc. A special experimentally
obtained function of varying droplet diameter in a unit volume can be formed and
multiplied with the drag term in that equations of droplet motion.

Ðu. 4 SCAI,TNG ANIT OBTIEB os'
NIAGNTTUDD ANALYSES

In this section, scaling and order of magnitude analyses are employed to study
the important physical mechanisms in droplet transport for a special case (flow neaÍ a
flat surface). A schematic of the physical problem under consideration is illustrated in
Fig' (2' 4' 1)' Droplet flow near a solid boundary can affect surface vibrations, heat
transfer and ice buildup on the surface [12]. In order to establish the important
transport mechanisms and relevant droplet momenfum equation for this problem, a
scaling analysis is performed in this section. It can be noted than only in the scaling,
order and subsequent similarity analyses of the thesis, the assumption of dilute
dispersed-droplet multiphase flow is adopted.
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(i) Scaling Analysis

This scaling analysis will reveal which terms are most important in the
physical model. These terms are chosen based on the largest orders of magnitude. The
following parameters are chosen for dropret flow near a flat surface:

vd,, = 40.0000 m/ s, ro,, = 5.0000 m/ s, yo,, :0.5000 m/ s

L = 0.2000 m, T = 0.0100 m, þa = 10-6

oo (t : oo c) = 999.8000 kg / m3

p, (, = I2oo C) = 0.8979 kg / m3 . (2.4. 1)

complete initial and final calculated data are presented in Table (2. 4. l).It can be
noted that in this study the physical properties of the droplet flow are considererd at

temperature t=00C, which corresponds to slightly supercooled flowing droplets.

The flow properties of typical hot air, coming from the engine bay are taken at

t = 1200C, which resembles a typical anti-icing aircraftapplication. unlike in Ref.

U041, in this stud¡ the air flows through the surface (through small holes) of a flat

plate' calculating the representative time scale yields: t= L x0.0050s. The
vd,'

droplet volume phase fraction is selected as 0¿ = 10-6 (Bourgault et al.l22l), which
leads to dilute droplet-air two-phase flow. Droplet interactions, such as collisions
leading to droplet break-up, coalescence and bouncing from the wall are not modeled,
as they are not considered to appreciably affect the droplet motion (Crowe et al. [21]).
The chosen droplet diameter of Do = 0.000100 m represents micro size droplets,

typically encountered with in-cloud helicopter icing. This diameter suggests a
spherical shape for the droplets, equivalent to non-deformable particles in a dilute
flow' In this thesis, the droplets have an initial velocity, although it is not necessarily
driven by the air stream. The air flow has the same direction as the flowing droplets.
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DROPLET FLOW

The air can resist the droplet motion, depending on the relative velocity between the
air and dropiets.

Drag arises between the droplet and air phases. As described previously, the
inherently linear form of the drag law is modeled by a transitional drag factor (Crowe
et al' [21]). This approximate drag functi on,f isthe ratio of the drag coefficient to the

stokes drag. In this function, the relative Reynolds number, Rer, accounts for the
exact cross drag term, which entails absolute velocity difference between the droplet
and air flow. It is described that velocity differences between the droplets and air
usually arise due to velocity gradients in the car-ner (air) phase, turbulent fluctuations
of droplets andlor time varying body forces on the droplets. In this section, the
relative Reynolds number is Re, = 140.0760. Thus, the drag factor from Eq. (2.3.4)
becomes f =5.4911

Closure drag relations are required for the analysis of the x- and y- droplet
momentum equations, i.e.,

a- þofu' -(i" \
t,rtt,l

(2.4.2)

Substituting the problem parameters into Eq. (2. 4. 2) g¡ves þr, = 0.2236. The initially
established parameters are summarized, in Table (2. 4. 1). In Appendix (l), the
detailed derivation for establishing these parameters is outlined.

The overall magnitude of the droplet velocity iny-direction is derived from the
droplet phase fraction equation. Substituting the values of the scaling parameters, the
droplet velocity in they direction is approximated as

.(t 1 Ird,r=-Y{;t7ro,,J + ,o,r*-4 m/s. (2.4.3)
\¿ L /

The droplety-momentum equation is represented as folrows
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*(u o o r' o, r) . *(u o o d' d, y' d,,) . *(r, o a, a, r, a, r)

= r 
d, *' d,, - þ ¿ *o n * z Þ a *(- r+). u, *lr r(+ f+)]
/ \ a(-- þrl' 0,, -' o,, ) 

* F n o r s o * Z o¿,, - *lu, p d, d, y, d, r) - *(, d 
p 
d, d, y, o, r),
(2.4. 4)

where I 
d ,* represents a specific droplet mass flow rate [kgls/m31. The tenth term in

Eq,' (2' 4' 4) represents the sum of other non-differential forces (Crowe et al. [21])
acting in y-direction, i.e., Faxen, Saffinan and Magnus forces. The last two terms in
Eq,.(2.4.4) are modeled by the Boussinesq hypothesis.

After approximating a[ terms by the scaling parameters from Eqs. (2. 4. r)
and (2' 4' 3), the values are substituted into the droplet y-momentum equation [see
Table (2' 4. 1)l- By assembling and showing each term in its order of magnitude from
Eq. (2- 4. 4), the final expression representing the term-by-term magnitudes is
(0.7998), ( 0.7998),(r.s997) :
(0. 0 0 00), ( I 0-. .p n), ( I . 4 3 2 S. I 0-4 ), ( 3. 5 6 2 I . I 0-s ),
(1. 006 r ), (0.0098), (6. 6 5 BB. I 0-r 

4 
),

(5. 6644. I 0*), (1.43 2 g. I 0-o ¡, ¡3. 5 62 I. I 0 
t 
).

From Eq. (2- 4. 5), the droplet dynamic pressure is deduced, such that

pa : 0.1 0I 57.I0s kg / (m st) (order of magnirude).

Using this value for the droplet d¡mamic pressure and performing a similar
procedure as above, the following droplet x-momentum magnitudes are obtained,
(7.9984), ( 7.9984), (I 5.9968) :

(0. 0000), (0. 0 s 0 7), (3. 5 B 00. I 0-6 ), ( 7. I 2 4 2. I 0-4 ),
(7. B 2 5 2), (0.0000), (3. 3 2 94. I 0- " ),
(7. 2 B 2 7. I 0-n ¡, ¡3. S I 00. I 0-6 ), ( 7. I 2 4 2. I 0t ) .

(2.4. s)

(2.4.6)
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From left to right, the terms represent: transient, x-convection, /-convection,
momentum flux due to phase change, pressure, normal stress, shear stress, algebraic

drag, Faxen, Saffman and two turbulent terms. Table (2. 4. l) shows the summarized

magnitudes of the terms in the x and y droplet momentum equations. Dividing each

term in Eq.(2.a. Qby the most significant drag term, the relative magnitudes of the
terms of Eq. (2. 4. 6) are shown in percentages in Table (2. 4. I). The detailed analysis

term-by-term is presented in Appendix (l).

Based on this scaling analysis, it is concluded that the following terms in the
droplet x-momentum equation are the most important: transient, convection and
source drag terms. The scaling analysis was applied to the terms based on certain
finite dimensions lBq. (2.4. 1)1. For single phase flow, the Blasius similarity solution
(documented in Ref. [18]) outlines the boundary layer growth due to diffusion of
momentum along a flat surface. Although self similarity of velocity profiles is also

expected in multiphase boundary layers with droplets (or particles), such analytical
solutions are not available in the technical literature. In section (2. 5. l), it is shown

that a similarity solution exists, when considering the forces due to interfacial
resistance (drag) of droplets. The main forces of interest are (i) interfacial resistance

(drag), (ii) viscous diffusion and (iii) gravity. The first term is dominant outside of the
boundary layet, while the second term is significant near the wall. The purpose of the

similarity analysis is determining the extent of droplet momentum displacement, due

to interfacial drag alone in a dilute dispersed multiphase flow. tn order to maintain
consistency when comparing the new solution against the Blasius solution, a no-slip
boundary condition is applied. Furthermore, the gravity term is not included in the

droplet momentum equations, except for the equation corresponding to the direction
of gravity. The other directions are called "off-plane" or "cross-stream,,directions.

Based on these considerations, the spatially averaged x-momentum equation

becomes

fr{ø,r,r3,) . fi{ø¿p¿¿r¿,v¿,y): 
- Fn ((',,,¡ - (u,,,)) (2.4.7)
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In the next sub-section, this equation is investigated further with an order of
magnitude analysis. The brackett ( ) represent spatially averaged terms (note: for the

sake of brevity, they are dropped in subsequent equations). The similarity analysis

fsee section (2. 5) and Appendix] provides the similarity parameter and establishes

whether self-similar velocity profiles exist along the flat surface. A separable

differential equation for the similarity function, F(n ), is derived to describe this self

similarity. If selÊsimilar profiles of the droplet velocity field exist, then all velocity
profiles collapse into one single curve, after achange of coordinates.

(ii) Order of Magnitude Analysis

In this sub-section, an analysis of the orders of magnitude (denoted by symbol

õ¡ it performed on the main terms in the x-momentum equation. This analysis

derives the relevant terms in the droplet momentum equations. It also determines how

the stream function and momentum displacement for a reference streamline are found,

as well as their limitations. The analysis defines a momentum displacement,y , and

similarity parameter, q , and it uses them in a subsequent similarity analysis, in order

to develop the similarity solution of multiphase flow with droplets at the flat plate. A
more detailed derivation procedure is presented in Appendix (2).

In many cases, it is not necessary or it is not feasible to calculate exact

physical processes. Initial useful insight into the physical processes can be gained

through the orders of magnitude, which give an insight of the scale of the problem. In
this analysis, a similarity variable will be developed, without exact insight into the

processes of continuity and convection of the droplet phase, as well as drag

interactions between the dispersed droplet and continuous air phase near a flat plate.

Table (2- 4. 2) presents the relevant variables with dimensional and non-dimensional

orders of magnitudes.
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From the steady-state continuity requirement for the droplet phase without mass
transfer of the droplet phase across the phase interface:

fr{g, r,,,,,¡ * fiG, o ov 0,,) = o

the orders of the geometrical (r,y) and physical quantiti es (v¿,r,vd,¡,), can be
estimated by

qØ õQ)
õø' õÐ

(2.4. s)

(2.4. e)

The second term in Eq. (2.4. 9) should have the same order, õ(t),as the first term in
Eq. (2. 4.9), inorder to satisfz Eq,. (2.4. g). From this conclusion,

vd )õG)

Inserting the orders of magnitude from Table (2.4.2),uq.(2.4. g) and Eq. (2. a.9)
into the droplet momentum equation, Eq,. (2. 4. 7), yierds expressions with the
following orders of magnitude,

(2.4. 10)

(2.4. t1)

It can be concluded from Eq. e. a.

same order of magnifude, which is

the physical processes enables two
presented in Appendix (2).

Based on the discussion above, the droplet x-momentum equation is written in
an algebraic order of magnitude form and all terms in the equation have the same
order of magnitude. Individual terms are gfouped and compared. The dropret x_
velocity, vd,,,,, represents a reference velocity at an outer droplet momenfum

l1) that each term in Eq. (2. 4.7) should have the

õ(l). fnis conclusion of the same magnitude of
separate equations, Eqs. (A. 2. 2) _ (A. 2. 3),
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displacement streamline. The x_momentum equation
magnitudes, such as

can be expressed by orders of

(2.4. t2)
,(u*). r(*+*") : u?r, ( v¿,, -," . )J

Equalization of the order of terms in Eq. (2. 4. 12) enables comparisons of the
transport processes on an individual basis. The investigation, starting from section (2.
4) - (i), scaling Analysis, and involving Eqs. (2. 4.g) - (2. 4. r2), revealed the
originality of these comparisons that lead to the establishment of the unique similarity
parameter' In this steady-state case, the local transpof processes, such as inertia of the
dispersed phase and dispersed-continuous phase resistance (outer forces) equally aqt
on a dispersed fluid element. omission of either term in Eq.(2.4. 12) [or Eq. (A.2.
1)l would drastically affect the transport process of the dispersed phase. In comparing
the orders of magnitudes of particular terms in Eq. (2. 4.r2), two cases were
considered' Firstl¡ the change of the x-inertia in the x-direction fx-momentum x-
convective term, Eq' (A' 2.2), left] comes from the action of inertia on the cross-
section of the fluid elemertt. This is related to the dispersed part of the drag force,
which acts on the surfaces, parallel to the motion. secondly, the change of x-inertia in
the y-direction [-r-momentum y-convective term, Eq. (A. 2. 3) inAppendix (2), left]
comes from the action ofy-inertia, which acts at the side surface of the fluid element.
It is related with the air part of the drag force lEq.(A. 2.3),Appendix (2),,,ghtl,
which also acts at these surfaces.

Following this procedure, the x-convective term (first part of the first term on
the left side) is equated with the droplet part of the drag force (first term on the right
side)' From the first equality, the droplet x-velocity on the reference streamline is
obtained as:

vd,,, =b(-c *). (2.4. 13)
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The parameter C is determined as follows lsee Table e. a. \l:

C_ "f
D-fut
I8lL,

vo,,=[,[uk

(2.4. 14)

Secondly, from Eq. (2.4. 12), the x-momentumy-convective term (second term on the

left side) is equated with the air partof the drag force (second part of the first term on

the right side). From the second equality, the droplet momentum displacement for the

reference streamline, y, is obtained as a function of v¿,y, rd,,;,t, ta,x, þ¿, p¿ and

Bn. lnserting the expression fo, ,0,,,, from Eq. (2. 4. l3), the following result for the

droplet momentum displacement of the reference streamline is obtained:

-( v, I
y : ol - ''' * l. e.4. ts)[vl

\ 4,-Ì ,/

Thirdly, the droplet y-velocity is obtained from droplet y-momentum equation

(similarly to x-direction).

A similar order of magnitude analysis is performed on the constituent parts of
the droplet y-momentum equation. The y-convective y-momentum term is equated

with the air component of the y-direction drag term. Therefore, the droplet y-velocity

component is obtained as

l\lt
'",, Y ll '

)t
(2.4. 16)

The expression in Eq. (2. 4. 16) is inserted into Eq. (2. 4. l5), thus yielding the

equation fot y . By squaring this result on both sides, canceling the extra y terms,

and dropping the order symbol (õ), the final equation for the momentum

displacement of the reference streamline becomes
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v
T =C-!L-x2.

va,x
(2.4. 17)

2. I SPECIAL CASES OF'

ANAI,YTICAIL SOLUTTONS

The development of Eulerian and Lagrangian analytical solutions is presented
in this section. Special cases are studied to provide deeper understanding of the
multiphase flow interactions, when building and validating the numerical formulation
and assessing the experimental results. Applications with droplet and air motion were
examined with/without the presence of a wall.

P. I. I STMTIITßITY NEAB.WAI,L
ÑIULTTPTIASE SOLUTION

In this section, a multiphase flow similarity solution for dispersed phase
transport in the airstream along aflatplateis developed based on characteristic values
of the droplet flow in Section (2. 4).In the similarity analysis, and associated scaling
and order of magnitude analyses, the assumption of dilute dispersed-droplet
multiphase flow is adopted in this thesis only.

The similarity parameter is an independent parameter, which contains all the
other independent parameters of the problem. In this wa¡ the number of the
independent parameters reduces to one. This enables observing the droplet multiphase

Marko Milanez
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physical processes in this (one) direction only. In the following similarity analysis,
the similarity parameter is recognized based on the previously uniquely developed
momentum displacement of the reference streamline y . unlike others, who guessed
the single phase similarity parameter in ahead and confirmed it afterwards through the
procedure, this original multiphase similarity parameter is developed from physical
assumptions, scaling and order of magnitude analyses (y ). It is also shown that the
parameter is confirmed afterwards through the similarity procedure. The similarity
analysis reveals the existence of the multiphase similarity solution for droplet flow
along the flat plate' The developed similarity differentiar equation is solved afterwards
in a unique exact analytical manner, yielding a closed form analytical solution. It is
shown that all derived droplet velocity profile and trajectory multiphase solutions
collapse into the similarity solution.

(i) Simitarity Analysis

The focus here is to observe similarity behavior of the x-velocity profile of
droplets in the y-direction along the surface [see (Fig. 2. 4. r)]. The ratio of this
droplet x-velocity to a reference droplet x-velocity is defined as a similarity function:

#='(î)' Fh)="[i) (2.5. 1. l)

Inserting the previously determined parameters

following expressions :

into Eq. (2. 5. t. t), yields rhe

v.4,x
= o(# o),

-[þnl(þop¿)J x

where

(2. s. 1.2)

Marko Milanez
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lt.l1;-¡---- |

l_C u",r l rt",, l

From Eq,. (2- 5. i. 3), the similarity parameter is recognized as folrows:

\:+ G.
x

(2. s. r.3)

(2. s. 1.4)

Q. s.1.6)

of dr{ , and

(2. s. 1.7)

As mentioned, this non-dimensional parameter represents the independent variable in
the subsequent similarify analysis. In terms of this parameter, the droplet velocity
profiles do not change with respect to the similarity variable, despite the fact that
droplet velocity profires change with respect to the x_direction.

In this similarity analysis, a stream function approach is introduced. The
stream function for multiphase flow is derived from the two-dimensional continuity
relation. The mass flow per unit depth between two streamlines is defined as:
ÂÙ = þ¿p¿vAn, (2. 5. t. 5)

where v is the resultant velocity magnitude of the droplet flow and Ln isthe normal
distance between two streamlines. sub-dividing Eq,.(2.5. r. 5) into components and
expressing the result in terms of differential scares yierds

N : þ op o(vo,dy - vo,rdx ).

comparing Eq,.(2.5. 1. 6) with the expression for the total differentiar

replacing { with ù / p¿, the following expressions are obtained:

þava.,: +
dy

(2. s. 1.8)
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Substituting the expressions from Eqs. e. 5. r.7) - (2.5. i. g) into the phase volume
fraction equat'ion, an identity is obtained, so that the phase fraction equation is
automatically satisfied. lnserting the droplet velocities as a function of the stream
function gradients into Eq. (2. 5. L 1), while employing the earlier order of magnitude
analysis, yields the following expression for the dropret flow stream function:

v--u,(3,')F'6) Qsts)

Expressing the droplet velocity in terms of qr in droplet x-momentum equation,
Eq.Q.4. 7) yields the following expression:

zl l-.lcLl'l*ul-,(a, lrô,,,ll_ þ,1( ra,l .l

*Lþ,1ô, ) l-AL-nlA) {.;;Jl=-;:L[u, ;)-,.,] (2 s , ,0)

Equation (2. 5. r. 10) can be evaluated based on Eq. (2. 5. r.4) andÌq. (2. 5.
1' 9)' Differentiating the similarity para^eter, (Eq. 2. 5. r. 4), with respect to x and.y,
and evaluating the derivatives in the droplet x-momentum equation ,Eq.(2.5. r. r0),
yields the following result:

3 F(n) tph)1" -lrfr)'l' * F(n)' =-
va,Í

C, (2. s. t. 11)

The left-hand side of Eq. e.5.1. lr) is a function of the similarityparameter, q,
alone, while the right-hand side of the same equation is a function of .r alone. Both
sides of Eq.(2.5. r. 1r) must thenbe equal to the same constant. Equation e.5.r.
11) consists of two separable ordinary differential equations. It is second-order and it
needs two boundary conditions to find its solution. Equation (2. 5. l.l l) indicates that
self similarity of the profire, rd,, / ,0,,r, exists arong the prate and a similarity
solution exists" This result confirms the initial hypothesis that asimilarity solution for
the droplet flow exists next to the flat surface.

Marko Milanez
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The similarity solution can now be developed. The similarity equation is
simplified, since in this case, the conditiofl vo,,<<c x fsee Table (2. 4.r)] is

satisfied from the physical model in most of the region, except very close to the
leading edge in Fig. (2.4. 1). Accounting for this condition, Eq. (2.5. 1. I r) becomes

s F(n ) t ph )1" -lrf, )'l' * F(n )' : o . (2. s. r.12)

An analytical solution of Eq. (2. 5. l. lz)exists. It is performed in the next sub-
section' Graphical results from the solution are shown in chapter (5).

(ii) Simitarity Solution

Based on the following substitution, F(\ )' :, ,Eq.(2. 5.1. lz)becomes

3F(n), df#\)l-,'+z=0.
By introducing a substitution, Lt = zt , in Eq. (2.

integrating and then introducing another substitution

S lnls - /l = tn[ F(q )J + C,.

(2.5. 1. 13)

5. 1. 13), separating variables,

E =u'/2 and.integrating again,

(2. s. t. t4)

Back substitutions are applied in reverse order, and a constant, cr=ecr/3, is
introduced. Then, integrating the resultant equation and inclusion of another

substitution, z = Cz t F(n )J " 
t + 1, yields an integral equation. From an additional

back substitutions and integrations,

äto,r)J "' -$ rrrr)J',, -ä.år{t+c,¡r¡,1)J,,,}: 
(2. s. r. rs)

\*c,.
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The constants c 2 and c 3 are determined with the foilowing two boundary
conditions:

l)n:0, F(n)=o 
e.5.r.16)

2)tj=1, F(\)=1, 
e.5.1.t7)

where the similarity parameter is

^ - 
y vt.-rl =-;-+ N n=0.22364.x" vo,rC x-

From the boundary conditions, C 2 = 0.008 and C, = _ gT89062.500, so that
Eq. (2.5.1.15) becomes

t87.500 tF(n)J "' -46875.000 tF(\)J,,' _8789062.500

+ 5859375.000 tn{t + o.oott F(n )J,,\ = 0.2236 4 _ azas062.s00. 
Q. s. L. re)

x

Inserting the boundary conditions back into Eq. (2.5. l. r9), where y = y and,
rd,* =va,,,, alongthe reference streamlines [see Fig. (2. 4.l)],yields

187.s00 - 46825.000 + 58s9325.000 tn(r + 0.008)=0.2236 +. e. s. r.20)
x

This yields the following momentum displacement for the reference streamline:

T = 4.4458 x2 . 
e. 5. t.2t)

(2. s. 1. 1S)

from the similarity

(2. s. t.22)

The steady-state solution of the droplet trajectories is obtained
solution as follows:

y = 4.4724 
r'1,, 

*z .
v.

4 ,X,y
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The droplet mass-based displacement up to the y streamline is denoted here by f".
From the similarity variable, Eqs. (2. 5. l.l) and (2. 5. r. 20), similarity function and

the similarity solution, F(\)=\, the mass-based displacement up to the y
streamline, f", .u., be calculated. Since the droplet ;r-velocity profile exists in the

momentum displacementlayel a velocity deficit, v0,,,, -vr,,, exists. Therefore, the

flow rate across the flow section at a particular x-position is less than it would be
across the same section, if the flow had a uniform relative velocity profile. Thus, an
actual droplet velocity profile in the vicinity of the flat surface is compared with the
velocityprofile of the flow corresponding to slip boundary conditions at the surface.

The flow rate balance across the momentum thickness at a certain x-location
can be written as

-v¿,,)*dY, (2. s. t. 23)

where w represents the plate width. Dividing both sides of Eq. (2. 5. l. 23) by the
constant plate width,Eq. (2. 5. r.23) can be rearanged as follows:

nî, * ro,r,, : !(r0,,,,
0

"f, =l{t -!-l ¿, => .î, ='!{t -!-l ¿,"o vd,r,y o ,o,r,r' ' (2. s. r.24)

The droplet x-velocity profile from the similarity solution is inserted with the y
tunction into Eq. (2. 5. r.24). once Eq. (2. 5. r. 24) is inregrated along the y
direction, it gives the following expression for the droplet mass-based displacement

up to the y streamline:

f , = 2.2229 x2 . (2. s. | .2s)

The droplet momentum-based displacement up to the y streamline is defined by @".

Due to the velocity deficit (va,,,y -yd,,), the momentum flux across the flow section

at a particular x-location is less than it would be across the same section, if the flow
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had a uniform relative velocity profile. In this study, the deficit of the droplet
momentum flux is called the droplet momentum-based displacement up to the y
streamline, @, . It can be calculated as

@, P , vto*,, = p, Iro,, (vo,*,, - r0,, ) dy .

0

Dividing both sides of Eq. (2. s. r. 26) by pwv2o,,,, and integrating along the y-
direction of the momentum displacement, yields

T. ,,
@" = [ ",' (] - 'o* ) dy. (2.5. r.27)uo vd,t,, vo,r,

Inserting the similarity solurion ratio of Eq. (2. 5. l. 1) into Eq. (2. 5. L. 27),
substituting the y function and proceeding with the integration, yields the following
expression for the momenfum based displacement up to the y (reference streamline)
streamline,

@" = o. 74Io x2 (2. s. t.28)

Based on the Blasius soiution (Munson et al. [17]), the bound ary layer thickness is

(2. s. r.26)

(2. s. 1. 2e)

(2. s. 1.30)

expressed as

ô:5 = E=0.0011Ji.
! vd,,

The boundarylayer displacement thickness is

r 1 .721
5 =p =) õ =0.23ß Ji .

lDo
Í%"

Marko Mllanez
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The boundary \ayer momentum thickness is

@- => A =O.Oeæ Ji . (2. s. t. 3t)
0.664

lD.la
l-

\,, ,

The purpose of this comparison is to establish the region between drag and diffusion-
based displacement of droplets fsee Fig. (2.4.r)].The current analysis has considered
the extent of droplet momentum displacement, due to interfac ial drag between
droplets and air' In addition to providing analytical solutions for validation of
numerical modering, it sheds light on certain 3D processes. For example, 2D icing
predictions that miss ofÊstream trends of droplet capturing, by the potentially iced
surface aÍea, may be better understood through the droplet momentum displacement.
Blowing air through the holes of a profiled surface of an airfoil deflects the droplets
away from the surface, thus preventing icing on the surface. Due to the non-
deforming, small droplets being considered, the analysis and results are also
applicable to multiphase flows with solid particles.

Graphical results from these similarity solutions aÍe re-calculated and
presented in chapter (5), entitled "validation and Results,,.

2. 6. 2 LAGBANGIAN ANAT,YTICAT-,

MOIDELTNG ANÐ SOLUTTGNS OF'
DBOPLET TRAJECTOßIES

In this section, Lagrangian multiphase analytical solutions are developed for
cases of dispersed phase-droplet motion. Spherically shaped droplets are considered.
The time-dependent analytical solutions are obtained for low Relmolds and high

Marko Milanez
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Reynolds number droplet-air regimes. These solutions are derived for different
numbers of the drag coefficient (discussed below).

Consider a force balance with interfaciai drag and gravity acting on a droplet
(subscript d) in an airstream (subscript a). The equations of motion in the x- and. y-
directions are

*, *( r0,, ): - Fo,, * m¿ s,

*,*( o,,) :-F,,,+*o 8,,

number flow regime, i.e.,

I
-Fo,, = - | o "l'0,, -,,,,1(ur,, -r,,,) ,"+ ,

+

where FD,r, FD¡ , g , and g'l represent drag forces in x- and y-directions and gravity

in x- and in y-directions, respectively.

The non-linear (quadratic) drag law predicts drag on the sphere in high-Re,

(2. s.2. t)

(2. s.2.2)

(2. s.2. 3)

(2. s.2. 4)

where symbol i represents Cartesian components in x- and y-directions. It can be

noted that drag in Eq. (2. 5.2.3) entails the cross drag term. For low-Re number flow
regimes, the linear drag law in each direction, i, is used, i.e.,

-Fo,, : - 3W D, (r0,, - r",,).

The relative Reynolds number between

defined as

Re =Pol'o'-',,,lDo'' 
trra

phases in contact in each direction, Re,, is

(2. s.2. s)

Table (2.3. I) represents different drag coefficients. Several closed form analytical

solutions to Lagrangian two-phase droplet motion are developed, yielding droplet
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velocity profiles and trajectories for four different applications fCase (i) - Case (iv)],
presented below. Drag law is used in different forms in the presented cases. The

following symbols are used below: s - trajectory, vo - air velocity, v¿ - droplet

velocity, D¿- droplet diameter, p¿ - droplet density, p o - air density and r - time.

(i) Case I

Gravitational effects are neglected in this (horizontal) x-y plainmotion. It is assumed

that droplets reach a sufficient distance from the wall, so the effects of the near-wall

air boundary layer on droplet motion can be neglected. The uniform air streams next

to the wall horizontally.

(a) Newton's law of motion fEqs. (2. 5.2. l) - (2.5.2.2), gy:01 for a flowing

droplet subjected to interfacial drag in high Reynolds relative number flow regime

(Re, < 1000, i.e. Cp:0.3) is considered. The droplets are injected through a tiny hole

at the beginning (left side) of a flat plate into a co-flowing air stream tFig. (5. 1. l)1.

The droplets can be injected into the domain under various angles.

Since the developed temporal closed form velocity (trajectory) analytical

solutions for the droplet phase are to be expected dependent on constant velocity
(trajectory) initial conditions of each phase (only), these conditions are first examined

with respect to the quadratic drag law. By injecting the droplets into the domain with
the same horizontal velocity as the air horizontal velocity, the drag in x-direction

becomes negligible, Fo,* = 0. Only drag in y-direction between the phases exists.

Due to the horizontal air stream velocity only, the vertical drag is therefore reduced to

yield a simplified form of exact drag law Fp,, =
p"(ro,r)t

observed that in this case, there is no cross drag term involved in neither of the

directions' Using the physical considerations in this paragraph (above), the simplified

- nD2,
C 

" -7. It can be
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equations for the exact drag law above can be inserted into the droplet equations of
motion [Eqs. (2. 5.2. 1)-(2.5.2.2)l and, integrated twice to yield the analytical

solutions for the droplet velocity profiles lüq. (2. 5. 2. 6)-(2. 5. 2.7)J and the droplet
trajectories [Eqs. (2. 5.2.8)-(2. 5.2.9)].Instead, a different form of the drag form, an

t t2

approximated quadratic form in Ëth direction Fp,,=P"\v¿',-v",,) C^!P:
2Lo4rs

adopted in the study. It can be noted that this form accommodates the simplified exact

drag law and can be also used as an arbitrary approximation of the drag law (the

speeds in all directions are included). Because of this robust property, this
approximated form of the drag law is used within equations of motion f1qs. (2.5.2.
L)-(2. 5. 2.2)l when the droplet velocity and trajectory profiles in the air stream are

developed. Two subsequent separated time integration processes of the equations of
motion yield the velocity distributions in Eqs. (2. 5. z. 6)-(2. 5. z. 7) and dropler

trajectories in Eqs. (2.5.2.8)-(2.5.2.9), presented below. The droplet velocity
profiles are

lro,.(ro ) -vo,fv¿,r(t):ra,, (2. s.2.6)

(2. s.2. t)

, -(-*c ";n)n -tò\,0,,(to t -u.i

þo,r(,0 ) -v",ylvd,y(t):vo,y

, - 
[- ir, ffi)a -,,)þo,ft o ) - v 

" 
yf

The solutions for droplet trajectories at an initial time ts = 0 aredeveloped, such as

s 0,,( t ) = s 0,,( to ) + vo,*t

l'0,,(,0 ) - r.,,f -&-l c, * t1
PoDo ) l^l-(-i,"

(2. s.2.8)
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s 0.,,( t ) = s ¿,t,( to ) * ro,rt

I

aí# lro,r(ro ) - r.,rl -&-l c, * tf
PoDo ) j^l-(-i,"

(2. s.2. e)
Parameter C represents a relative component velocity between the initial droplet
velocityand airvelocity. The chas aunit of lm/sl(i.e. c :1mls).

(b) For low Reynolds number regimes (Re, < I, Cp:24/Re,),
profiles are derived from Newton's law of motion [Eqs. (2. 5.

8y:0 ], i.e',

vo,,( t ) = yo,, *luo,( ro ) - r.,l t*l-# A - r)l

,o,r( t ) = ro,, +lvo,r( t 
o ) - r",,,f t*l- # A - r)]

The solutions of the corresponding droplet trajectories are

so,,(t ): s¿,*(to) t ro,,(, -ro) *lro,"(to) - r,,,f ( #)

"*,?w)[*[ #) *,(H)]
so,r(t ) = s¿,r(to ) * ro,r(, - ro) +lvo r(to ) - r",rf( #)

-4+9ll *l -so¿)-ro( -ËsellpoD'o )1"'-' I p,o', l- 
"-fi 

)l

the droplet velocity

2. 1) - (2. s. 2.2),

(2. s.2. t0)

(2. s.2. t1)

(2. s.2. t2)

(2. s.2. t3)
x EXP

If only gravity acts on the droplet, droplet y-velocity and droplet trajectory
become
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vd,y(t):vd,y(to)- S, t (2. s.2. 14)

(2. s.2. ts)
vd,x

(ii) Case 2

Consider another example with a droplet flowing through air under the influence of
gravity (Sr+0) in vertical plane x-y. A Lagrangian analytical formulation of

droplet/air motion over a range of relative Reynolds numbers (Ae,) is derived.

Consider a force balance with interfacial drag and gravity acting on a droplet

(subscript d) in the airstream (subscript a) in high Re, andlow Re,number multiphase

regimes.

(a) For high Reynolds number multiphase regimes (Re, < 1000, i.e. cp:0.3), the

droplet is flowing in quiescent air (io =ð) and the initial time is set to zero value

(to :0 ). In this case, an approximate form of the drag law is adopted within Eq. (2. 5.

2. 3) to yield drag in i-th direction Fo,, = . It can be noted

that this approximate form of drag law does not include the cross drag term (with two-

phase velocities in each direction). The cross drag term would couple the multiphase

droplet momentum equations into a system of non-linear differential equations.

Rather, the approximate form of drag law considers the relative velocities between

droplet and air in each direction separately. Since in this case study air is assumed

stationary, only a dispersed part of the cross drag term is lost. For multiphase droplet

flow with moderate inertia, a non-linear aspect of the drag law is not significant and

the errors due to the approximate form of the drag law are viewed to be acceptable

(i.e. referred to the comparisons with the experimental results).

P"(r0,,-ro,,)t n nDto

2-o4
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Newton's law of droplet motion in moving air [Eqs. (2. 5.2. r) - (2. s.2.2), g y + 0)

subject to the approximate form of drag law is integrated over time to yield the

velocity distribution

vo,r(t):vo,* * , 
v¿,'(to)

,_[_!c,ñ,

TANHI !C^ P"

[' 
" PoDo

(2. s.2. t6)

vo,r,(t)=vo,r(to)+

17)

ûb
For the droplet velocity iny-direction, an alternative equation is develo

l-- rfö

li'"h
.6 n Po

I " poDo

vo.r,(t ):

a.l.ò

li,,h

f.
lò

lT,"i^
uol ,!c^ e"

['"PoDo

(2. s.2. 18\
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The droplet positions in x- and y-directions represent the trajectories for droplet

motion in air stream. This analytical trajectory becomes

so,,(t): sd.,(to) i vo,,t - *Llr,,,
iro, ",

so,,( t ) = so.r(to ) * r0,,

I
J_--'6n 

Po
- \-^
8 " poDo

oô--:--L
Ôr- Po
- t-^B " poD,

(2. s.2. le)

(2. s.2.23)

,",,1-*,"

(to)

t
LNI

t

po

P ¿Do lÏ
(2. s.2.20)

(b) For low Reynolds number regimes (Re, < I, Cp:24/Re), integrating Newton,s

law of motion [Eqs. (2. 5.2. l) - (2.5.2.2), By +0] over time yields two separate

equations for the droplet velocity field,

va,,( t ) : ro,, * lrr,- (ro) - r,,,f *rl- # A - r)]

vo,r( t ) : vo,, . s # *lrr, (,r) - vo,, - r #l EXpl# A,

The droplet positions inx- and,y-directions become

so,,( t ) : sd,,(t0 ) * ro., (, - ro) +lvo,,(to ) - u,,,1( 
#)

x EXp( -Isþ:t-:)l to( -1{s41 - øxp( -1sr,.,,\1-- (. poD'o )1""' I nn )- 
L'?'t 

l-irrf )l

(2. s.2.21)

I
-/) II
(2. s.2.22)
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,o,r(t) = so,r(r) * r,,r(t - to) + 
W s (t - to)

*lrr,, (,r) - vo,, - # rl( #)L

(2. s.2.24)

(iü) Case 3

In a third example, the droplet is falling through a quiescent ambient air. Two velocity
solutions are obtained: droplet reaching the terminal velocity and droplet impact on a
wall. Different drag models are enabled in the drag coeffi cient, cp.

(a) Balancing the upward force and drag with the weight of the spherical droplet, the
following expression for the droplet terminal velocity is obtained,

Y,=*, . (2.5.2.25)

Balancing the upward and drag forces with the weight of a cylinder (representing a

vertical jet flow), yields the following expression for the terminal velocity,

v,:*.@. (2.s.2.26)

where p; represents the specific density of a jet (flow).
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diameter in the airstream, smaller interfacial drag occurs. As a result, the droplet

reaches a smaller distance into the airstream, as opposed to the larger droplet. Also,

the thermophysical properties for the moist air are functions of temperature. They

usually need to be determined from physical experiments.

2. I. B ICE TNTBRF'ACE TßACT(ING
METIIOD

In this final section of Chapter (2), a mathematical formulation of ice interface
tracking is presented. In order to facilitate better understanding in upcoming chapters,

the discussion is given in a context of a Control-Volume Based Finite Element

Method (C'|/FEM.

Consider incoming droplets impacting on a solid surface (i.e., wall or ice

interface). After impact, the droplets adhere to the solid surface(s) and create ice. The

ice gradually fills an area and produces a typical two-dimensional ice interface.

Various multiphase processes at the interface affect the ice shape evolution. In this

section, two parameters are introduced for modeling of these ice evolution processes:

l) a pre-conditioned parameter (Pfl) and, 2) an excess volume fraction (EBeta). A
special value is assigned to these parameters within each time step and volume

fraction iteration. 'When conditions for ice growth are establi shed, pfl is given a
special value of 0, which allows ice growth. The ice gradually fills appropriate

neighboring control volumes, while maintaining a unit value for the ice volume

fraction in those iced control volumes. The excess amount of accumulated ice (when

the volume fraction exceeds 1) must be spatially re-distributed into the detected

neighboring control volumes.

Detection of potentially iced areas and transfer of excess ice are predicted as a

function of direction and magnitude of the incoming droplet flow. Figure (2. 5. 3)
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presents a typical affangement of interconnected control volumes (CI) and finíte

elements (FE) with corresponding nodal droplet velocities. The local coordinate

system is placed in each FE, whlle the global coordinate system is placed outside the

grid. The control volume nodes are numbered locally (i. e. i:1, 2, 3, 4) and globally

with respect to the computational domain. The position vectors 7¡, /ra1, lra2 and

ln*j point from the origin of the global coordinate system to each local node of the

CVunder consideration [see Fig. (2. 5. 3); local node n : 1]. The position vector 7r*1

points to local node 2, position vector 7r*2 points to local node 3 and position vector

/n*j points to local node 4.

Droplets impact onto an arbitrary wall with a full volume-averaged droplet

velocity (;, ) . nigure (2. 5. 3) presents an example of the central control volume

under examination, i, and its surrounding control volumes, at a certain time and

certain iteration of a volume fraction. The algorithm searches a range of relative

angles between the incoming droplet velocities and nodal distances

(ãn+1,ãr+2,ãn+3) from the local node under consideration, within each finite

element. The algorithm creates a dot product between the incoming velocity and

position vectors, i.e.,

(¡ a), ã n+t =l(, a),llã "., | "o" 
(le, -0,*tl),

In component form, Eq,.(2.5. 3. 1) yields:

lQ o),,.) 1,,,,, - rn+ r,*)

f {", ),,, l\" , -,n*t,yJ:

(2. 5. 3. 1)

(2. s.3.2)

(,0)í,, *þo)í,,

The algorithm considers two limited cases, such as:
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ro"(e,-0,*¡l)=I + x=

"o"(e, -o n*,1)= o => x :

\vd ) i'dn+r ,

l(r> Jo,*,1='

\va)¡'dr+t _n

l?ol,llã,.,1- 
"

(2. s.3.3)

(2. s.3.4)

The processes of P/i conditioning and EBeta re-distribution between the limits [Eqs.

(2. 5.3.3) - (2.5. 3. 4)l are controlled by two generated functions. These functions

are presented in Figs. (2. 5 .3 .I) - (2. 5 .3 .2). The functions for Pfl and Ebeta in Figs.

(2. 5 .3 .l) - (2. 5 .3 .2) are needed in the icing algorithm for backward ice tracking.

They can be additionally modeled for specific physical processes related to the ice

interface evolution. These icing processes are problem-dependent and they generally

need to be studied in conjunction with experimental data. They depend on many

parameters, such as the size and shape of droplets and shape of the accreted ice, as

well as the precipitation rate of the incoming dispersed flow, and droplet impact

velocity.

For validation purposes, analytical solutions of the ice interface motion were

established based on the analytical solution of droplet trajectories for rime ice. Figure

(2. 5. 3. 3) represents a sample case of idealized two-dimensional ice interface

evolution at a time of t : 0.04 s. The inlet droplet velocity is u¿ : 2.50 s. This

interface is obtained solely based on the analyical droplet trajectories fEqs. (2. 5. 2.

I) - (2. 5. 2. z)l.ln this case, there is no influence of the phase volume fraction

(droplet influx) on the evolving interface. This case represents only the introductory

schematics.

The two-dimensional analytical solutions for ice interface propagation for the

case in Fig. (5. 4. 14) is given by the following expressions

xglxlyt
X=Xl, fZeN

(2. s.3. s)
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4G) : (o.eta), + (- s.:sz) ,' + (Btoa)", * (-t .+ts) xo

ç(x,n) :€( *) + h1(n)

ht(n): 0.083n

xt = 0'720

DROPLET FLOW

(2. s.3. 6)

(2. s.3.7)

(2. 5. 3. 8)

(2. s.3. e)

This analytical solution coffesponds to the ice interface at a time of t : 700 s.
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CHAPTER B

NUMERTCAI, F'ORMUIIITION OF'

CONTBOL.Y.()LUME BASED FTNTTE

ELEMENT METTTOD (CrmErvr) r.oß
MULTTPIIASE TCTNG PREIDTCTIONS

In this chapter, a numerical formulation for the volume averaged, dispersed
(droplet) and carrier (air) phases is developed with a Control-Volume Based Finite-
Element Method (CVFEI4). The formulation performs spatial averaging of droplets
within a control volume centered around a node in the finite element mesh. The
computational domain is sub-divided into quadrilateral, bi-linear finite elements. The
governing discrete equations are obtained by spatial integration of the multiphase
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equations over discrete controi volumes (CVs) and time steps. These equations are
developed locally within each element and independently of the overall mesh
configuration. The motion of the supercooled droplets is controlled by droplet-air
phase interactions, viscous effects, body forces and boundary conditions at droplet I
wall or droplet / ice interface impact. As mentioned in sectio n (2. l), the multiphase
dispersed flow with water droplets is assumed non-dilute in the numerical
simulations. Excluding an initial droplet volume fraction of þ¿:0 in the

computational domain, the droplet volume fraction in the simulations was in a range
of þ¿'r' =0'00015 0, S þ¿-,""=.1. other droplet interactions with the phases are

not additionally modeled in the governing transport equations.

In the following section, preliminary definitions and notations for the CVFEM
are described.

B. T DEF'TNITTONS AND ITOTATION

The computational domain is sub-divided into quadrilateral, bi-linear finite
elements' For the CI/FEM, a corner node of a finite element represents the center
point of a corresponding control volume fsee (Fig. 3. r. 1)]. Isoparametric
quadrilateral finite elements are used in this thesis, with bi-linear approximation of the
physical and geometrical variabies. Each finite element is sub-divided into four
internal sub-control volumes 6cn. Each scv berongs to a corresponding fulr
control volume associated with the central node. At the boundaries of the problem
domain, a boundary of the SCV coincides with the finite element exterior boundaries.

Local coordinates at the surfaces of the scv are defined by s : 0 and, t = 0 .

The physical variables of interest, such as a general scalar variable, ( s,t ) , and.
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spatial coordinates , i.e., x( s,t ) and y( s,t ), of any point within the finite element are

interpolated with bi-linear shape functions and with nodal values, v i, or global

coordinates, x¡ and li,as follows:

4

(s,t ): It,fr J )v ¡

i=I

4

x( s,t )= I N¡( s,t )x¡
i=l

4

y(s,t)=It,f" J)y¡.
i=1

The interpolation shape functions, N¡(s,t), are expressed in terms of local

geometrical coordinates, s and t . With reference to the control volume in
Fig. (3. 1. 1):

N1(s,t):1rt+s)(t+t)

N2(s,t)=1,,-s)(r+t:)

Nj(s,t)=1r, - s)(r -t)

tl-a(s,t)=)rt + s)(r -t).

These shape functions are needed for interpolation of dependent variables and
geometrical coordinates at internal positions within a finite element. The shape

functions give a geometrical weighting for the dependent and geometrical quantities,

based on the distance between nodal and internal points. Using the shape functions,

(3. l. l)

(3. t. 2)

(3. 1.3)

(3. 1.4)

(3. 1. s)

(3. 1.6)

(3. 1.7)
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the iocal coordinates within a finite element, (s, f), can be expressed with respect to
the global coordinate system, (x, y).

The final global system of equations, for all physical quantities at the centers
of the control volumes, can be written in the folrowing matrix form

I¿l{.}={b}, (3.1.8)

where {x} and þ} rep.esent the vector of unknowns (solutions) and the vector of
known physical quantities (i.e. boundary conditions). Since the global matrix [,ø] is
typically banded for a finite element formulation, it can be readily solved with a direct
solver' Faster calculations for a large system of equations (i.e. typically more than
3,000 nodes) would require an iterative solver.

Derivatives of the scalar physical quantity (i.e. components of a dispersed
phase velocity) at any location within the SCV can be expressed in terms of their
nodal values through the shape functions. For the x-direction andy_direction:

ôv(s,t):S í/V¡(s,t).,,
ô- :¿- 

ô, vt
i=l

ô,v ( s,t )= S ôN¡( r,t).,,
ôv :* ôv v''

(3. 1. e)

(3. L t0)

where the determinant of the Jacobian transformation in Eq.(3. l. l1) is defined as
follows:
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De{tl= ùô*
(3. r. t2)ôs ôt

The outward normal surface vector is presented

volume, acting outwards at its Sub - Surface (,S^1), i.e.,

Añ=Ayl -Lxj (3. 1. t3)

Typically, it is used in evaluation of momentum fluxes at the integration points of the

^9,s. The elemental volume within the finite element (or the scv) isdefined as

dtr/ =lnetftlds dt .

ô*ù
ôs ôt

for a two-dimensional control

(3. 1.14)

In this notation, the surface momentum terms (called momentum fluxes across the,S,$
act perpendicular to the SS, at an "integration point". Incoming fluxes are directed into
a particular SCV (i'e. Qzì, whereas the outgoing fluxes point out of a particular

scv (i.e. Q¿ì. The volumetric forces act directly at the center of the cv.
The CVFEM formulation is element based, so the local stiffüess equations

become independent of the grid structure in a computational domain. This provides a
useful benefit over other conventional finite volume or finite difference methods,
where the discretized equations are derived for a particular grid format in the
computational domain. Due to this grid flexibility, the CI/FEM is suitable for
distorted geometries with unstructured gnds.
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8.2 SC,ILLEIþ F'$RM {ÞF' ruTSPENESEM

F'LOIV MOMEITTUM EQUIITIONS

In the numerical formulation, scaling and non-dimensionalization are
performed before the equations are fully discretized. This scaling is performed for
purposes of creating better numerical stability, solution convergence, and flexibility
for testing various ranges of flow conditions. Dependent variables are non-
dimensionalized with respect to certain reference values, which are selected from
input data involving the actual physical problem. The time, spatial coordinates and
velocities are scaled as follows:

f -f I" " 're|

* = **lr"¡; !: ! lref

(u,)= (r,l Þ*),,r,

In Eqs (3. 2. I - 3.

averaged velocities

(",)= (",) (u,),",

(3.2. t)

(3.2. 2)

(3.2.3)

2' 3), the dimensional variables of time, coordinates and volume

are denoted by t, x, y, (vr)and ("r), respectively. The non_

dimensional values are designated with an asterisk superscript, while reference values
are denoted by subscript,,ref,.

Then, individual terrns in the volume averaged momentum equations can be

evaluated, provided that empirical correlations for the interfacial drag terms are

supplied 15]. These substitutions are performed and each term is non-dimensionalized,

so that the x-momentum equation becomes

ôþoú(ro,-)" , , r. ô0rpi (r0,,)" / \* ôþoú(ro \- 
^#*('0,") -T-(u,,, :-0,#ro,r.
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-H#ff({,'')-_(n')-)[,,+0.]5[',{u,t),",))
. Ë#i({u".).-(u.).)

* grrrr* ( u' þo -'" * ô'(u,,')- ) *( ,-, lr- r..' n", [-ã"- 
- nj'[(¿lE )\8't

(3.2.4)

The normalized equation, Eq. (3. 2. 4), contains the bulk pressure term to

accommodate the pressure gradient of the droplet phase. The dispersed pressure term

is numerically formulated as a flux, acting on the sub-surfaces of the control volume

fsee Eq. (3. 3. 1. 6), Eq.(3. 3. 1.9) and Eq.(3. 3. 1. 10) below]. In the numerical

simulations, the pressure terms of the dispersed (droplet) and carrier (air) phases are

assumed to be equal. This corresponds to a variety of realistic situations, involving the

interactions between phases [i.e. helicopter downwash effects, where the droplets are

immersed and carried with(in) the air flowl. The dispersed phase system of equations

is closed. The continuous (air) pressure term is placed in a location of the dispersed

pressure term. In the absence of air, the dispersed pressure gradient is zero. The

pressure term of the carrier phase (i.e. air) is formulated within the original Phases

program (see Ref. [11]). It is calculated based on a simultaneous solution of the mass

and momentum equations in the carrier phase. The pressure is not recovered from the

velocity field at the nodes explicitly. Rather, the pressure term is formulated and

solved directly from the continuity equation, which relates the mass flux across the

surface of a control volume to the nodal pressures. Local changes in density due to

droplets are accommodated by the mass transport equation for droplets, which tracks

variations of droplet volume fraction throughout the flow field.
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Similarl¡ in the y-direction,

fu+d * (uo,). %+d - (,0,). 
ôþopt-(:,,,). 

= - þ, fi<,,>.

-##lß,",)_(*,)-)['+0']5r",F,l),,))
. 
H#i({".,)'-(n,).)

* þoþo* ( u' þ, ,). *ô' (r;.,) ) -( -l 
I.W[-#'.-àí-).lME)@.

The reference Reynolds number is defined as

Re " = 
P o''"'l'"' (li)) "'rel' u, -I a,reI

(3.2. s)

(3.2. 6)

The reference dispersed phase velocity, (lrol) r"r, is defined based on the specific

problem' For example, (lv, l) *, :lü,In, (inlet velocity) is used for incoming droplets in

external flow problems.
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&, & D{SCRETIU,,LT[(}N {ÞF E}[SpruKSmm

FLOW MOMENTUm EQUATTONS

In this section, discretization of the dispersed phase momentum equations is
presented' These equations are developed by spatial integration of the equations over
a discrete control volume. Approximations for discrete fluxes and source terms are
presented. In addition, implementation of the drag term is given and boundary
conditions are presented. Code implementation is presented with other important
issues regarding the numerical algorithms.

Since the momentum equations are written in a divergence (conservation)

form, the Gauss theorem of calculus can be used to transform the integrated
divergence terms to surface momentum fluxes. Performing spatial integration over a

discrete control volume, Z, yietds the following system of integral equations for the
dispersed phase momentum equations :

I$ fifø,, o þ0,))dr/ + [lLþ,P o (vo,)(vo,)fa, :

I )ffå,,*,ldv - F, !!@,>an, * B,lJ[(, a,) + k o,,)fd,, - 3. 3. 1. 1)

[ [ o, o, (ð v,,,ô v o,)ldn - ffJ B 
"., [(u,, ) - (,,,)lar* llJ[ o, o, (s,)ldv .svv

Modeling of individual terms in this equation will now be considered.

(i) Transient Term

The lumped mass approach is adopted for this term. The dispersed volume
averaged velocities are placêd at the center of cv,yielding
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[!J,*r, 
p ¿ (, a,,tfd, = ø o, ol9 

a''>' 
--a 

o''>9 

I
(3. 3. 1.2)

The transient term is evaluated with a backward difference scheme in time. The
formulation of the term is first-order accurate. It uses a "lumped mass,, approximation
with implicit evaluation of all flux terms. The spatially integrated transient term
contains the droplet velocities at both current and previous time steps. An implicit
time-marching scheme is adopted. Unlike a second-order Crank-Nicholson scheme,
this scheme provides a stable performance without requiring additional storage of flux
terms and nodal values at an intermediate time level. The most sensitive phase in the
multiphase flow simulations with icing dictates the numerical computation with a
constant time step. Therefore, the same time step for all phases was selected based on
the most sensitive phase (air) in the contact with the other phases in the computational
domain and the smallest grid spacing (upper time step size estimate based on the
Courant number).

(ii) ConvectÍon Terms

The convection terms in Eq. (3. 3. 1. 1) are linearized by the convecting
velocities at the old þrevious) time iteration values. These velocities constitute a mass

flux, which acts at the S,S. Integration point values for the convecting velocity
components are obtained from the interpolated nodal velocity values and integration
point coefficients. These coefficients are calculated from the upstream and
downstream positions on the finite element surfaces. These locations are passed by the
streamlines of the flow, with an arbitrary angle.

when assembling the convective terms in Eq. (3. 3. r. 3) into the global
system of equations, the integration point velocities must be related to corresponding
nodal values. Matty past schemes were developed for such relations. Some examples
include the central difference scheme (CDÐ, upwind difference scheme (UD.g) and
the exponential difference scheme (EDs). They calculate the physical value at the
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integration point by interpolation, using an upstream value (uDÐ, upstream and
downstream adjacent nodal values (CDÐ or a hybrid combination of these methods
(EDÐ' The latter method provides a continuous transition between the former
methods. However, these schemes lack information on certain physical processes at
the integration points, such as transient and diffusion processes. Thus, this section
uses a P1¡ls scheme (Physical Influence Scheme) for all phases in contact. This
scheme includes all transport processes from the momentum balances for each
direction. Additional details regarding the P1llS are documented in Ref. [6]. Then the
convective term at the 

^S,S1 
becomes

[!lørrr<'r,¡)oa,*)]ani 
* þ¿p¿(v¿,,)0(u¿,,)Lv-,þ¿p¿(v¿,rr0(ra,")n. (3.3. r.3)

.s^s1

These terms would not appear in a Lagrangian tracking method. In this respect, the
Eulerian method is more difficult. The multiphase convection terms cause more
difficulties than a single phase formulation, due to cross-phase effects within a time
step. If old values of the velocity are not updated with effects of the surrounding
phase within a time step, the time step needs to be reduced. These velocities are

additionaily dependent on the integration point coefficients (discussed further after
Eq. (3. 3. 1.7) in an upcoming section).

(iii) Diffusion Terms

Using the constitutive approximation for Newtonian fluids, the diffusion term
can be approximated as follows,



2þ oþo[ o)],,o, - u,-,1Y.+/],.,^, (3.3. 1.4)

-lÞ ooo(ô vr,rô ,0,,\) 
o,^y 

+ [8,,p¿(ô vr,rö ,0,,)f ,, Lr.

The shape functions for the bi-linear quadrilateral elements are introduced in the

gradient comjonents of the Eq.(3. 3. 1.4), thereby yielding Eq.(3. 3. 1. 5). The

fluxes in this diffusion term are illustrated in Fig. (3. 3. 1. 1). These momentum fluxes

are calculated from the nodal point contributions and then placed at the integration

points of the control volume. Apart from Refs. [19] - 1241, this term is a newly

modeled formulation of the. dispersed phase diffusion term. If only one component of

the dispersed'phase velocity is expressed in the momentum equation, a simplified

expression for the diffusion term can be obtained.

ll B,u,l9. +/l d,, -lj[p,p,<a vo,õvo,tfdn, =
ss/ I "*i uni I ssr

2 þ oþ olZ6 n,. ), 
] 
o, - þ o þ o {T,l+ n, rr,
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(3. 3. 1. s)

-lÞ o o o(õ vr,rô, 0,,)) o,ly + [ 0 a o ¿ 
(ô vr,rô, 0,,)l .,, L*.

(iv) Pressure Term

CVFEM modeling of this term also represents a new contribution over past

methods. It is calculated at the sub-surfaces of the sub-control volume as follows,

Fo ![@)a"¡ = þ¿(p¿)Lv
ss/

*!{",,),]}^"

(3. 3. 1. 6)
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For moderate relative .R¿-number flows, the pressure in both phases in contact is
similar. But if the phases in contact move with different speeds or at different angles,

this pressure becomes much different. pressures in both phases may not have enough

time to adjust'themselves in each phase. For example, if the dispersed phase moves
away from the carrier phase, it starts creating a lower pressure next to the other phase.

As a result' the phase lowers its pressure by mass replacement, while the other phase

opposes this adjustment. The phases start adjusting to the pressure losses at the
interface, while deforming the interface. In this thesis, the dispersed phase is modeled

with spherical.droplets. Their shape (interfaces) is not deformed.

(v) Source Terms

The source terms, such as drag and gravity are calculated at the centers of the
scvs- For the¡-dispersed momentum equation, the source term becomes

i ¡ttt 
v.inofdv 

II Þn .l(,, .)- (u..)] o, * M,lo,p, (g.)l dv =

r "-..', (3.3. t.l)

ll>,,,,^,f L - þ, .[(",, ) - (,.,.¡], + [ 0, o, (s,))11 or, ¡, I .

These terms àre placed entirely at nodes on the right-hand side of the system of
equations. The dispersed phase part of the steady-state drag term is represented in Fig.
(3' 3' 1. l). The construction is shown based on the velocity vectors. The dispersed

part of the drag term can also be placed at the integration point, if a more stable

formulation is needed (i.e. for higher relative Reynolds number flows). Such

formulation would require larger computational effort.

(vi) Approximation of Convection Terms

After the previous terms are integrated as discrete sums, they are further
approximated'for a particular control volume. For example, the non-linear convective
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terms are evaluated from the product of a linearized

previous iteration) and an active convecting velocity

specifically, at integration point I lipl on Fig. (3. 3.

dispersed x-momentum equation becomes

convected velocity (from the

at the integration point. More

i)1, the convective flux in the

e),, : .Ð{,. 
J 

^þ 

¿ pä1r, .,. # - þ, ;. #]w,t,. =oat*},,,,",.
t=t 

lt* =0

- ! ø o (o n)* dr* :.É{' 
I' r,l#l*,,.=,r,- 

},
^ç,s1 i=t 

lt. =o L r 
)

(3.3. 1.8)

Unlike past upwind schemes, a local approximation of transport processes with the

PINS was constructed at the integration point, in order to calculate this convecting

velocity. This local balance involves convective upstream differencing, diffusion and

local pressure gradients. Assembling these operators together produces an implicit
relationship between nodal and integration point variables. The resulting coefficient

matrix was inverted, thereby yielding integration point velocities explicitly in terms of
nodal quantities. This coefficient mahix is used for the convecting velocity in the

momentum flux term. Since the matrix includes effects of nodal variables on the

convecting velocity, a sub-element pressure/velocity link is established.

(vii) Approiimation of Pressure and Diffusion Terms

Both diffusion and pressure terms in the momentum equations are discretized

with the shape functions and bilinear interpolation of nodal values. An implicit
formulation is adopted, so that all terms are evaluated at the current time level. For

example, at integration point I, the pressure terms become

ü,,: p¿) (3. 3. l. e)
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e),: ! ø,(0,). 0,. :**{j,,, 
[#]*,,. =,0;]<oà. (3.3. r. l0)

Although the'dispersed phase pressure appears in the droplet flow equations, this

thesis assumes identical pressures in both phases.

The form of the diffusion term is rearranged in the numerical code afterwards,

in order to reduce the computational time (discussed further in the section entitled

"Code Implementation"). The representation of this term is illustrated in Fig. (3. 3. 1.

1). For example, the cross-phase momentum exchange due to interfacial drag forces in
the dispersed x-momentum equation is calculated at each surface of the SCV. For
SCV ],

Q).t = -
,*

i *F ¿,,r) ¡ Yn (3.3. 1.11)

Substituting the Newtonian constitutive relations and expanding the surface normal

vector with respect to the component directions,

!ut,þ a,**)*
SCV ]

n;,,=- [
SCV 1

u, r;1,+!,;,' (V. \!)*.,,], (3.3. t. t2)

which becomes

'"-0 I 
,u(ro,*)- ur- (uþ0,.). , a(uo,r).1" -lQ),t:-):,ror;L'=*t# 

lt#.t#t)æ)1,-.. 
(3 3 , 13)
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The interfacial diffusive flux at sub-sudace I (sst) becomes
(+

¡ lt =l

ü,t: .åJ 
J r, rrl,#þ0,).#-,#þo).*e!iþ.,).

t=t 
lt. =0

ôN,, ,*
+ 

^ i(r¿,n)
ox

In a similar manner for SS 4,

o:, : .å{"i ø,u)l'e\(', ). #-(#r,,,.

^ xr IÕX lr *l) 
ôt. ll; =odt l'

')

(3.3. 1. 14)

5lr,

(3.

I

- 
=oo'.1 '

)

3.1. ls)

(vüi) Approximation of Source Terms

In this sub-section, modeling of source terms in the momentum equations is
presented. An algebraic drag term in the dispersed x-momentum equation and a

gravity term in the dispersed y-momentum equation are modeled as examples. Rather

than placing the drag term at the center of the CV, itis placed in the middlé of each

SCV, so that

11

J J"las.:JJB,,((,..)'
SCV 1 00

- (, o,). )l 
o 

"tlt" lla'. at.
(3.3. 1. t6): þ,,,( (u,,, ),.- (, 0.,). )1,. =,,,,, =,,,o 

etlt. ).

Details of the numerical implementation of the drag term are illuskated in Fig. (3. 3.

1. 1).

The gravity term is modeled similarly to the drag term, i.e.,

J,, ! rr(s,). as. = 

['[ 
rä ç,).lnn,þ.\a; at.= oå(s,).1 

s* =] / 2,t* =r, 2SCV] O O

o"tþ.1

(3.3. l. 17)
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B"4r ÐTSCNETTZATIdþN {þF TffiE
ÐTSPEßSDII F'T-,OTY VOLUME FRACTTON
EQUATTON

The dispersed phase volume fraction equation, Eq,. (2. 2. I0), is discretized in this
section. The approximation for each term is presented below.

(i) Transient Term

A lumped mass approach is adopted for this term. The droplet phase volume
fractions are placed atthe center of a CV, yielding

ff[3-,tr,,pù]dv 
: <r,>lÞt-t;"] G.4. t)

SCV| L J

The transient term is evaluated with a backward difference in time. The term is a first-
order accurate Eulerian approximation and it is called a ,.lumped mass,,

approximation. The spatialiy integrated transient term contains the droplet volume
fraction at botþ current and previous time steps. An implicit time-marching scheme is
used.

(ii) Advection Term

The advection term in Eq. (2. 2. 10) contains mass conserving velocities.
Integration point values for the convecting velocity components are obtained from the
interpolated nodal velocity values and influence coefficients. These coefficients are
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calculated with the P1¡lS scheme, similarly to the dispersed and carrier integration
velocities (see section (3. 6) and Ref. ll ll).

Then the advection term at the,S^S1 becomes

JJtr, þ¿,¡)þ¿lan, * p¿(v¿,) tþ¿Lyt - paþ¿,ì tg¿Lrt ( 3. 4.2)
ss,/

(iü) Source Term

The source term, specific mass flow rate is calculated at the center of the
SCVs, i.e.,

- i Ï[r-t ) i dv = -(,i,t ) ¡lt t r,,,, det[ r J .

SCV ]
(3.4. 3)

(Ð Approximation of the Advection Term
The integrated terms above are approximated for a particular control volume.

The advection flux at integration point 1 becomes

ei-.Ð|.! 
,,;lt,).$-þ,).#f,u,1,.=0a,.|u, 

e44)

(v) Approximation of Source Term
Modeling of the source term in the volume phase fraction equation is

presented below.

[ !,,^¿, 
ds* -- !'[r^u,lo*V.\ ds* dt* = - (,i,tr ¡1,*:] / 2,t* =r / ,ou,þ.f.

scvt 0 0

(3. 4. s)
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g. 5 BOIINDABY ANN INTTTAT,

COIIDTTIONS

When, all parts of the control volumes are assembled throughout the
computational domain, the interior discretized conservation balances are established.

The system of equations is not closed yet, since the fluxes across the boundary control
volumes must still be determined. It will be closed after the fluxes are prescribed at
the boundaries of the domain. In this section, the boundary conditions are represented

in the form of a standard Robin-type condition applied to external surfaces of the
physical domain.

For both dispersed and continuous phases, the same type of boundary
conditions is used. For the continuity and momentum equations of both phases,

Dirichlet and Neumarm types of boundary conditions are used. Boundary conditions
on the boundary, S, of the physical domain and initial conditions inside the physical
domain, V, ate expressed as

(r) = (r),

a1;\ ô1t)\ /_ \ i
)on dn

F:Ê att>to

att>t"
ôp:ôB
ôn ôñ

(3. s. 1)

(3. s.2)

(¡)= (¡,), Ê:Êo at t =to, (3. s. 3)

where t=to,(initial time). In the current formulation, the dispersed phase (i. e.

droplets) impinges on a surface (i.e. wall and ice evolving interface) as a group of
physical bodies fNeumann type of boundary conditions in Eq. (3. 5. 2) is applied],
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with their full impact velocity. A continuous phase (i. e. air) impinges on a surface as

a fluid fDirichlet type of boundary conditions in Eq. (3. 5. l) is applied]. This enables

the fluid, that after impingement on a surface where its velocity is zero, moves away /
along / around the surface.

Implementation of the boundary conditions for the dispersed and continuous
phases [Eqs. (3. 5. 1 - 3' 5. 3)] for each physical situation is discussed in Chaprer (5).

8.6 FIUlTIENICAL AI,GORITITM ANID COI}E
In[PLEMENTATION

In this section, further details about the dispersed flow, ice tracking and
continuous flow numerical algorithms are presented. The overall multiphase
algorithm and,common features of particular algorithms are presented in this section,
while other specifics are presented separately in sections (3. 6. l), (3. 6.2) and (3. 6.

3). The overall procedure of the computer code is depicted in Fig. (3. 6. l). Many
additional subroutines that communicate with different input and output files are part
of the original PHASES. Such constitutive parts of the pre-processor are subroutines
for mesh, boundary and initial condition generation. A typical part of the post-
processor is a viewer. These additional subroutines are used to their full extent.

8.6. I IIISPERSEID Fr,OIV AT,GORITITM

The derived governing equations for the dispersed-droplet flow are scaled

differently than the goveming equations for the continuous-air flow fsee also section
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(3' 6' 3) for detailsl. This leads to different computer programming when discretizing
the terms of equations and subsequent different behavior of the numerical algorithms.
Different scaling may affect the stability of the numerical simulations. It may
temporarily shift a steady-state solution, especially when the droplet and air flows are
solved together under conditions of large spatial gradients (i.e. near-corner effects).
Thermophysical property v4riations are assumed to not affect the motion of phases in
this thesis, so the additional temperature dependent term in the air equations becomes
unnecessary. Nevertheless, it is retained in the present calculations.

After the input data is specified, the governing equations of dispersed phase
motion are solved sequentially. These equations entail non-linear convective terms,
thereby requiring inter-equation iterations until solution convergence is reached.
Then, the governing equations of the carrier phase are solved simultaneously. The
non-linear terms of the carrier phase also require inter-equation iterations. Further
inter-equation iterations are performed between the dispersed and carrier phases. For
example, the updated air velocity affects the relative Reynolds number and interfacial
drag factor in calculation of the dispersed phase motion. The time step is successfully
completed when a convergence tolerance is met within each equation (and set of
equations) of all predicted physical quantities (i.e. velocity and fraction of phases)

The approximated discretized terms in the dispersed phase momentum
equations lsection (3. 3)] are implemented into the subroutines of the numerical
algorithm. The global matrix of elements for the specific quantity (i.e. velocity) is
created first. The assembly matrix [AJ is formulated from the elemental stiffness

matrices. Then, the right side vector , {b} , is formulated at the boundaries of the

domain. Then, the solver finds the solution vector field {x} of the particular quantity.

The residual of the solution between two successive iterations is calculated next (with
relaxation) and compared with the residual convergence toleranc e cntena (tol).

The CVFEM is an elemental based method. Conservation balances are formed
at a sub-control volum e (SCV) level and then assembled throughout the computational
domain in the global mahix. The passive coefficients of terms in section (3. 3) are
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created therefore in the local stiffiress matrices, where each quantity has its own
stiflness subroutine within the assembly subroutine.

The transient term in Eq. (3.3. 1.2) is implemented into the numerical
algorithm as a part of the right-side of equations at the local node. The convective
term in Eq' (3' 3. 1. S) is implemented as a directed mass flux at the integration point,
ipl, at surface s^s1 of scvl. The mass fluxes are multiplied with the influence
coefficients (1.C) at each integration point. Momentum convection in each direction
and volume fraction advection terms are implemented within an existing plNsscheme

(see section (3. 3), (ii) Convection terms and Ref. [11]). This scheme uses local
transport equations for each physical quantity, which consist of its diffusion,
advection and source terms through influence coefficients 1C. From this local balance,
the integration point values at each integration point (at each ,S,S of a SCI) are
obtained and the final convective fluxes can be determined. Unlike other schemes (i.e.
UDS, EDS and hybrid), which account for the direction of the flow only, p1¡l,S

formulates all locai transport processes, including the local pressure gradient (i.e.
velocity-pressure link). Since the convective term is a non-linear term, the term is
linearized by placing the convecting integration point velocities at the previous time
level (old) in each direction into that mass flux. The final convected velocity (i.e. x-
directed momentum velocity) is calculated at the center of the cv.

In the numerical formulation, the droplet pressure term in Eq. (3. 3. l. 6) is
implemented as a flux acting at the center (ipl) of the SS in a SCV. Air is the carrier
phase of a non-dilute droplet phase small spherical droplets. The droplet volume
fraction in thd simulations was in a range of Ê¿,¡¡s =0.0001( Ê, I þa_,,"=1 (with

an initial droplet volume fraction of Fa =0). As mentioned, it is assumed that a

pressure of the air phase is the same as the pressure within the droplet phase. The

pressure of the air is implemented into the formulation of droplet flow pressur 
" (ro) .

The air pressure term is taken at the previous time level for calculation of the droplet
pressure and velocities at the current time level.
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Re-formulation of the original diffusion terms [Eqs. (3. 3. r,14) - (3. 3. l, 15)]
in the scaled discretized dispersed flow equations was needed to stabilize and improve
efficiency of the numerical calculations. These terms were re-developed in terms of a
single velocity variable. For example, accounting for a Newtonan fluid and
incompressible flow, the diffusion term of x-dispersed phase momentum equation at
SSI (ipL) of SCV I became

(*
z l.t =I

Qi,t:.I] 
Jt=t 

lt* =0

Similarly, the diffusion term at SS4 Qp{ of SCV I became

þ ¿ p)l(#,.," ).)#- 
[ #o o .).)#11 

".=, "]
(3. 6. 1. 1)

ei, :.å 
{"i 

u, r,l(# þ o,).)# -(# þ, ).)#J,,. =, 
*.]

(3.6. t.2)

The terms in Eqs. (3.6.i. 1) - (3. 6. 1.2) arenow more suitable for coding and
computing than the forms of Eqs. (3.3. l, 14) - (3. 3. l, l5). This approach requires
less computational effort, since there is no mixed term for x- and y-velocities. For
example, there is no vertical droplet velocity in the droplet x-momentum equation. In
this way, only one type of shape function derivative of one component of the active

droplet velociiy (i'e' (v0,,)- ) u, the current time level is calculated in both directions,

in each and separate stiffüess matrices (i. e. for (u0,,). and (vo,r) velocities). The

diffusion term in Eq. (3. 6. 1. l) is coded as a flux, acting on the SCVinthe stiffiress
matrix, on the left hand side of the momentum equation.

'The source terms in Eqs. (3.3. 1. 16) - (3.3. r. 17) are coded as

passive source terms of the droplet x-momentum equation, placed on the right hand
side of the equations. The drag term in Eq. (3. 3. 1. 16) contains old droplet and air
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velocities, from the previous time iteration. The drag term is not updated within the
inner or intra'iteration loops. The gravity term in Eq. (3. 3. l. L7) is similarly coded
iike a drag term, besides the transient term on the right hand side of the equation. The
gravity term is constant and it always updates the solution in each time step. This may
cause minor and temporary instability within the propagated droplet wake of the
convected momentum velocity, before the wake impacts on the surface and stabilizes.
But this usual'ly only happens at the interface of the evolving wake. If the inertia of
the droplet flow is strong, the stabilization of such temporary instabilities is almost
instantaneous. Reduction of the dispersed droplet velocities at an evolving ice
interface fsee discussion with Figs. (3. 6.2. l) - (3. 6. 2.2] is implemented in both
droplet momentum equations, in their stiffness subroutines.

The boundary conditions ate implemented and synchronized with the
dispersed phase numerical algorithm through the general transport equation, i.e.,

Z++Bry =f .

ot

The scalar r¡ in Eq. (3. 6.1. 3) is interchangeably used for different quantities, such

as x-, y-velo"iiie, of phases and the phase volume fractions, u, v and B¿ , respectively.

The formulation existed previously for air velocities and the phase volume fraction in
the PHASES program. The boundary conditions are structured in segments for each

physical quantity, according to the constants A , E , c and orientation of the
corresponding. CV. Each phase contains its own segment of physical quantities. For
example, for the scalar quantity of v , ',1, 0, 0, R', means at the right side of the

region (usually an outlet), the Neumann boundary condition is implemented. Also, for
scalar quantity ,y , "0,1 ,0.1, z " means at the left side of the region (usually an inlet of
the domain), the Dirichlet boundary condition is implemented

(3.6. 1.3)
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8.6.P TCru TNACNffiNG Ar,GOtsITTTM

Figures (3. 6. 2. l) - (3. 6. 2. 2) focus on the distribution of the phase

veiocities (i.e. droplet) in the vicinity of the evolving ice interface. The numerical

algorithm corrects the phase velocities at the ice interface as a function of varying

droplet volume fraction. As discussed previously in section (2. 5.3), these functions

are needed, iá order to prevent deposition of excess ice after control volumes are

entirely filled. This enables the re-distribution algorithm presented in Fig. (3. 6.2.3)
to respond with backward spatial re-distribution of excess ice into detected CVs.The

re-distribution algorithm is accommodated in the section after the dispersed volume

fraction equation is solved. The pre-condition indicator, Pfl, detects a potential control

volume (C't) where ice may accumulate. This potential region is searched close to the

propagating ice interface at every iteration of the dispersed-flow equations, within the

current time step frefer to section (2. 5. 2)]. Afterwards, the algorithm allows and

controis excess ice (EBeta) to be gradually deposited into these CZs fsee Fig. (3. 6. 2.

3)]. Droplet velocities, air velocities and phase volume fractions at the evolving ice

interface and. properties within the ice are simultaneously adapting during the

calculations, depending on the conditions around the ice interface.

After a CV is filled with the ice, the algorithm calculates the excess ice and re-

distributes it in the vicinity (in front) of the evolving ice interface, leaving the iced

area behind fsee section (2. 5.3) and re-distribution functions in Figs. (2. 5.3.1) - (3.

5. 3. 2)1. In .the iced region, the algorithm maintains the phase volume fraction

unchanged. After establishing the ice interface between the flow and iced region, the

ice tracking algorithm stafs re-distributing the excess ice (ice backward tracking). At

the point of establishing the ice interface, the flow algorithm suppresses the droplet

inefia at the moving ice interface. This prevents the droplets from coming into the

iced regions and freezing. The droplet flow and the droplet phase fraction algorithm

are tightly connected with the ice tracking algorithm in a special flow-icing loop.

Marko Milanez r08
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For illustrative purposes, the functioning of the algorithm is shortly discussed

in reference to section (5.4), Case (iii), in the paragraphs below. In section (5.4), a
whole case study is presented.

Figure (3. 6. 2. 1) presents two instances of droplet volume fraction

distribution at the bottom wall of the front step, at times t: 119.05 s and t: 500 s,

respectively. The upper part of the figure presents a droplet phase fraction wave, as it
propagates throughout the domain and hits the step at the right wall of the domain.

The bottom wall consists of a series of control volumes, filted with accumulating

supercooled droplets. The droplets immediately freeze upon impact onto the wall and

start filling the area of the last control volume, adjacent to the step. The ice interface

has just formed, leaving a small area of accreted ice behind, with B¿ :1. This area

presents the first series of control volumes at the right wall surface, at a location of
0.96154 m from the inlet of the domain. It can be noted on the figure that large

temporal and spatial gradients of the volume fraction exist at the evolving ice

interface, which have to be accommodated by the algorithm and modeling of the

simulation (i.e. boundary conditions and an appropriate time step). The reasons for the

gradients are in the velocity field distribution at the interface, discussed in the next

paragraph. The droplets impact onto the spreading interface with their full velocity.

The algorithm imposes a zero gradient Neumann boundary condition for the droplet

volume fraction and the droplet velocities at the moving ice interface.

In Fig. (3. 6. 2. 2), two droplet velocity profiles in the domain at the

time / : 500.s are presented. The upper part presents the x-directed velocity profile,

while the lower part shows the y-directed velocities. Droplets are impinging onto the

wall or ice interface. As soon as the droplet concentration-volume fraction reaches 1

(þ ¿ = / ), the ice region is detected by the ice algorithm. In the next time iteration, the

algorithm changes the droplet velocities in that region to i¿ = õ . k, the case of an

impinging airflow, the algorithm imposes io =õ at the interface and in the iced area.

It can be noted that large spatial and temporal velocity gradients exist at the interface.

These changes are accom.modated in the flow algorithm. For orientation, the spatial x-
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directed sensitivities for droplet x- and y-directed velocities in the numerical

calculations have values: Lu / Lx: 26.8 / s and Lv / Lx = 16.l / s . The values for

the velocity and distance are normalized based on a reference velocity of
uref :4m/s and a reference distance of Ir"¡:Im, respectively. Temporal

sensitivities for droplet x- andy- directed velocities arc: Lu / Lt = 102.9 m / s2 and,

Lv / Lt:62.0 m / s2. Droplet phase fraction sensitivities for droplet x- and y-

directed velocities are: Au / nB = 12994.7 m / s and Lv / Lþ =T830.3 m / s .The
algorithm successfully stabilizes the changes of velocities at the ice interface within
the iteration loops of the numerical algorithm.

8.6"3 CONTINUOT]S FLOIV ALGOßITITM

The continuous flow algorithm used in this thesis originates as a part of a

previous PHASES algorithm. The continuous conservation equations for species

þhase fraction), mass, momentum and energy hansport have the following form [11]:

ô(o C\-7+v.(p t c):

(*), "ft Pt Dr
(3. 6. 3. 1)

(3. 6.3.2)

(zlsIL
\ ¿=¡

9;.v.(p ç):o

_ I _( z \
Urrl*V 

lo 
tc-\tr p¡n¡vc¡l

,/\k=] )
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ry+ú.(p v u)=

^ lz
#+PrtLÐ,r

+P*v.(o úv)=

* + prt 
lÐ,ru 

(rr,)f.(#)r,,X*v 
[o ", -i,¡r

where

, =Ðlrror -:t,r,i.(-fñr\= oo * ps(h- y)* po

ry+i@vh):
v . (r, v r) * V (otn -f, o r, rnr),

where

i (rr,r)].(#)u,,**u fo o ,-f ,o p* it, ut]*a,*c.
I \ Fr' ) '' ôx L' #"" 

rK K'K 
)'"x
(3. 6. 3. 3)

, o rr rrf+ B, + G,,

(3.6.3.4)

The parameterc Fr, Pr, Re, B, G andf¡in Eq. (3. 6. 3. 1) represent the Froude number,
Prandtl number, Reynolds number, local body forces, phase interaction forces and
fraction of phase Æ, respectively. The transport of enthalp¡ å, is governed by the
following equation,

(3. 6. 3. s)

(3.6.3.7)

(3. 6.3.6)

T

ht, (c,r) = I ",,0G) 
¿ç + n,,¡(c,r).

To
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Unlike the dispersed momentum equations, the continuous phase momentum
equations involve energy transport processes. Scaling of the continuous phase

momentum equations is different than scaling of the dispersed phase equations. Such
scaling of the air system of equations Ii 1] requires different coding for referencing of
the terms, as well as synchronization with the dispersed phase equations. The system

of continuous phase equations [Eqs. (3.6.3. 1) - (3.6. 3.i)]is notpresented in the
form for coding. The system is closed by supplementary equations for the interphase
liquid fraction, momentum phase interactions (interfacial drag) and the enthalpy [11].
The pressure term still exists in the equations. Closure of the continuous phase

equations for the mass and momentum equations consists of a simultaneous pressure-

velocity (within PINS numerical scheme at integration point, described below) and

segregated temperature-velocity coupling through the buoyancy source terms. The
buoyancy term uses the temperature field in the momentum equations.

Additional explanation regarding the closure of the carrier phase equations and
pressure-velocity coupling is described in Ref. [11]. For the implementation of the
dispersed phase convective and advective phase fraction terms, the local momentum
equation for each direction is also used within P1¡l^9. This convection scheme includes
physical effects of diffusion, advection and source terms in the form of influence
coefficients. The local carrier phase equation for the convecting integration point
velocity is

ôí /\
*+c(v)=-vp+a(;)+5.

By introducing the transient, convection, pressure

ao I þiJ*' -þi,
æl,o -- N-

(3. 6. 3. 8)

and diffusion operators,

(3. 6. 3. e)

c(O)= rr*=rr(ry) (3. 6. 3. 10)
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(3.6.3. 12)= v'(+)
tlpl

þ,,r1:þc""\,.,,\*þr"'k ,|. {.t" }

respectively, into Eq. (3. 6. 3. 8) and inverting four integration point equations for ü,
(for each element), the integration carrier integration point velocities can be written in
terms of the nodal values as follows,

(3.6.3. 13)

þ r,rI =lrc""] {,r,, } * lrc" 
of{r,} * {t", } (3.6.3. 14)

The parameters C($), ¿(0), þ , þr,e , ipi, s, v, L", L¿ , S ,IC andp, in Eqs. (3. 6.3.

8) - (3. 6.3. 14) refer to the convection operator, diffusion operator, integration point
value, upwind value, nodal value, integration point "i", local streamwise direction,

magnitude of. the resultant fluid velocity, convection length scale, diffusion length

scale, extemal forces (source term), influence coefficient and nodal pressure,

respectively. The upstream value, Ôr, *as determined by two different schemes,

namely a skew upwind scheme (for the mass and momentum equations and a mass-

weighted scheme for the volume fraction equation [11].

Velocities r,ip ffid uy,,p at integration points at each S,S appear in the

convection term of the momentum equations and the advection terms of mass and

phase fraction equations. It can be noted that these velocities contain the nodal

pressure values, so nodal pressure is placed in the convection and advection terms of
the conservation equations. ln addition, regular pressure terms exist in the momentum
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equations as fluxes, similar to the droplet flow formulation in Eqs. (3. 3. 1. 9) - (3. 3.

1. 10). They act at the S,S of a SCV. For example, for the carrier x-directed momentum

equation, the corresponding pressure term is added to the term constructed above in
Eq. (3. 5. 3. 13), as a part of the convection modeling within the integration point x-
directed velocity. Both pressure contributions are combined into the convection flux
of the x-momentum equation. Similar construction exists for the y-momentum

equation. It can be noted that the pressure term exists in the momentum equations,

mass equation and phase fraction equation. The system of equations is closed and the

equations with the pressure-velocity coupling are solved simultaneously. As

mentioned above, the solution of that carrier pressure field is used in the dispersed

phase momentum equations.
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CIIAPTER 4

EXPE RTNIENTAI, INT/E STIGATION

OF' DBOPLET MOTTONAND ICING

In this chapter, new insight regarding droplet momentum exchange and

interfacial drag forces is gained with experimental data collected from particle Image

Velocimetry (PIV). Theoretical and practical physical background of the problems

regarding the droplet motion and icing are addressed. Newly developed devices and

experimental methods are described. In addition, results of novel experimental

designs are presented. In the following chapter fChapter (5)], additional experimental

results and validation of the numerical code will be presented.

As discussed previously, the practical motivation for this research project is to

create a better understanding of droplet motion and impact on iced helicopter surfaces

fsee Fig. (1. 2. 2)]. The main objective of the spray and jet flow experiments and
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measurements was to validate the numerical code. Since there was inadequate
experimental infrastructure, new devices had to be developed. This fact has brought
an additional purpose of the experimental studies, to simulate practical field
conditions' Along with the infrastructure, the experimental instrumentation was
developed for field simulations. There were high demands on experimental devices to
satisfli numerical formulations and different benchmark cases. Examples include
dilute and micro droplet flows with smooth long trajectories. Also, there were high
demands to satisfiz the field conditions of supercooled droplets. Furthermore, rime ice
conditions and rime ice buildup is far more difficult to produce in the icing tunnel
than glaze ice conditions. The short distance spray nozzle system was selected in the
PIV trajectory experiments. The measured velocity field was successfully compared
with results from numerical simulations.

Ice protection of the engine bay cooling intake involves active or passive
methods' Active methods of de-icing involve electrical heating elements, or hot bleed
air re-directed from the compressor of the engine system. on the other hand, passive
methods include alteration of the surface geometry to reduce droplet capturing and
water adherence to the surface. Controlled surface roughness, such as specially
designed microchannels embedded within the surface , ffiày allow the local air stream
to eject water from the surface before it re-freezes downstream [18]. In each method,
a main purpose is deflecting droplets away from the ice surface and reducing the
collection efficiency, thereby reducing the mass of ice accretion. Compromises
involving effects of aerodynamic perforrnance, manufacturing and so forth must be
considered. Developing new de-icing methods requires a detailed understanding of
droplet impact and droplet momentum exchange between the dispersed (droplet) and
carrier (air) phases. The droplet velocities near the ice surface contribute to the
collection efficiency of the surface. This efficiency refers to a ratio of mass flow of
impinging droplets on the upstream side of the iced surface, to the mass flow that
would contact the same surface if the droplets were not deflected by the airstream. By
measuring droplet velocities in assessment of the collection efficiency, the detailed
effects of surface shape on droplet capturing can be better understood. In this way,
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individual aircraft components can be designed to become less ice prone during in-

flight icing conditions.

In this chapter, a method involving Particle Image Velocimetry (PII) is

discussed for purposes of studying droplet tracking and momentum exchange in

multiphase flows. In particular, experimental studies of ice accretion on a helicopter

scoop are performed. In this application, the droplet flow must be understood, created

and assessed by the experimental method. The practical goal was producing a uniform

(two-dimensional) ice accretion on the wide scoop surface. This goal presented major

challenges, mainly regarding uniformity of the incoming multiphase flow. For

example, some specific issues regarding the droplet flow and ice accretion are listed

below as follows:

o the external flow is prone to unstable behavior and dispersion.

o Micro-droplets with droplet diameters of D, =I0\m-500¡tm must be

produced and sprayed as a uniform continuous flow.

o A high pressure is needed in the nozzles to produce micro-droplets and launch

them over a long distance towards the test piece.

o Both long distance and short distance dispersed (droplet) flow trajectories are

needed for experiments in the spray-icing tunnel.

o The trajectories must be uniform, smooth and parallel.

o Dilute droplet flow conditions must be maintained, since the physical model

neglects droplet interactions and deformations.

o Phase change may occur during droplet motion.

During the experiments, rime ice conditions arise at air temperatures lower than -30
oC. Droplets must reach the ambient air temperature and solidify before impact onto

surfaces, in order to properly replicate conditions in actual icing problems. This

requirement becomes diffrcult for a l}-m distance in rime ice conditions, even with a

chilled water supply for droplets. Furthermore, long duration tests at -400C require

heat sources for the nozzle systems inside the tunnel to prevent them from freezing.
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When the above requirements are combined, some challenges became difficult
to overcome. Several requirements were investigated and satisfied before performing

the droplet flow measurements. These requirements involved the following issues

simultaneously: flow environment (spray-icing tunnel), incoming flow and

instrumentation. The droplet flow needed to be produced correctly to satisSr dispersed

(droplet) flow requirements and two-dimensional icing. The long distance and short

distance nozzle systems needed to be developed in this regard [see Section (a. l)].
The existing PIV instrumentation (hardware and software) has certain

limitations. It was not originally designed for applications involving droplets in an

icing tunnel. A sufficient number of droplets cannot be produced by the long distance

nozzle system in the icing tunnel to allow the PIV system to execute an Eulerian-

based algorithm for velocity measurements. Nevertheless, the following sections

describe other useful studies conducted with pIV and droplet motion.

4. I IDEYELOPMENT OF SPRAY ANIT JET
NOiT-,ZLE SYSTEMS FOR IIROPLET F'LOW

ANII TCING APPLICTTONS

Two long distance (first project) and short distance (second project) nozzle

systems were developed for liquid spray and stream flow in icing applications mainly
within two undergtaduate projects. Supervision and extended assistance in the two

undergraduate projects took place. Two students, Jared Kozub: ffirst undergraduate

project: May-August, 2003, section (4. 1. l) belowl and Mike Koupriyanov fsecond

undergraduate project: May-August,2004, section (4. 1.2 - 4. l. 3 below)1, were

mainly responsible for buying and manufacturing the parts of the devices.
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The main goal in these developments was production of a uniform ice shape

on a helicopter scoop in the spray-icing tunnel. This required connection and

operation of the chilled-water supply system. The lowest temperature of the water in
the chilled-supply is I0 C, as lower temperafures would lead to freezing in the supply

lines. The maximum gauge line pressure of the water was 60 Psi. Also, the maximum
gauge pressure of the water in the chilled-supply was 7 5 psi.

The diameter of droplets and space between droplets were measured with two

methods: (Ð Oil bath method and (11) PIV method. The spacing between droplets was

measured in the core of the flow. Outside that region, the droplet diameters were

significantly smaller.

(Ð Oil bath method

Based on suggestions from a committee member (Dr. Popplewell), the emitted

droplets from the nozzle system were captured into an oil bath. Their diameters and

distances between droplets, as well as the droplet diameter's variation, were

measured. A Digital Caliper (8" / 200 mm) was used for the measurements of droplet

diameter. Diameters of I / 100 mm (10 pm) can be measured with this Caliper. The

oil iayer was sufficiently thick to prevent direct impact of droplets on the bottom wall

of the bath and their elongation. For example, droplets were emitted from the long-

distance nozzle system at low-temperature measurements (icing conditions). The

temperature in the spray-icing tunnel was approximately -30oC. The droplets partially

solidified during flight towards the test piece (i.e. scoop). They were captured at

(before) the scoop, at approximately t0 m fromthe nozzles (with an inner diameter of
0.00140 m). The droplet diameter was about 0.00265 m. The spacing between droplets

was found to be between 2-4 diameters of droplets. Outside the core region of the

flow, the droplets have smaller diameter than in the core of the flow. Their diameters

were in the range between 0.00020 m to 0.00060 m.
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(ä) Pry method with Flow Manager (4.20.25)

In addition, the emitted droplets from the nozzle system were captured on the camera

and processed by the FlowManager software. The droplet diameters and distances

between them were measured during the data acquisition from the computer screen

[i.e. with resolution between 0.000] m (pm scale) to 0.001 m (mm scale)J. For

example, the droplets emitted from the spray bar in a water tunnel at low pressure (55

Psi) were approximately 0.0040 mina diameter [see section (5. 5)].tn the similar

experiment, the diameter of droplets was measured in the spray-icing tunnel (0.0050

m) under slightly lower pressure than in the previous experiment in the water tunnel.

The spacing between the droplets was approximately between one diameter of a

droplet (I x D¿) to five diameters of droplets (5 x D¿). A spacing pattern was not fixed,

as it changes over time. Outside the core region of the flow, the droplets have

significantly smaller diameter than in the core of the flow. Their diameters were in the

rangebetween 0.0001 mto 0.0005 m.

4. I. I LONG DISTANCE NOZU,,Lß, SYSTEII

A new long-distancenozzle system was developed fsee Figs. (4. 1. 1. 1) - (4.

1. 1. 2)1. It produces a droplet flow, which can be injected from a long distance

(L x I0 m) and nearly uniform ice shape on quasi-3D surfaces [i.e. test piece of the

helicopter scoop, see Fig. (4. 4. I)l.Icing experiments were conducted with different

nozzles (i.e. exit diameters of 0.91 mm, 1.15 mm and L45 mm) to study the droplet

flow characteristics and flow impact on the ice surfaces. The average dropiet diameter

at the location of the test pieces was D : 2.65 mm (with the largest nozzle diameter

and low temperature measurements: -33 oC). The control parameters of the

experiment and characteristics of the newly developed spray-icing tunnel were

observed during these studies.

The new chilled water supply was used. The spray tunnel was cooled by the

inner duct airflow. A temperature of -30 oC was reached in approximately three
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hours. During the experiment, water was flowing at the minimum flow rate from the
nozzles, in order to prevent the nozzle exits from freezing. After the desired

temperature was reached, the water was turned to its maximum flow rate through the
nozzles and sprayed onto different cyrindrical and squared surfaces.

The droplet diameters of D : 1.45 mm are too large for droplets to reach certain
low temperatures in the tunnel (minimum air temperature of -33 oC) at the maximum
traveling distance (10 m). Such droplets are typically not encountered in in-cloud
icing' This implies that long-duration rime ice experiments can not be performed
satisfactorily. If the droplet diameters were considerably reduced, then much higher
pressures in finer nozzles would be needed. This would considerably increase the
expenses of the needed equipment (i.e. booster pumps, new nozzles), while reducing
the quality of the droplet flow. With such a flow, uniform quasi-3D ice shape may not
be obtained. Such flow is difficult to control. The trajectory can split into many
trajectories in many directions. It is known that the droplet trajectory can be

appreciably different from the trajectory of a solid particle. It is difficult in the
experimental setup to produce exactly the same droplet trajectory as a solid particle

trajectory (assumed in the numerical simulations). Due to the constitutive law of
water, the friction forces on the injected water stream do not balance with the
gravitational forces over the entire traveling distance. A crucial point is the maximum
height of the trajectory, where they-component of the droplet velocity is zero. For an

instant after this point is reached, the gravity force tends to split the water elements

apart into many trajectories. Splitting a trajectory may occur before or after the
maximum height is reached, due to several other influences. Such influences are an

elliptic action of pressure in the suddenly contracted nozzle exit, influences of the

drag due to the surrounding air flow, and varying droplet diameters over the traveling
distance. It is anticipated that these difficulties can be minimized by long and smooth
needles with a micro-scale diameter at the nozzle exit. ln this case, a large liquid
pressure must be supplied at the entrance of the nozzles. This would ensure large
pressure drop in the needles, long traveling distance of the droplets (10 m) and a

sufficient volume flow rate.
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It was discovered that the chilled water supply did not produce sufficient
pressure to allow the droplets to reach the test pieces. Removing the chilled water

supply from the experiment diminished the possibility to produce the rime ice

conditions in the turutel. Since the nozzle system did not have heat sources, the

pressure from the chiller was too low and the cooling stage of the tunnel was too long.

For example, before the water was sprayed with its maximum flow rate, tbtee nozzle

exits froze. However, such difficulties were not entirely unexpected, in view of the

new tunnel's unique design.

Due to the considerably higher costs needed to produce the rime ice accretion

in the spray-icing tunnel (due to lower temperatures, higher pressure, smaller droplets,

longer distances and longer duration experiments), the nozzle system was developed

to a level of spraying droplets at moderate distances (5m) and higher temperatures

(greater than-15 '9. Du" to the water spray limitations inside the tunnel (up to 2g

gal/hr), a relatively small number of nozzles was used. A final set-up with four
nozzles is shown in Fig. (4. l. l. l).

The fuither development of this nozzle system was suspended due to the

challenging problems with the spray-ice tunnel floor. The major parts of the novel

long needlenozzle system were planned and bought. The system is viewed to have

better capability to effectively control the long range droplet trajectories.

4. I.2 SHORT DISTANCE NOøVÃ-,N

SYSTEM (ATOIWTZER)

Existing atomizer (old atomizer) was made by Anderson [94]. Various challenges

were encountered with this existing in-duct atomizer, i.e., spatially uncontrolled

droplet flow with unequal mass flow rates from the nozzles. inability to work under -Z
0C 

¡see Figs. (4. l. 1. 4) - (4. l. 1. 5)1. Such flow could not produce two-dimensional

uniform rime ice shapes on quasi-3D surfaces, made from different materials (i.e.
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helicopter test scoop). For a lower thermal conductivity of the surface material in the

test piece, thicker (rime) ice is produced. More supercooled droplets must be sprayed

in order to produce rime ice accretion on the surfaces.

After preliminary tests with the old atomizer fsee Fig. (4. r. L 3)], the system

was modified. The modified system produces controllable droplet flow and mass

flows in the range of droplet diameters of Do < llmm, depending on the pressure

of assisted air. The oid atomizer [Fig. (4. I. I. 3)] was tested under various conditions

in the spray/icing tunnel, in order to discover its limitations and requirements for

droplet flows and icing applications. These conditions involved low pressure and high

pressure of the droplet flow and air flows, and different temperatures in the spray

tunnel. The tests focused on the droplet flow and the airflow, sprayed separately from

different inlet housings. The droplets were sprayed with water from the chilled water

supply system and the air was supplied from a compressed air supply. At the nozzle

exits, the compressed air was injected into the droplet flow. The droplet flow was

further dispersed and assisted by the air motion. The third flow (air stream) was

coming from the inner duct. It controlled both flows from the nozzles.

The atomizer behaved unexpectedly under certain conditions and tests. Two

representative droplet-air flow cases will be discussed from these tests. These cases

involved simulations of flows under varying ambient temperatures. During initial

tests, nozzles pointed in different directions and the flow was not dispersed

horizontally fsee Fig. (a. f . i. 4)]. As a result, new tubs and a control system for the

nozzles were developed. The dispersed droplet flow and the assisting air flow from

thenozzle system were injected into the cooling air flow. The temperature in the spray

tunnel was gradually decreased by increasing the speed of the cooling air flow. At -3
0C, the nozzles started freezingat their exits fFig. (4. l. L 5)1. The dispersed droplet

flow gradually became highly distorted. At -i 0Ç almost all nozzles were plugged

with ice and at -7 
0C all nozzles stopped functioning. The freezing around the nozzle

exits happened despite the compressed air supplied at the nozzle exits.

For purposes of droplet flow control from each nozzle, a PVC network of
water and air tubs was replaced by a stiffer network system with brass connectors and
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flow valves [Fig. (4. I. L 6)]. In this sefup, the water pressure and mass flow rate can

be regulated by a set of reduction valves fsmaller picture in Fig. (4. r. l. 6)].

The atomizer was planned to operate under rime ice conditions
(temperatures below about -i0 "C). In order to prevent the nozzle exits from
accumulating water and freezing, heating strips were bought to be placed inside the

frame of the airfoil of this nozzle system. The atomizer was developed for general use

in a variety of conditions involving different air pressures, mass flow rates and droplet
diameters for a speciftc nozzle within the atomizer. For example, sample tests of the

atomizet are shown in Fig. (4. l. L 7). Figure (4. I. L 7) shows reflected plVlaser

light from the flowing atomized droplets, which were assisted by pressurized air
(online PIV droplet velocity measurements). This atomizer does not have a supply
system for seed particles, as the droplets are assumed to be small enough. It is
inappropriate for the atomizer to run with seeding particles, since the nozzlemay clog.

Also, a suff,tcient number of droplets is assumed to co-exist in the camera

interro gation region for succes s fùl p I v v elo city measurements.

A heating system with heat strips, swiveling valves and tests with final
adjustments of all nozzles for the nozzle system were not completed for this
undergraduate project in time. For, example, the unavailable spray-icing tunnel
underwent floor reconstruction at that time.

4. tr. B JET STREAM IVTTH SEETÞ

PABTTCLE SUPPLìr (JSPS)

This JSPS device was developed for two main reasons:

(Ð to measure the velocity field of the controlled jet flow with continuously

supplied seeding particles and
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to obtain comparable reference velocity measurements for atomized flow
in the spray-icing tunnel.

The JSPS is shown in Fig. (4. t. t. 8). The vertical pipe in Fig. (a. t. i. s) is supplied

by a constant water mass flow from the top. The horizontal pipe (below) can be

replaced with pipes of different diameters, in order to produce a jet flow with different
characteristics. The mass flow, pressure and pipe diameters are the main parameters

that control the stream (et) flow characteristics, such as the final length, thickness,

continuance and the shape of the flow.

A Seeding Particle Supplier (SPÐ with premixed seeding particles can

continuously supply the jet flow during its operation and thus allow pIV velocjty field
measurements. Seed particles with diameters of l7¡tm-20pm are used to perform

velocity measurements of the jet flow. The ^SP,S supplies the flow with particles under
gravitational and low pressure effects in the horizontal pipe.

4" 2 PfY METHON ANÍI TTROPLET FLOIV
MEASUREMENTS [N A WATER T[INNE[,

The PIV laser based measurements of flow trajectories were carried out with
the short distance nozzle and jet systems. Dispersed-flows and liquid streams were

injected into the ambient air and the velocities in the trajectories were measured. In
the next section, the accompanyrng instrumentation and issues associated with these

studies wili be briefly described.

(iÐ
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4" Z. A PMEr,rMIIUAffi.V TNYÐSTIGATH{}N

A goal was to design an experiment for extemal dispersed-flow measurements

with the existing equipment, i.e., pIV Gemini laser, High and Low sense ccD
(Charge Couple Device) Cameras (Dantec and Kodak), FlowManager software

[Dantec Dynamics Flow Manager (4.20.25)1, nozzle systems (long distance and short
distance), water and spray-icing tunnels. The extemal flow (i.e. droplet ftow) pIV
measurements were found to be more difficult than internal flow measurements in
many aspects (i.e. acquiring and processing of the signals).

Various issues regarding interaction of the flow and equipment were
encountered. For example, this included the flow characteristics, i.e., number and size

of droplets that pass the camera view region to receive sufficient light i[umination, 3-
D shape of trajectories for related alignments with the laser light sheet. Another issue

involved the capabilities of the equipment, i.e., laser light spread angle, laser light
intensity, focal length of the camera lenses, sensitivity of the cameras and their safety,
FlowManager tracking method. ln addition, arangement of the experimental design
(positions, interactive usage) was investigated. tn the following three cases, the
equipment performance was tested inside the icing - spray tunnel to obtain
experimental information for subsequent droplet flow measurements. The low
sensitive Kodak camera was used.

ln the first experiment lsee Fig. (a. 1. 1. 9)1, a glass container filled with water
and polyamide seed particles (Dr: 20 prm) was placed approximately one meter
beneath the laser. The camera was placed less then 300 mm away from the glass box
(inside the spray flow tunnel). With this setup, reasonably small distances between the
laser, camera and object were ensured. The laser light intensity was found to be

sufÍicient and the camera was sufficiently sensitive to capfure good images of the
moving particles. The corresponding velocity field and particle diameters were
successfu lly processed.
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ln the second experiment fsee Fig. (4. 1.1. l0)], the droplets (not particles)
were sprayed from the nozzle manually, less than 300 mm from the camera inside the
spray tunnel and approximately 3 m (maximum distance) from the pIV laser. The
number and diameter of droplets were large enough to reflect sufficient light from the
laser to the camera. In this case, the droplets and the droplet velocity field could be
captured digitally on the computer screen. The laser light intensity was sufficient to
illuminate light from the droplets, despite that distance from the flow. on the other
hand, the droplets were bigger than previously used seed particles.

The third experiment [Fig' (4. l. 1.11)] used the long distance nozzlesysrem.
The droplets were sprayed from a I0 m distance in the outer duct of the spray - icing
tunnel' The camera was placed more than 300 mm from the sprayed droplets outside
of the tunnel. The droplet trajectories crossed the laser light plane approximately 1.5
m to 3 m from the laser. Several reasons for not capturing the droplets digitally were
investigated. It was discovêred that an insufficient number of sprayed droplets with
small diameters was captured by the low-sense cameÍa, mainly due to the distorted
trajectories (inadequate alignment with the laser light sheet).

For the given experimental setup (i.e., laser and camera distances, diameter and
number of droplets, etc') and laser/camera performance, several steps for improving
the measurement capabilities were studied. The following methods could possibly
produce more intense laser light and additional camera sensitivity for capturing the
images digitally:

1' smaller light spreading angle, based on custom-made cylinder laser lenses for 5-10
degrees;

2. larger light sheet thickness (from 700 to 3000 mm);

3' larger lenses (focus of approximately 150 mm) with 4 x - I x cameÍasensitivity;
4. more porverful laser (I50 - 200 mJ/s), as current laser system is inadequate;

5. combinations of aforementioned options.

The problems encountered were addressed to

was discovered that the current FlowManager system

the best extent possible, but it
is not the most suitable for the
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long distance dispersed-flow measurements in the spray-icing tunnel. It is even more

problematic in icing applications, where the dispersed, transitional and film flows

need to be measured simultaneously at the helicopter scoop. This ,SZZdoes not use the

convention al Lagrangtran method for processing the measurements, so motion of an

insufficient number of droplets cannot be tracked properly with Eulerian-based

instrumentation in icing applications. In addition, the main concern in icing
applications is near-wall droplet impact. Due to insurmountable problems with near-

ice distortion of laser light, the current system is incapable of these measurements. As

a result, the experimental stirdies were limited to non-icing problems.

4" Z" 2 PfY IITSEß BASEID NflETIIOD

In assessment of fluid flows, two main characteristics make Particle Image

Velocimetry (PIn attractive. Unlike other conventional anemometry methods IHWA-
(Hot Wire Anemometry): CTA, CC(n,the plVmethod:

. is a non-intrusive technique and

. it is a whole-field method. The measured velocity field is not obtained at a
single point, such as with the HWA.

Image maps were processed by a PIV 2000 Processor from the CCD camera directly
into velocity vector maps. A laser sheet is formed by a laser beam. A problem jn pIV
is in determining the displacement field of a group of particles/droplets using

FFTlConelation techniques. Alternatively, in particle tracking, individual particles are

identified and algorithms match the initial and final locations. lnterrogation areas

constitute the camera image. Two camera frames aÍe correlated within each

interrogation area to predict an aveÍage displacement vector.

In these experimental studies, a velocity field is determined from single

exposed images by cross-correlation of corresponding interrogation regions between
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two successive frames. The average displacement of the illuminated particle is
obtained based on the location of the highest correlation peak.

The pulsed laser is used to produce high light energy during a short period of
time' The laser light sheet is pulsed twice. The time interval between pulses can be
set' The experimental setup reflects a laser plane sheet into the flow, where particles
within the flow (such as seed particles or droplets) are illuminated. A video or
photographic camera acquires two single exposed images of the flow at two instants.
A full-frame interline transfer progressive scan ccDwas used.

Since the time interval is very short with respect to the measured velocity of
the flow (even for high velocities > 100 m/s), the images are practically frozen. The
first image from the first laser pulse is rapidly transferred to dark areas on the ccD
chip, which stores the image. The image from the second pulse is not stored. After the
second pulse, both images are transferred to the computer for evaluation. The
displacement field of a group of particles is determined, typically by dividing the
image piane into small interrogation regions and cross-correlating images from two
time exposures' The displacement that yields the maximum cross-correlation, based
on statistical analysis, approximates the average displacement of the particles in the
interrogation region. By dividing the displacement associated with each interrogation
cell by the time between laser pulses, the measured velocity field is calculated. The
conventional PIV method typically measures velocities on a 100 x 100 grid with
accuracy between approximately 0.2 0z6 and,5 oÁ and a spatial resolution of about 1

mm' Extensions of this technique to -i-D flows can be accomplished with a
stereographic system using two lenses.

(Í) Cross - Correlation

An auto-correlation method measures the initial and final positions of the
particles within a single frame in the interrogation area. on the other hand, the cross -
correlation method measures the initial particle position in the first and final particle
position of the second single exposure frame. Interrogation areas from both images
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are cross-correlated, thereby yielding a single peak particle displacement function. A
high cross-correlation value means that many of the same particles are found at initial
and shifted positions (counter-parts). The average particle displacement is directly
determined from the location of the peak of a function.

Figure (4' 2.2.1) presents the definition of the displacement function used in
the PIV analysis, where the interrogation area light intensity at time to is afunction,

f (u t,u2 ),and the function g (ut,u2 ) isthe light intensity at time t0 + at . The
function s (u t ,u 2 ) is the spatial shifting function and, d (u t ,u z/ is the added noise

function.The F (rt,rz), G(rt,v2), S(rt,vr) and. D(vt,v2) fanctronsarethe

Fourier transforms of functions f (rt,u2), g(ut,u2), s(u,,u2) and

d (u t ,u z ) 'The pair (r t ,, z) represents coordinates in the frequency domain. The

input and output functions, -f (ut,uz) and g(ut,u2), define the particle

displacement function, *hirh directly corresponds to the flow and two time
recordings of the particles.

A discrete cross - correlation function is defined as

l¡=ø /t=6
ö¡-, (ut,u2): I Zf(t,,tz )g(ut +1,,u2 +tz)

It==ø lz=--<ø
(4.2.2. t)

Figure (4' 2' 2.2) shows a processing chart of the PIV method. Equation (4.2.2. l) is
established by an inverse FFT transformation. The FFT technique is used only to
process the calculation of the correlation plane efficiently. The correlated values are
hansferred from the frequency domain, in order to calculate the location of the
correlation peak' This location will be used in the subsequent final calculation of the
real velocity field.
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(ii) Peak Interpolation

After the peaks in the correration plane are detected,

estimate the widrh (w), height (h) and locarion (xo,yo)

Gaussian function in this regard is presented as foilows:

.f (*,y) : h EXPI -r( 
* - *o )' +-( Y - Yo )' Ilw'l

a curve-fit is applied to

of the peak. A sample

(4.2.2.2)

In Eq. (4.2.2.2), (xo, yo) is initially known. After images are sampre dby the ccD
camera, the functio" -f6,/) it known for each integer value and estimation of
(xo,yo) can be carried out' Following the calculation of the local maximum of the

position, the pair (xo,yo) is calculated from that maximum and two neighbor local

maximums for each direction separately.

(iü) Window and Filter Weighing Functions
The FFT method is embedded into the PIV algorithm to ensure fast correlation

calculations' As cyclic patterns around the interrogation region are assumed, it
includes phantom particles in its calculations. The phantom particles are particles that
exist outside the interrogation area. Phantom correlations exist between any positions
where phantom particles are involved [see Fig. (a. 2.2.3]. particles/droplets that are
not present in either stage of the interrogation area, when the first or second image is
recorded' do not contribute to the true correlation. They reduce the signal/noise ratio.
In order to eliminate phantom correlations near the edges of the interrogation area, the
size of the area is increased by special window functions (input filter to the FFT).
These functions re-evaluate the camera images. For example, a Gaussian window
function is defined as follows:
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(4.2.2.3)

The (M,N),(ut,u2) and Ë values in Eq. (4.2. 2. 3) represent the size of the
interrogation region, pixel positions inside the interrogation region and width of the
window.

Similar to rVindow functions in the real domain, Filter functions act in the
frequency domain, before the inverse FFT is performed lsee also Fig. (a. 2. 2. 2)1.
Many such functions are adopted to remove the noise during successful identification
and processing of the measured data (i.e. background noise when acquiring the
illuminated laser light).

An important piece of information in the PIV measurements is the size of
particles' which contributes to the accuracy of velocity measurements. The particles
must be small enough to follow the flow closely, while atthesame time, not too small
to reflect sufficient light. Excessively large structures may reflect too much light for
the camera, if the full intensity of the laser is applied. In gas applications, particles
must be smaller than fluid applications (smaller than I0 pm - 20 pm) to follow the
flow' The velocity of the particle is actually measured, not the velocity of the flow.
The buoyancy force in the surrounding liquid must equal the weight of the particle, so
the particle will not settle during its movement through the liquid. In addition to the
physical size of the particles, the properties of the imaging optics affect the particle
image diameter fAdrian (1991)].

Past studies predominantly applie d PIV technques to continuous, single-phase
flows 1901. software (i.e. Flow Manager; Dantec Dynamics) for dispersed-flow
motion in a multiphase control volume has not been previously developed. In this
section, applications to external droplet motion are considered. Extemal multiphase
flow measurements bring many accompanying issues that are not found in internal
flow cases fsee previous discussions at the beginning of chapter (4)]. For example,
the flow is usually not circulating in a closed loop, so corresponding equipment with a

w ( u,,u, ) = *,{1iT 
lf+:' 
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continuous particle supply must be developed. External flow is usually injected into
the less dense liquid (i.e. air), which reduces diffusion of the reflected laser light
through the air' This increases the intensity of the illuminated light and requirements
of camera protection' since the external flow is prone to instability and transition
regions' different flow struitures may reflect the laser light differently. Thus, the light
may be illuminated differently than illumination from the seed particles.

4.2. B VELOCTTY MEASUREMENTS OF
IDROPLET TRAJECTOTBTES

In this section, applications of the PIV laser based method are described for
velocity measurements of external dispersed (droptet) and continuous fiet) flows in
the water funnel' Results of these measurements are presented in chapter (5). unlike
conventional applications of the PIV to continuous, single-phase flows, this section
considers how measurements can be performed for dispersed droplets in dilute
multiphase flows [see Fig. (4.2. 3.1)]. various setups are considered. Large droplets
(up to about 1 mm diameter) are seeded with polyamide particles (20pm diameter)
and emitted horizontally in quiescent air rsee Fig. (a. r. r. g)r. Also, smalr droprets
(on the order of I0 pm diameter) are sprayed from a series of air atomizing nozzles
[see Figs. (4.1. t.6) - (4.1. t. 7)].

In these cases, the PIV ccD carnera is aligned perpendicularly to the planar
laser sheet' The test section is contained within a plexiglass region within an empty
water tunnel, which collects water after it is sprayed. Reflecting optics below the test
section are adjusted, so that the emitted laser light is reflected at the proper angle
relative to the camera positioning. once the camera matches a sequential pair of
images of dispersed droplets, the average displacement of a group of droplets within
an interrogation region is calculated. This approach yields a gïld of measured velocity
vectors in the plane of the laser sheet.
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ln the large droplet case fsee Fig. (4. l. 1. 8)], a vertical pipe is fed by a

constant water mass flow rate from the top. The horizontal pipe can be replaced with

pipes of different diameters, in order to produce a jet-type flow with various emitted

droplet characteristics. The mass flow, pressure and diameter of the pipes are the main

parameters controlling the flow characteristics (i.e. droplet breakup diameter). The

seed particle supplier (upright mixer at the midpoint of the horizontal pipe) mixes

polyamide seeding particles of 20 pm dianeter with the water stream, thereby

immersing particles within the emitted droplets for PIV measurements. The seed

particle supplier feeds particles into the water stream by gravitational and pressure

effects induced within the adjoining horizontal pipe. Without particle seeding of large

droplets, it was observed that an inadequate number of droplets passed through the

interrogation region for PIV image analysis. The flow with the PIV on-line

measurements can be seen in Figs. (5. 5. 4) - (5. 5. 5).

In the small droplet case [see Figs. (4. 1. 1. 6) - (4. 1.1.1)]' the droplets are

emitted from the atomizer containing nozzles and atomizers. The velocity field of

dispersed droplets was measured with the PIV setup, without the seeding particle

supplier. Additional measures were studied to improve the measurement capabilities.

These steps would ensure additional camera sensitivity for capturing the images

digitally. For example, a smaller spreading angle of laser light could be achieved by

using a custom-made cylinder type laser lens. The droplet flow with the PIV on-line

measurements can be seen in Figs. (5. 5. 13) - (5. 5. 14).

4. B MEASUBNNflNNT UNCÐRTANNTTES

The experiment operated for some time before the velocity data acquisition

was performed due to adjustment of necessary settings, such as the water line, nozzle
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mass flow' PIV laser equipment (i.e. different alignments: flow-laser light-camera
view) and ccD HighSense camera settings. Each experiment with the spray and jet
flows was conducted under the crosest possibre steady-state conditions.

Several sources of experimental errors were investigated. Initial
relative alignment of the objects in the experimental design is important to minimize
adverse effects on measured results. Perpendicular alignment in all three dimensions
for combinations of all entities, such as the laser plane/camera view and camera
vieØflow' must be successfully performed. various other factors affect the accuracy
of captured images from the seeded droplets. These factors include light intensity
from the laser and different droplets, droplet diameters, number of droplets, camera
sensitivity, camera distance from the laser sheet, and effors associated with the
equipment (transfer of the signal within the laser equipment). The line pressure and
water mass flow rates at the line outlet and nozzle exits were measured. The
repeatibility of the daily and weekly measurements was ensured by setting equal
water mass flow rates. More information in these regards is given in section (5. 5).

The AIAA standard [93] was used to perform an uncertainty analysis for the
measured dispersed phase velocity results. Bias, precision and total uncertainty errors
were calculated from the measured results. The calculated error estimates are
presented here for trajectories at different elevations of the camera - view Region.

(i) Bias Limir
The Bias limit of a measured variable Æ is a Root - Sum - Square (A,sÐ of the

elementary Bias limits, such as

Bl =*t*oBt*o +rct* nfu +ofunl, +oto,ar* +ofunfu

In Eq. (4. 3. I), Æ denotes the following measured quantities:

k = k¡(rn,r,v¿,y ).

(4.3. t)

(4.3.2)
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The variables v¿,, and vd,, are the droplet horizontal and

point of measurement.

The sensitivity coefficients, K¿, for each measured

follows:

ôk,\k - ôh,

where å represents a set of measured quantities, i.e.,

h = h¡( Lot¡ ,L,*, , S, Lt, A,p ) .

(ii) Precision Limit
The precision limit of a measured variabre Æ is defined as

o - 
F'o,,

"¡/

In Eq. (4.3.4), the quantities Lou¡, L,*r, ,s, a/ and ap are the width of the

camera view in the object plane, width of the digital image, estimate of the droplet
displacement, time interval for a droplet pair, and droplet gauge pressure. In addition,

fhe Lo6r, Li*g, ,s, Â/ are specified by the PIV equipment manufacturer (Dantec

Dynamics). The mean droplet flow gauge pressure was 55 Psi. Afluctuating part of
thepressurewas !. 5 Psì (g.0gl o,,óofthemeanvalue).

Evaluating Eq. (4. 3. 1) for the elementary bias limits and taking a square root

of the bias limit of the quantity Ë gives a combined bias error of Bo = 0.01060 . The

pressure fluctuation is found to have the biggest influence on the measured droplet
velocity field. Its contribution to the bias error is appreciable (g1.292 %). This
corresponds to the observed disturbances of the dispersed droplet flow.

vertical velocities at the

quantity are defined as

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)

(4. 3. s)
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The variables F, 6 k and i/ in Eq. (4. 3. 5) represent a lever of measured

confidence, standard deviation from the measured mean value and the number of
measured samples. For a 95 % confidence level of measured data, the constant is
F = 2. The standard deviation is evaluated from the following definition:

f t N , -,.f1/2o/, = 
L- -,7,@ -Er l

The mean value of a measured quantit y k inEq. (4. 3. 6) is defined as

INk=Llk,.
NãI

(4.3. 6)

(4.3.7)

(iü) Total Uncertainty

The total uncertainty for the measured quantity Æ is defined as the R.g^l of
combined bias and precision limits, i.e.,

ut, =[uí * ,l]"'. (4. 3. B)

The precision limit and total uncertainty are evaluated in the whole domain of the
camera view region fdiscussed fuither in Chapter (5)]. The minimum precision limit
and total uncertainty are calculated as 0.72774 oÁ and 1.66605 oÁ, withjn 95 %of the
measured confidence. These values are obtaine d at x : 45 mm and an elevation of y :
40 mm in the camera view region. The location corresponds to the center of the flow,
which passes the camera view region. other data is presented in Table (5. 5. l).
Additional discussion is presented in Section (5. 5).

Several nearly identical experiments were performed for each experimental
design under the same conditions to test repeatability of each experiment. The
possible sources of experimental errors were examined. Negligible discrepancy
between repeated tests was considered. Every input of a measured quantity (i.e.
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pressure and mass flow rate) or output of a measured quantity (i.e. droplet velocities)
in one test agrees with the corresponding quantity in the other test by within 0.5 %.
The measured data from the experiments was found to be repeatable.

4. 4ICING ON TIIE HDLTCOPTEß SÜ{ÞOP
IN TIIE SPRAY.TCTNG TUNNEL

As discussed previously, practical motivation of this project was better
understanding of droplet impact and ice buildup on a helicopter surface scoop. Ice
accretion on a scoop in the spray-icing tunnel is presented in this section. Icing
experiments under rime ice and glaze ice conditions were carried out. For example,
water droplets were sprayed from a set of nozzles in the outer duct onto a replicated
model of a helicopter scoop. At the beginning, the air flowed at full speed. This
provided a maximum rate of cooling of the tunnel. In the cooling stage, the droplets
were sprayed from the nozzles at their minimum velocities, in order to prevent water
freezing in the supply lines. Nozzles were supplied with water from the pipe line
system with water temperature of approximately I0o c. After a temperature below 00c was reached, the droplets were sprayed with their final velocities onto the scoop.
The air speed was reduced, in order to remove effects of the air flow on droplet
trajectories' The air speed was low enough, as to not produce shearing of the droplet
flow on the scoop surface.

The first experiment ran for 2.25 hours. The nozzle system used in this
experimentisshowninFig. (4.r.r. 1).Theambientairtemperaturewas -30"c.8y
observation' the droplet flow and air flow were not entirely uniform across the width
and height of the tunnel. The airflow was significantly reduced (to maintain the
ambient temperature) right before droplets were ejected from the nozzle system and
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started impacting the test piece. The droplets were not influenced by the air. The
created ice was nearly uniform and rime [see Fig. (4. 4. l)]. The degree of uniformity
of the impacting droplet flow can be seen from the degree of uniformity of accreted
ice on the test piece. The rate of ice growth was approximately 0.02g mm/s. Since the
droplets did not solidifu upon impact on the airfoil surface the remaining unfrozen
water was sheared by the air and run-off from the airfoil surface. This situation
demonstrates a lack of ice mass in the impact area. Such conditions and results are
unacceptable for comparison with rime ice numerical results. This situation would be
acceptable for validation of glaze ice numerical predictions. It can be seen in Fig. (4.
4. l) that the scoop surface was covered by the ice almost uniformly.

The second experiment was performed with the nozzle system, shown in Fig.
(4' 1' 1' 2)' Once the ambient air flow at full speed reached temperature of - 17 oC,

the droplet flow was injected through the nozzles at the maximum flow rate. Then, the
air speed was reduced. Glaze ice was created on a scoop test piece fsee Fig. (4. 4.2)].
The core of the droplet flow impinged on the scoop surface. The droplet inertia and
gravity effects sheared the droplets toward the back of the scoop, where the droplets
gradually accumulated over time. The glaze ice grew towards the direction of the
incoming droplets. At both sides of the core of the droplet flow, the remaining
droplets impinged and froze. Due to smaller inertia of droplets, the flow on both sides
of the scoop froze faster than a region in a core of the flow.
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CIIAPTER 5

VAI,IDATIONS ANI} RE S[]T,TS

This chapter encompasses analytical, numerical and experimental results. Validation

of the numerical code for droplet/air flow and ice interface predictions is presented.

The transient simulations in the thesis are highly nonlinear multiphase flow
simulations with phase change. The phases in contact (droplets lairlice-walls) have

significantly different physical properties and spatial motion, which imposes

challenging demands on the numerical algorithms. Examples include the frontward

flows and backward ice tracking algorithms, especially at sudden changes in geometry

of the test piece. They incorporate a variety of element shapes and test pieces, Cp(I
times, 8f1d I initial condition refinements and so forth. For some simulations, it is
almost impossible or highly impractical to find analytical or experimental solutions.
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Icing at the frontward step fFigs. (5. 4. 12) - (5. 4. 1a)] is considered as the

most complete and comprehensive icing example in the thesis. Three essential aspects

are supplied for this case: (i) corresponding analytical and/or experimental validation,

(ii) realistic modeling and geometry of the test piece and (iii) grid sensitivity analyses.

Multiphase flow with droplets and icing are two major components of the algorithm

that were validated. A previously developed graphical user interface was not

sufficiently capable of producing complex geometries, especially not smooth and

curved surfaces. The frontward step cases have elements of complex geometry fsee

Figs. (5. 3.12) - (5. 3. 15)1, involving different shapes and sizes of the CZ. From the

perspective of the physics of icing and the numerical algorithms, the frontward step

case exhibits complete two-dimensionality. Analytical Lagrangian fsection (2' 5)],

Eulerian experiment aI (Pil) results fsection (5. 5)] for multiphase flows with droplets

and combined flow-icing two-dimensional analytical solutions [i.e. in Fig. (5. 4- I4)]

were developed by the author. They were used to validate the multiphase flow and

icing numerical algorithms. This allowed determination of numerical accuracy,

success of the scheme and corresponding CPU times.

A fixed grid formulation was adopted in the numericai simulations for the

presented examples. There is no adaptive mesh tracking and the grid is created in

advance. The examples involve a wide range of quadrilateral element shapes. Icing at

the frontward step is the only case, which is completely two-dimensional with respect

to the problem geometry, physical phenomena (flow and icing), numerical tracking

algorithms and boundary conditions. However, there are difficulties associated with

the frontward step case, when evaluating the final "success". Namely, the case is non-

steady. There is no steady state solution, so ice shapes in both directions are compared

with the temporal analytical solutions. Accuracy was evaluated by comparing the

mass flows and shape locations, based on ERROR(%) = f l( t t nx¡l ti."' see Figs.

(s. 4. 1s) - (s.4.17) and Table (s.4.i)1.

Icing on the sample helicopter scoop (near the engine cooling bay) is

not a complete 2D case, in terms of icing numerical algorithm and boundary

conditions. Furthermore, there is no experimental validation data or analytical
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solution' Furthermore, the Phases graphical viewer had limitations in this case. The
viewer allows only grids up to 1 m x I m, witha refinement scale of 0.02n, which is
insufficient to create the detailed curved surface.

Icing on the conductor js also an incomplete-quasi 2D case, in terms of the
icing numerical algorithm and boundary conditions. The numerical icing part of the
code lacks experimentar re-distribution icing functions fsee chapter (6),
Recommendations for Future Research]. Therefore, the numerical results could not be
sufficiently validated. Also, similar problematic issues with the phasesviewer were
encountered.

Different success criteria were used to assess the success of solutions. within
the numerical method: the grid independence of the sorution was tested and the error
distriburion frinction was obtained:EkRoR(%) = f[(U nrl ]. simitarry, within
the experimental method, an uncert ainty anaryses were performed.

with respect to other methods, such as analytical and experimental methods,
the success criteria for a particular physical quantity v numericat were used as follows,

ERRnR(%)=too.lt_(#:I

ERRoR(%)=too.lt e=)]
ERRIR(%):too.lt (m)]

(s. l)

(s.2)

(s. 3)

stability is a necessary condition for convergence. convergence is a sufficient
condition for a numerical solution and its accuracy. Additional discussion of how
much computational effort is needed to produce sufficient accuracy is presented
below.

There are two criteria to control numerical convergence. Firstly, stability is
addressed through the time marching (outer iterations). A courant (co) condition was
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used to estimate a maximum time step for stable computations (see section 3. 3). The

courant number condition is defined as co = (lr)),"rtt / ax <1 . Although an impricit

method was used, the Courant number provided a useful criterion regarding the

permissible time steps.

Secondly, stability within the spatial discretization was addressed in the inner
iterations. Pqssible high spatial gradients of physical quantities (such as velocity
gradients) were managed by the relaxation criteria, which consider the old value

(converged solutions from the previous time step) and the new values. For

example, i,r"* = lot¿ * relax(io¡¿ -Çn"* ). A relaxation factor of relax = 0.5 was

successfully applied.

Onceboth time and spatial stabilities were achieved during the iterations, the

convergence and subsequenJ accuracy of the solution were automatically ensured.

5. I FßEESTBEAM T}ßOPLET
TRAJE CTORTE S (ATüAI,VTHCAL}

Fundamental study of droplet motion was an initial step for developing the

icing numerical code. Consider an example whereby liquid droplets are injected into

an incoming horizontal air stream fsee Fig. (5. 1. 1)]. fn the presented cases, the

maximum nominally constant velocity of the horizontal air flow is 4 mls, while the

minimum is 0.02 m/s. Different droplet veiocity values are examined. Droplets are

modeled as discrete spherical particles. The results are generated from analytical

trajectories outlined in Section (2. 5. 2).The elapsed simulation time for all cases is

10 seconds. In all cases, droplets are injected at a distance of x : 0.1 m from the

origin (x: 0 m, y: 0 m).
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Droplets with a diameter of Do:50 Wm are injected into the air stream fsee

Fig. (5. L. 2)l vertically (upwards affow in the figure). A low-Re flow regime is
considered. A uniform airstream flows horizontally along the flat plate with a speed of
0.02 m/s. As opposed to the high-Re flow regime fsee for example Fig. (5. 1. 3)], the

droplet trajectories lsee Eqs. (2. s.2. 12) - (2. 5.2. l3)l have a step-like shape. As the

droplet injection velocity increases, the droplet penetration distance into the

freestream inpreases.

For the high-Re flow regime at different velocities, the droplets with a

diameter of Do = I0 wm are injected into the air freestream fsee Fig. (5. 1. 3)]. The

airstream velocity is 4 m/s. As the droplet injection velocities [u, v in Fig. (5. 1.3)]
increase, the droplet penetration distance into the freestream increases. The
trajectories [Eqs. (2. 5. 2. 8) - (2. 5.2.9)] areparabolically shaped.

In Fig. (5. 1. 4), vari.ous droplet diameters influence each trajectory [Eqs. (2. 5.

2'8) - (2.5.2.9)1. Droplets are injected athonzontal velocity 4 m/s and vertical
velocity I m/s into the air freestream. The honzontal airstream velocity is 4 m/s.

Latger droplets have more inertia and they can travel further in they-direction into the

airstream. It was observed that bigger droplets propagated less distance downstream

than smaller droplets, due to higher drag resistance. The impact of varying initial
velocities in the gravitational field on dropret trajectories lF,q. (2. 5. 2. 15)l is
presented in Fig. (5. 1. 5).

A schematic of an evaporating droplet in motion is presented in Fig. (5. l. 6).

An analysis of results reveals that for the higher-Re number case [Fig. (5. 1. 7)], the

evaporative iooling effect on droplets is more influential than on droplets at low Re

numbers, as expected. Due to the reducing droplet diameter tEq. (2. 5. 2. 2g)1, the
droplets impose smaller resistance than larger droplets. As a consequence, they travel
a smaller distance þ-direction) in the inflow air region than bigger droplets. A
thermal analysis of the evaporative cooling process provides a proper variation of
droplet diameter with time and position along the droplet trajectories.
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Temperature-dependent thermophysical properties, i.e. p a¡,,p d and ¡to,,, are

obtained from existing tabies for the low-Re number values. Sampie trajectories fEqs.

(2. 5. 2. l2)' - (2. 5. 2. 13) with temperature dependent physical properties - i.e.

p¿(t) and ¡to(t)l from these cases are shown in Fig. (5. 1. 8). The results with the

temperature-dependent thermophysical properties for the non-evaporating and

evaporating droplets are similar. The evaporative cooling effect slightly decreases the

y-distances reached by the droplets in the air flow region.

I.2 NEAB-WALL IDROPLMT

DEF'LECTION

It was established earlier that self-similarity of the droplet velocity profile

exists in the vicinity of a flat surface fsee Chapter (2), Section (2. 5. 1) and the

appendices]. In this section, aspects of validation and analysis of these results are

shown. A comparison of Eq,.(2. 5. l.2t) with the scaling requirements, Eq. (2. 5. l.
25), requires that

T = 24.918'x2 (2. s. 1.2s)

Figure (5. 2. 1) confirms close agreement between the similarity analysis and the

scaling requirements. Differences between both methods are less than L0 %.

A plot of the F(n) function, expressed through Eq.(2.5. 1. 19), is presented

in Fig. (5. 2.2). Since the similarity function represents the velocity ratio, the droplet

,r-velocity is shown on the x-axis as a portion of the droplet x-velocity on the reference
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streamline. The relation between the similarity function and the similarity parameter

is linear. This ratio stays constant atall x locations in the vicinity of the flat surface.

A plot of the functiony : 
"f ( F ) is shown in Fig. (5. 2. 3). At each location x,

there is a corresponding profile of the rc-component of the droplet velocity, vxd, along
they-direction. These profiles are equivalent, since for each x location, the edge of the
droplet flow field is further away from the surface. Therefore, the same number of y
positions across the flow need to be stretched by the factor y - (a/xù2. It can be

concluded that all of these specific functions, y = f ( F ) , at each x location across

the y field, collapse into the same line. This confirms that selÊsimilarity of the
function is maintained throughout the droplet flow field.

The profiles of Eq. (2. 5. l. 22) arepresented in Fig. (5. 2. 4). At x : 0 m and, y
: 0 tn, a zero droplet velocity solution exists, due to the no-slip boundary condition at
the wall' At any position x ) 0, two-dimensionality of the droplet flow appears. Inertia
deflects a fluid parcel at the top of the droplet in the x-direction, while
accommodating the no-sliþ condition at the bottom of the fluid parcel. Also, the
interfacial drag force in the x-direction opposes the motion of the fluid parcel at the
top (in the x-direction). Since the opposing resistance contributes to droplet inertia,
due to the viscous no-slip condition at the wall, it is larger than the drag in the -r-
direction. The fluid parcel also experiences drag forces in the y-direction, so that the
fluid parcel is also deflected in the y-direction. The consequence of these effects is
that the fluid parcel is moved away from the wall. This is modeled in the
mathematical formulation fsee Chapter (2) and Appendix]. Due to the 2-D droplet
motion and extemal forces exerted on each fluid parcel, a corresponding mass flow in
the y-direction appears. This mass flow causes a change of x-momentum in the y-
direction. This momentum. displacement in the y-direction represents the off-plane
trajectories ofdroplets, as they are induced by interfacial drag forces.

Sample droplet kajectories are presented in Fig. (5. 2.5). These results are

used in the subsequent numerical study. The physical problem consists of an open
inlet region, outiet region and the top side of the domain. At the inlet, the boundary

condition for the droplet velocity is specified às vr¿ and vya at each location. The
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droplets are resisted slightly by the air motion, due to its lower velocity. Throughout

the domain, the drag force between droplets and air acts on the droplets to deflect

each fluid parcel over time. The droplet equation incorporates this effect. The droplets

move through the air and reach a distance of L : 0.2 m at the end of the helicopter

surface, where the outlet is located.

The droplet mass-based displacement up to the y streamline from Eq. (2. 5. l.
21) is plotted in Fig. (5.2.6).If the thickness of the body is increased by an amount

represented by Eq. (2. 5. I.2l), the actual droplet flow will have the same flow rate as

the inviscid (uniform) flow field. If this thickness is added to the plate surface, the

flow over the thickened body can be treated as an inviscid flow. The droplet

momentum-based displacement up to the y streamline @" lBq. (2.5. l. 2s)l is
plotted in Fig. (5.2. 6), along with a comparison of all displacements.

Displacements based on the droplet similarity solution from Eqs. (2. 5. L.2I),
(2. 5. L.25) and (2. 5. L.28), and the displacement based on the Blasius single-phase

solution are compared. These results provide useful insight regarding physical

interactions between droplet motion and air flow near a stationary boundary.

5. B EXTERNAL IITSPERSETE PTIASH

FLOW (NUNIERICAI,)

This section focuses on droplet velocity modeling in a co-flowing airstream

with the newly developed Eulerian numerical formulation of multiphase flow. past

studies have documented the carrier (air) phase modeling tl61. It has been shown that

spatial averaging of the dispersed phase momentum equations can accurately predict

the trajectories of droplets moving under gravity in a co-flowing air stream. In
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droplets, rather than individual droplets. It is viewed that the current approach
provides a useful basis, from which less time-consuming predictions of impinging
droplets in various multiphase flow applications (such as aircraft icing and other
applications) can be realized.

The numerical model is validated for three geometrical cases fsee Fig. (5. 3. 1), Fig.
(5- 3. 12) and Fig. (5. 3. 17)1. The analyrical one-phase and two-phase Lagrangian
solutions for droplet motion are developed and grouped in section (2. 5.2).

Comparisons between analytical and predicted results were performed at
various locations, including the walls of the domain. The discrepancy between results
for the velocity fields and droplet trajectories, respectively, arcrepresented as

ERROR(, t\= {[l),,,,,, x ] oo t%"1flot) lvlt lanaly
(s. 3. i)

EkRoRt"t\ =(lYl),,,,,, x loo t%"1 .(Yr) 
1y1,,",,

(s.3.2)

In addition, studies involving sensitivity to grid spacing and initial conditions
are performed' Grid independence of results requires that the results do not
appreciably change with any further refinements of the grid spacing. Each case was
validated for grid independence. It was verified that numerical predictions were
independent of initial conditions for different droplet and air velocities (as expected),
provided that grid convergent results were achieved.

The Courant number was used as an estimate to determine the upper limit of
the time step for each phase with respect to the smallest grid spacing in the
computational domain. Although an implicit method was used and the courant
number condition usually corresponds to explicit schemes, it was viewed as a useful
indicator regarding the general order of magnitude of permissible time steps. The

courant number condition is defined as co = /l;,1\ N / ñr< 1. The phase shouldIt.u t/ ref_
not propagate more than one grid space distance within a time step. On the
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other hand, the lower limit of the time step in particular multiphase simulation (i.e.

droplelair flow) was determined based on the most sensitive phase in contact (air).

Namely, soiutions for the continuous (air) and dispersed (droplet) phases have

different sensitivities to a given time step size (different material and transport

characteristics of the phases and phase flows in different sections of the domain).

Since the most sensitive phase in contact (air) dictates the time step needed for

disturbances to be successfully propagated through the computational domain, the

same time step for all phases was selected based on the most sensitive phase and the

smallest grid spacing in the computational domain. Within the time step, there are

different inner equation iteration loops for each phase and an extra intra equation

iteration lootri. These additional iterations ensure the convergence of the solutions for

each phase within the time step.

Grid refinement at the locations of significant changes of physical quantities (i.e. at a

step) was carried out for each case. The grid refinement was extended into other parts

automatically. The focus was to study accuracy of the solutions and gnd

independence, rather than 'optimization of the overall CPU time for each case. A
constant time step was selected for the most sensitive phase, with respect to the

smallest grid spacing. In the region of coarser grid spacing, the time advancing

solutions would not be faster. For example, the ice interface is not allowed to

propagate mqre than one element width in a single time step. When the grid was not

refined, coarser grids maintain conservation accuracy in the CVFEM formulation. The

cases were performed with non-uniform gnds. Additional studies with various non-

uniform grid arrangements are not presented in this thesis. Also, there are a large

number of cases created and tested. Some were very difficult or time consuming. The

most convenient way was to simulate cases involving uniform gnds.

(i) Case 1
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The geometrical configuration and boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig.

(5. 3. 1). The length and height of the domain arc I m. The following different grids

weretested: 6 x 6,8 x 8, l0 x 10, 12 x 12, IB x IB and 26 x 26 erements (Fig. 5. 3.

2).The results for the velocity fìelds are presented for inlet droplet and air velocities

of v, : 2.5 m/s and v r: 0.0 m/s inFig. (5. 3. 3). The results for the velocity fields

are presented for inlet droplet and air velocities of vx=7 m/s and, vr:0.0 m/s in

Fig. (5. 3.4).It can be noted in Fig. (5. 3. 3) and in Fig. (5. 3.4) thatthe droplet

velocity profiles are parallel across (in vertical direction) the width of the domain,

along (in horizontal direction) the domain for all gnds. The impacting droplet flow
onto the wall (right side of the domain) is uniform. This observation of the velocity

field is important for subsequent icing studies. From such flow, the uniform ice

interface propagation is correctly to be expected. In addition, the study shows that

under smaller inlet horizontal droplet velocity in Fig. (5. 3. 3)l than the inlet

horizontal droplet velocity in Fig. (5. 3. 4)1, the gravity needs less time to deflect the

droplets from their initial horizontal direction. The results in Figs. (5. 3. 3)-(5 . 3. 4)

are free of downstream-upstream influence of droplet motion on the flow near the

inlet (Dirichlet boundary condition) of the domain.

Figure (5. 3. 5) shows a comparative study of the effects of interfacial drag

resistance of droplets (for droplet and air velocity fields). The inlet velocities are

equivalent for both phases, but varying interfaci al drag has noticeable effects on

droplet motion throughout the domain, especially at the wall because of different

motion of droplets and air in that region. Different droplet diameters lead to varying

interfacial diffusion, thereby affecting the domain and near-wall deflection of
droplets.

In the upper section of Fig. (5. 3. 5), the mean droplet diameter (same inlet phase

fraction of droplets) is about 2.24 times smaller than the lower section of the same

figure. Therefore, in the lower section of Fig. (5. 3. 5), the interfacial drag is five

times higher than that in the upper section. Different motion of droplets and air arise

from different interfacial drag, near-wall effects and other effects. Droplets hit the
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wall with a full impact velocity, while air moves away after it reaches the wall. Due to

the no-slip air velocity Diriehlet type of boundary conditions at the wall, the boundary

layer exists. The air stream decelerates as it approaches the wall, while pushing

against the wall and building the adverse pressure gradient. This adverse effect

deflects the near air motion away from the wall. The elliptic nafure of the pressure

causes it to propagate in the upstream direction, against the flow. The longer the

propagation, the larger is the distance of the air deflection before it reaches the wall.

The droplet velocity field is sheared by interfacial drag imparted by the flowing air

stream. When this interfacial drag becomes sufficiently large, the droplets are

deflected upwards against gravity, which is expected. Additional studies have verified

that this droplet deflection varies for different incoming air velocities. The validation

case involving interfacial droplet-air drag interactions is presented in experimental

studies in section (5.5).

The Dirichlet boundary conditions at the inlet and at the wall are 'strong'

conditions and the confined flow between them may become affected by such

conditions. Closer observation of upstream adverse pressure gradient influence in this

case study reveals that despite a distance of 1 m from the right wall, the air flow

slightly affects the coupled droplet and air flows next to the inlet boundary condition

at the left side of the domain. The computer algorithms seem to execute stable

calculations. The results of this case study are reasonable. Similar micro accurate

studies of the droplet/air flows near the vertical wall with associated available

independent validation results seem to become complicated or insurmountable. For

most accurate studies, a long inlet section may be needed and the relatively naffower

airflow may need to be driven against the wall to ensure air flow turn along the

vertical walls and its verticai exit at the sides of the computational domain. Such air

flow is expected to be additionally disturbed by the maximum droplet velocity at the

wall.

Figures (5. 3. 6) - (5. 3. 7) show close agreement between anal¡ical [Eq. (2. 5.2. l5))

and numerical þredicted) droplet trajectories for both 12 x 12 and 18 x 18 gid
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discretizations. In this cases, although phases are calculated simultaneously, it is
assumed that negligible drag between the droplet and air phases exist.

In Fig. (5. 3. ,8), close agreement between the predicted and analyti cal lBq. (2.

5. 2. I4)l droplet velocities is observed at different elevations. Droplets impinge on

the wall at x = I m , whlle the air stream decelerates as it approaches the wall. The air

stream tums parallel to the wall after decelerating near the stagnation point,

s5rmmetrically in opposite directions. Adverse pressure gradients and inertia affect the

air motion near the wall. It was verified that the droplet trajectories become more

horizontal when the incoming velocities increase, while falling faster under gravity

when these velocities become smaller (as expected). Figures (5. 3. 6) - (5. 3. 8)

represent an intermediate value of relative Reynolds number, whereby both inertia

and gravity contribute to droplet deflection from its incoming horizontal pathline.

The analytical trajectories [Eq. (2. 5. 2. 15)] and predicted trajectories are

plotted in Fig. (5. 3, 9) for two different inlet velocities, namely vx = 2.5 m/s ,

, y:0.0 m/s and v, : 7.0 m/s , v y= 0.0 m/s . The predicted results illustrate the

expected trends. At higher inlet velocities, the inertial forces are larger than in the

case of the smaller velocities. As a result, gravitational deflection of trajectories is

larger for the case of lower inlet velocities. In Fig. (5. 3. 9), reasonably close

agreement is achieved between predicted results and the analytical solutions lEq. (2.

5.2. 15)l for both cases and initial elevations of injected droplets (0.5 m and 0.67 m).

Figure (5. 3. 10) illustrates that the numerical error regarding predicted droplet impact

position on the right wall diminishes to below l% when the grid spacing is reduced to

an 18 x 18 grid.

Figure (5. 3. 11) presents an initial condition sensitivity study. For each

computational simulation of the numerical code, different initial velocities were

specified throughout the computational domain. The resultant velocity field at the

wall of the domain (opposite to the inlet side) is observed for each calculated case. In

Fig. (5. 3. 11) for Case (l), the solution at the wall is almost insensitive to the

specified initial conditions in the domain. The initial conditions have only a minor
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effect on the results at the wall of the domain. All computed errors fall below about

2%.

The solution accuracy is addressed hereafter for the simulation cases in section (5. 3).

The linear time derivative term governs the transient process, such as the

droplet flow velocity in the x-momentum equation. This first order derivative is

numerically formulated as first order accurate in time. Therefore, the transient

numerical càlculations are first-order accurate in time. The backward Eulerian

approximation of that temporal term is formulated as a ',lumped,, approximation,

yieiding fully implicit and stable transient calculations. There is no update at the

intermediate time level. Thus, additional storage of computational effort of a Cranck-

Nicholson temporal scheme are not incurred. Due to the scheme's robustness and

implicit implementation, the current Eulerian formulation is tolerant regarding the

permissible size of time step. One should also consider the nature of the flow, as

modeled with this time approximation. Generally, if the flow exhibits small transient

changes or it is predominately steady, a linear approximation of the time derivative is

sufficient. But if the flow is highly non-steady (i.e. turbulent dispersed flow), a higher

order temporal scheme may be adopted. This would be needed if the time increments

(i.e. time steps in the outer.loop of the numerical code) are not sufficiently small. In

this thesis, the droplet flow problems are predominately steady, especially at impact

locations on the surface of the domains (i.e. walls), where the examples below are

referred to. The time steps are optimized with respect to the grid and the sensitivity of
the phases.

In addition, the flow reaches the wall opposite to the inlet in fairly short times.

For example, in cases of droplet inlet velocity Ço : ? ,o) m / s, the traveling time of

the droplet wave (convected droplet velocity field) is: (i) case (L),0.143 s; (ii) Case

(2), 0.089 s and (iii) Case (3), 0.07I s. This droplet flow propagation wave is the only

relatively major transient part. It is quite short for all cases under consideration due to

the inlet velocity (u¿: 7 m/¡) and inlet-wall (i.e. step) distance.

In the investigations, the main focus is to observe numericai accuracy of the

steady-state solutions of the velocity fields at the wall of the domain (droplet impact
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locations), as a function of the time step size. In addition, the overall accuracy of the

numerical solution is presented, with respect to time accuracy. All cases in section (5.

3) have approximately the same characteristics, in terms of temporal performance. In
particular, time accuracy of the numerical solutions is assessed through the x- and y-
direction droplet impact velocities at the wall of the computational domain fCase (l),
Section (5. 3)l.The interfacial air resistance is negligible and gravity is the external

force acting on the droplets. ln this case, the corresponding analytical solutions are

presented in Eqs. (2. 5.2. 14) - (2.5.2. L5). As mentioned above, after the droplets

propagate throughout the computational domain and hit the wall, the steady state

solution is obtained. For each time step, the numerical solution is compared with the

analytical solution. The results are presented in terms of logarithmic values of veiocity
effors. The slope of the curve approximates the order of accuracy of the temporal

solutions for each case.

Table (5. 3. 1) presents the solution error for a variety of time steps, ranging

from 0.005 s - 0.500 s. It can be observed that the time step has small impact on the

accuracy of the predicted droplet velocities, which suggests that there is no or

negligible temporal non-linearity in this flow and/or the selected time steps are

sufficiently small for this fl.ow. Similar trends are obtained for Case (2) and Case (3)

[see also Fig. (5. 3. 11), where independence of initial conditions on the final steady-

state solution of the droplet flow at the wall is presented]. The erïors for Case (2) and

Case (3) for x- and y-droplet velocities are approximately 0.42 oÁ and 3.66 o/o,

respectively. Given the first order transient term, this observation indicates small

infrequent changes in time, as the flow is predominately steady-state. Steady-state

solutions were sought at the wall, when the droplet flow becomes fulty developed.

This happened after the droplet wave propagated throughout the computational

domain, hit the surface and stabilized. If the flow was transient such as time-varying

turbulence in combustion processes, the numerical solution would respond and

become largely dependent on the size of the time step. In such cases, a sufficiently
small time step is needed to capture non-linearities in the temporal solution.

Otherwise, a second-order scheme should be implemented. The time step was
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optimized for good solution convergence. Flow disturbances cannot propagate more

than the approximate length of the control volume within the time step.

The next example in Fig. (5.3. 12) presents the investigation on the quality of
the numerical droplet flow solutions. The accuracy of the (overall) numerical solution

is assessed through error in the numerical solution as a function of grid spacing. The

error is presented in terms of the droplet impact position on the wall for Case (1) in

Fig. (5. 3. 1). An analytical expression (Eq. t2. 5.2. l5l) is used for comparison with

the numerical results. A logarithmic coordinate system is used to assess the accuracy

of the numerical solutions. By decreasing the grid spacing, Ln (A,x), the solution erïor,

Ln (Error), decreases. The solution error is approximately a 3-rd order function. The

lowest solution enor, 0.57o/o, is obtained for grid spacing, which is represented by the

fifth point on the diagram, Ln(Error)= Ln(Enor)[fn (t.)]. The solurion tuncrion is

fuither approximated, yielding a linear function, Ln(Enor) = 3.42 fn(nx)+ 9.g4 .The

slope of this function represents the order of accuracy of the numerical solution. It can

be observed that the slope of the linear function is approximately 3, which suggests

that the accuracy of the numerical solution is approxim ately 3'd order. Numerical

solutions for. the same kind of impacting droplet flow on surfaces in section (5. 3),

such as in Case (2) and Case (3), do not lose accuracy.

(ii) Case 2

For this case, the geometrical configuration and boundary conditions of a

frontward step domain are illustrated in Fig. (5. 3. 13). This case resembles external

flow over a helicopter intake scoop. The total height of the domain is I m. The step

height is 0.25 m. The distance from the left boundary and the step is 0.625 m. The

followingdifferentgridsweretested: 12x 12, 16 x 16,20 x 20,24 x 24,34 x 34arñ
52 x 52 elements. The droplets are injected into the co-flowing air stream at the left

boundary.
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The resultant velocity fields are presented for the following inlet droplet and

air velocities.:v¿,,*:7 m/s , vd,y=0.0m/s [Fig. (5. 3. 14)] and yo,*:T m/s ,

va,y:0.0 m/s fFig. (5. 3. 15)1. The droplet flow and air flow are not coupled in this

case study. The flows are studies separately as they impinge on the step. A group of
droplets moves under gravity and impinges at a certain angle onto the step. The step is

modeled with a zero-gradient Neumann type of conditions for incoming droplets, i.e.,

ôid lôñ:0. .This condition is particularly important for impinging droplets on an

accreting ice surface, as droplets adhere onto the wall upon impact. The air stream

moves around the step, while droplets impact on the step.

For the air flow, the step is modeled with no-slip boundary conditions, i.e.,

io : õ. After the deceler ating aft approaches the wall, the near-wall adverse pressure

gradient contributes to deflection of the air away from the impinging droplets and step

surface. The droplet flow is free of downstream-upstream influence of the air adverse

pressure gradient fsee Fig. (5. 3. 14)]. It can be noted in Fig. (5. 3. 15) that the adverse

pressure gradient may reach the vicinity of the inlet section and insignificantly affect

the air flow to turn away from its initial horizontal direction. The solver did not

experience difficulties in computing the flows. The results near the inlet seem not to
be notably affected by the adverse air pressure. It appears that the air velocity results

may not appreciably differ from those, obtained with larger inlet section of the

domain. After impingrng the step, the air flow turns around the step and accelerates

towards the exit, where its bulk velocity varies approximately with inverse

proportionality to the cross-sectional area (due to mass conservation requirements).

Numerical accuracy versus elapsed cpu time, accuracy / cpu t% / d, was

compared for the situations of multiphase flow impacting on the frontward step for the

results with different grids. Criteria used to assess the success of the simulations is

defined as accuracy lUl: tOO - 100 
" 

( l -V numericat / V onotytirot ). The

convergence of the numerical solution to the analytical solution was observed during

the time iterations. The details for each case are reported below. Once the transient
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numerical calculations reach the steady-state at the wall, the results were compared
with the analyrical sorurions for the dropret flow [Eqs. (2. 5.2. 14) - (2. 5.2. r5)].

stability and convergence of the solution within the inner and intra iterations
were controlled and ensured by the relaxation factor and residual tolerance , relax :
0.5 and tol : 0.001, respectively. During the simulations, the tolerance criteria was
almost instantly satisfied. The flow solutions converged to the tolerance c¡1tena
within each time step. This indicated stable numerical calculations. There was no need
to observe how the difference between the successive inner solutions approached the
tolerance criteria, as a function of the number of inner iterations.

The details of the numerical solution based on grids of 12 x 12,20 x 20 and,24
x 24 are reported next. The algorithm is very stable, even for coarser gnds than 12 x
12 (i'e' gnd 6 x 6)' Generally, if the time step is not sufficiently small, thá solution
may diverge' An estimate for the maximum time step allowed for each grid is needed
beforehand' The flow cannot propagate through more than one cvwithin a given time
step' Finer grids, along with smaller time steps require more iterations and therefore
larger computational cPU times. The sensitivity analysis regarding the aspect ratio
and accuracy / CPU ispresented hereafter. The distance from the inlet to the step wall
is 0.625 m.

The droplet impact position at the wall, y, of the frontward step is considered
for three gnds' These simulations were tested on an Intel pentíum processor III (g65
MHz, 512 MB of RA,rvÐ. The systems of dropret and air phase goveming equations
were run simultaneously. The position was compared with the analytical solution in
Eq,.(2.5.2- l5). For a grid of 12 x 12, the simulation time step, number of time
iterations and simulation time were Lt = 0.0090 s , it : 45 and t = 0.405 s,
respectively' The approximate corresponding cPU real time consumption was
cPU =108'000 s' The error in droplet position at the wall was calculated as

ERR=5.247 %'yteldingan accuracy/cpu=0.g77%/s.Foragrid of 20 x 20,
the simulation time step, number of time iterations and simulation time were
Lt = 0.0090 s , it = 45 and t :0.405 s, respectivery. The approximate
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corresponding real time was cPU = 142.100 s. The error in droplet position at thewalr was . calculated as ERR = 4.496 ?6, yierding a ratio of
accuracy / cpu =0.672%/ s.Foragrid of 24 x 24, asimuration time step, number
of time iterations and simulation time were at =0.00g0 s, it =70 and t:0.630 s,
respectively' The approximate corresponding real time was cpu = 233.300 s. The
error in droplet position at the wall was calculated as ðRA = 0.097 oÁ , ytelding a
ratio of accuracy / CpU = 0.42g % / s .

From the information given above, it can be concluded that the coarser gridprovides the highest ratio of accuracy / cPU. The biggest computationar effort isneeded for the most accurate result (grid of 26 x26). with grid refinement,computational effort rises faster than accuracy. By grid refinement, computationar
expense ma)¿ exceed the accuracy reached. It seems that there is no optimum withcheap and accurate numerical simulations, when grid refinement is involved. This ispartially due to the nature of the cvFEM method, which offers stable and reasonablygood results' even for very coarse gnds. It is an elemental based formulation, withconservation balances at the sub-elemental level. It gives conservation and gridflexibility' The user should ultimately decide how much computationar time andaccur acy are acceptable.

Figure (5' 3' 16) investigates drag-induced deflection of droplets near a wallpast the frontward step' Grid converged results of dropret and air verocities arepresented in Fig' (5' 3' t6) for two different interfaci al dragforces with two differentdiameters of droprets. Lower interfaciar drag [Fig. (5. 3. 16); upper section] leads tomore droplets deflected upwards against gravity. Air motion is deflected around thestep' while cross-phase diffusion exceeds gravitation al acceleration. The interfacial
drag is calculated based on a droplet diameter of Do - 0.00008 m .Ina lower section
[Fig' (5' 3' 16)]' the interfacial dragis larger than in upper section. It is calculated
based on dropret diameter D¿ =0.00030 m. Near the walr, cross_phase diffusion
becomes particularly significant (over gravity) and sma[er droprets are most readilydeflected' due to the rapidly changing air stream near the step. Due to the geometrical
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wall-step effect, droplets become immersed into the air stream and gravitational
effects become negligible. This phenomenon may also arise in cases when gravity
deflects droplets from the air stream in the region without the presence of a wall.
An upper case in the figure shows a situation where the droplet flow with
D¿ = 0'00008 m is more affected by the air flow than in a case with
D¿:0'00030m.Inthis case study, it can be noted that the second column of
velocity vectors from the inlet in the figure may be insignificantly affected by the air
pressure' The numerical solver did not show problems with calculation stability and
convergence' The results of this case study seem to be reasonable good. Additional
micro sfudy of the flows around the step with available validation results of the flows
around the step may not reveal considerable difference with respect to the presented
results of the case study.

Figure (5' 3' 17) depicts the droplet and air velocity fields, presented in Fig. (5.
3' 16), down from the inlet to 0.0781 mbeforethe step (wall). Thex- andy-relative
velocities between phases are small and the small diameter droplets (D : 0.0000g m)
are almost entirely immersed into the airflow and they closely follow the airflow. Due
to the relatively small diameter of droplets, gravitational effects are almost negligible.
The x-compQnent and resultant velocities rapidly decrease as the flow decelerates,
when approaching the frontward step. The y-component velocities increase, since the
flows turn upward around the step. Figure (5.3. 18) presents the droplet and air
velocity fields, presented in Fig. (5. 3. 16), vertically from the bottom of the
computational domain to the elevation of 0.3500 m labove the step (wall)1. The
distance before the step is 0.0781 m. Thex- and y-relativevelocities between phases
in contact are small and D : 0.00008 n. similarly as previous figures, droplets are
almost entirely immersed in the airflow. The x-component and resultant velocities of
both fiows increase, as the flows at larger vertical elevations rdo not decelerate as
much as lower elevations, due to the presence of the step.

The change of relative angles between the corresponding velocities of the
droplet and air phases is presented in Fig. (5. 3. 19), as a function of droplet diameter.
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The droplet and air velocity angles are calculated as u"d=arctqn(ro,r/v0,,) and,

/\d-a:arctan\ro,r/r",,), respectively. The relative difference between angles is

denoted as Âcr . It can be noted in Fig. (5. 3. i9) that the smaller droplets have smaller

relative angles with the airflow throughout the domain, in front of the step. Larger

droplets progressively increase the relative difference in flow angle, as they move in
the co-flowing airstream toward the frontward step. This means that the gravitational

effect becomes larger for such droplets in the airstream. Equal and larger droplets than

D : 0.00014 m developed.an increasingly negative vertical component of velocity,

vd.,y 10 , as they approach the step.

Another sensitivity study of varying droplet diameter is shown in Fig. (5. 3.

20), where the change of relative angle between droplet / air velocities is shown as a

function of droplet diameter. In Fig. (5. 3. 20), curves are presented in a vertical

direction at the distance of 0.0781 m fromthe step wall. The droplet and air velocity

angles are calculated as a.d = arctar(rn,, /r¿,r) and da = arctanþ", /ro,r),

respectively. As described previously, the relative difference between angles is
denoted as Ac¿. It can be noted in Fig. (5.3.20) that smaller droplets have smaller

relative angles at the specified vertical distance in front of the step. It can be observed

that relative angles decrease faster for larger droplets in the vertical direction.

It appears that the newly developed Eulerian formulation can successfully

predict effects of cross-phase diffusion on deflected droplets in multiphase flows. In
icing applications, the impinging supercooled droplets on the wall may lead to glaze

ice accumulation. In practical problems such as de-icing of a helicopter engine

cooling bay, 'downstream 
freezing of runback flow is highly undesirable. The current

predictions provide useful insight regarding the role of cross-stream diffusion on

deflected droplets and runback flow along the walls.

The newly developed Eulerian formulation contains various effects which are

modeled differently than Lagrangran tracking of droplets, such as spatial averaging of
diffusive and gravitational effects on the impinging droplet motion. Numerical e11ors
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of predicted droplet velocities and positions on the step surface for various grids are

plotted in Fig. (5. 3. 21). The discrepancy between analytical and predicted results

diminishes for the finer grid (as expected). Sensitivity studies were conducted until
grid independence of results was achieved. For the finest grid, agreement between

predicted results and the analytical solution is within 0.2 %. For coarser grids, the

non-linear convective terms lead to greater difficulty in reaching solution

convergence. Although numerical errors diminish with refined grids, certain

discrepancies arise with coarse grids. The analytical solution involves Lagrangian

tracking, while excluding the convective acceleration associated with Eulerian spatial

averaging.

In contrast to this Lagrang¡an solution, the Eulerian method applies a

momentum balance to droplets over a fixed control volume, through which the

dispersed phase passes. These convective terms are evaluated implicitly, with first-
order accuraqy in time. If the linearized convective terms are calculated at a time level

between the previous and current time (i.e., Crank-Nicholson type of higher order

temporal scheme), this would improve the accuracy and convergence of the method,

but at the expense of added CPUtime and computer storage.

Figure (5. 3. 11) shows an initial condition independence study. For Case (2),

the solution at the sharp frontward step is almost independent of the specified initial
conditions in the computafional domain. The initial conditions have only a minor
effect on the results at the wall of the domain. All computed erors are approximately

0.r5 %.

(üi) Case 3

A mulitphase flow around a half-cylindrical step is studied in Case (3). The

geometrical configuration and boundary conditions of the halÊcylinder surface

domain are illustrated in Fig. (5.3.22). This case also resembles external flow over a

helicopter scoop. The total height the domain is I m. The height of the half-cylindrical
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step is 0.175 m. The distance from the left boundary and the step is 0.5 m. Droplets

are injected into the domain with co-flowing air. The results are presented for inlet

droplet and air velocities of vd,,* =7 m/s , vd,y=0.7m/s and ro,,* =7 m/s ,

I o,y= 0.0 m/s in Figs. (5 3. 1S) - (5. 3. Z0).

Different spatial discretizations of the problem domain, including

discretizations with 12 x 12,27 x 27,48 x 48 and75 x 75 elements arepresented.

The discretizations are presented in Fig. (5. 3. 23). Sample droplet velocity vectors are

plotted in Fig. (5.3.24), while corresponding air velocity vectors are predicted in Fig.

(5. 3. 25). A group of droplets moves in the gravitational fìeld and impinges at a
certain angle onto the half-cylinder step fsee Fig. (5.3.24)]. Although gravitational

deflection is small with incoming air velocities of 7 m/s, the degree of downward

deflection can be observed in Fig. (5. 3. 24), based on the /-component of droplet

velocity at the walls. Both convective inertia and gravity contribute to droplet

acceleration.'After the decelerafing air flow reaches the halÊcylinder step, the adverse

pressure gradient deflects the air stream past the step towards the exit region [Fig. (5.

3. 25)1. Due to mass conservation requirements, the bulk velocity of the air stream

increases with approximately inverse proportion to the smaller cross-sectional area of
the exit region.

Closer observation of Figure (5.3.25) reveals that the air adverse pressure gradient

hardly reaches the vicinity of the inlet section, where the Dirichlet boundary velocity

condition is imposed. This may slightly affect the confined air between two Dirichlet

boundary conditions (inlet-step) to start turning away from the horizontal direction

near the inlet section. The solver did not show difficulties in calculating the flows and

the results of this case study seem to be reasonable. Additional micro studies of the

flows streaming around the step may require longer inlet section of the domain and

available validation results in the vicinity of the step. It seems that such studies may

not produce significantly better results over the existing results of the presented cases

study.
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Results of predicted droplet and air velocities are illustrated in Fig. (5.3.26)
for different rates of interfacial drag between droplets and air. Similarly to the
previous study in Fig. (5. 3. 16), in this case study, lower interfacial drag leads to

more droplets (D, = 0.00008 m) being deflected upwards against gravity. Air flow

is deflected around the step, while cross-phase diffusion almost entirely exceeds

gravitational acceleration. ln the lower section of Fig. (5. 3. 26), the interfacial drag is

calculated based on a diameter of droplets D¿:0.00030 m, which yields higher

interfacial drag between the droplets and air. In both cases, the same inlet phase

fraction of droplets is used in the numerical simulations. Near the wall, cross-phase

diffusion becomes particuiarly significant and smaller droplets are most readily
deflected, due to the rapidly changing air stream near the step.

The curved wall of the right step is at 0.500 m distance from the inlet, which is
smaller distance than in the case in Fig. (5. 3. t6). Due to air pressure buildup next to
the wall, the.droplet flow is slightly affected in downstream-upstream direction. The

adverse pressure gradient influence extends to the vicinity of the inlet with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. This can be seen by slight deflection of the velocities near the
inlet as they start turning away from the cylindrical step. The deflections seem not to
affect the solver performance. Additional micro accurate studies of the flows around
the cyiinder with associated available validation results may require fully parallel air
flow next to the inlet conditions. This could be achieved by the larger domain distance

between the inlet and the step orland with the lower-smaller step.

Numerical errors of predicted droplet velocities for various grids (12 x 12,2j x 2l
and 48 x 48) are plotted in Fig. (5.3.27) on the halÊcylinder surface. As expected,

the discrepancy between numerical and analytical results diminishes with finer grids

and it almost entirely disappears for a 48 x 48 grid. Close agreement (within + 0.2%)
is observed between analytical and predicted results fin Fig. (5. 3. 2])1. Grrd
independence of the predicted results has been achieved.

However despite low errors at finer grids, certain sources of numerical error
when discretizing equations for coarse grids and time steps. For example, thearrse
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discretized transient term requires a sufficiently small time step. If a small time step is
not used' unstable and divergent computations may occur. As described previously, a

useful criterion for charactenzingthe general order of magnitude of time step is the
Courant number condition. This condition requires that the time step is smaller than
the grid spacing divided by a characteristic flow velocity. The impticit formulation is
first-order accurate in time. If a second-order temporal scheme is applied, added time
accuracy is obtained. However, this benefit comes at the expense of a longer
simulation time and more storage, due to variables saved at the previous time step in a
Crank-Nicholson scheme.

Stable transient predictions of droplet motion are challenging, due to varying
time scales between air and droplet flows. The air flow sensitivity to time step size
behaves differently from the droplet motion. This occurs because of different physical
properties and boundary conditions, as compared to the droplet flow. Also, equations
for both phases are scaled differently, thereby implying a different ideal tirne step for
each phase. Numerical simulations are computed with the smallest time step required
to satisfz all phases simultaneously. This smallest time step size prolongs calculations,
but improves overall robustness of the formulation. Alternatively, variable time steps

could be used in the algorithm, but at the expense of added complexity.

In these simulations, particle/wall interactions such as reflected droplets,
splashback or droplet breakup were not modeled. These mechanisms could be
incorporated with volume-averaged source terms in the formulation. However, unlike
Lagrangian methods of tracking the detailed interactions between individual particles,
the Eulerian formulation represents volume-averaged interactions. As a result, it
would need suitable correlations for these interactions. This approach could provide
useful advantages over Lagrangian methods, particularly regarding cost saving s (CpU
run-time and storage) due to volume averaging of the droplet trajectories.

Figure (5. 3. i 1) shows an initial condition independence study. The solution
at the cylindrical step for Case (3) is almost independent of the specified initial
conditions in the computational domain. The initial conditions have only a minor
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effect on the results at the wall of the domain. All computed errors are between

approximately 0.15 96 and 0.20 %.
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&. 4 CA$ÐS {Þp' TwqÞ-EþEAflENSgqþNAg,

HCE SIMUJTIITE{DNS

Different physical cases were simulated using the newly developed numerical

model and code of droplet flow and icing. Due to a noticeable lack of validation data in
past literature, anal¡ical one-dimensional and two-dimensional solutions were developed

to assess results from the numerical code. In this chapter, it is considered that the

temperature of droplets, air and test piece surface is low enough to yield rime ice

conditions and rime ice (not glaze ice). Thus, droplets freeze immediately upon impact on

the ice surface. In this section, the specified inlet droplet volume fraction is Þ,.,, = 0.0001 .

An important aspect of the numerical simulations is phase impact modeling using

the developed coupled flow/ice code. Upon impact, the dispersed flow is modeled as a

group of 'physical bodies', while the carrier flow is solely modeled as a continuous flow.
This modeling allows simulations with significantly different behavior of phases in
contact. This becomes especially important at the solid surface, when droplets exhibit

different behavior than the air phase.

The boundary conditions in this section are presented in Fig. (5. 4. l). This figure

shows an ice region with a moving ice interface. Droplets are transported throughout the

field. Depending on the level of interfacial drag, they may also be assisted by the

surrounding air stream. Upon impact on the ice surface, they freeze, while at the same

time the air moves along the ice interface. After impact, the droplet motion is

considerably different than the air motion, regardless of the level of interfacial drag

effects' While phase flows are supplying the solute (droplets) into the CV, the droplet

flow inertia is altered due to the re-distributive diffusion effects. This spatial activity
inside the CV reduces the theoretically expected time deposition of the freezing droplets.

A variable time step was not implemented. There are different phases in contact,

which may move simultaneously in very different (even opposite) directions. There are

two types of algorithms, namely frontward tracking (dispersed and continuous flows with
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a volume fraction) and backward tracking (evolving ice based on the flow direction). The

algorithms are synchronized within a single time step. While the first type of algorithm
sufficiently follows the physics of the flow, the second type needs additional modeling
based on experimental data. Such simultaneous tracking of phases in all directions, under

various conditions, makes the attempt to simultaneously search and accommodate the

appropriate time step for each phase seem inefficient. For example, within the same time
step, there may exist different physical processes simultaneously at the same location.

These include convection of droplets into the potential freezing region, freezing of
droplets in that region and re-distribution of excess ice into the region in front of the

evolving ice interface.

(i) Case 1

This case represents full droplet impact on the top of a test piece fsee Fig. (5. 4.

2)1. The boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. (5. 4.2). Before incoming droplets

reach the inlet section of the computational domain, they already fall at their terminal
speed. This speed was calculated in Chapter (2)bV Eq,. (2. 5.2. l3),based on the droplet
diameters (0.0015 m) and a balance of the forces: weight, upthrust, and interfacial drag.
The numerical results in Fig. (5. 4. 3) show the ice interface evolution at various times.

Droplets impact the horizontal surface at a distance of 1 m fromthe inlet at their terminal
velocity. Gravity affects the direction and magnitude of the droplet velocity at the

evolving interface. Despite the air algorithm runs alongside droplet flow and icing
algorithms, there is no air or air flow presence between the inlet and interface. Therefore,

the ice interface does not affect the flow near the inlet Dirichlet boundary conditions.
This can be also observed by unchanged droplet velocity vectors near the inlet and

reasonably good validations of the results fFigs. (s. 4.4) - (5. 4. 5)]. In addition, the

solver did not show difficulties calculating the flow, including the flow near the inlet-top
Dirichlet boundary conditions.

In real icing cases with the droplet and air flows, the air builds the pressure

against the moving (the Dirichlet boundary velocity condition for the air) ice interface.

Regardless of its magnitude, the adverse pressure gradient would as a consequence
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sooner or later influence the vicinity of the inlet (Dirichlet boundary condition) topsection of the domain and affect the coupled droplet and air flows in the entire domain.This situation forces the flows to be deflected towards the open (Neumann boundarycondition) vertical sides of the domain. If the air builds appreciable pressure against theinterface and consequently against the inlet section (i.e. high-Re air flow or quicklymoving ice interface), the incompressible flow numericar argorithms may experienceinsurmountable difficulties' ln such situations, the flows may become compressibre,
which requires an employment of the compressible goveming equations of phase motionand possible additionar modering of the dropret interactions.

The results in Fig' (5'4.4) represent the evolving ice interface at various time
steps computed with the numericar code and the anarytical method (ahy =þ¿v¿,rLt).
For each time step' the numerical ice interface closely agrees with the analytical iceinterface.

Figure (5' 4' 5) shows the differences between numerical and anal¡icalpredictions of the evolving ice interface at various time steps. The sorution agreement isreasonably good for the evolving ice interface. The relatively large error at the beginning
arises due to the relatively large half of the near-w all cv*. As expected, this error
diminishes for the finer grid.

(ii) Case 2

This problem is depicted in Fig. (5. 3. 1) and in secrion (5. 3). The inret droprervelocity is I0 m/s' The simulation time step is at = 0.0:s. The schematic of the problem
and the numerical results are presented in Fig. (5. 4. 6)at three different times 240.0 s,540'0 s and 960'0 s' The inertia of droplets is mainly controlled by the gravity anddiffusive effects' The droplets impact at a certain angle on the verticar surface of the testpiece' The droplet flow becomes stable and well developed after droplets impact on thesurface' It can be seen at first two presented times (4.0 min and, 9.9 mín) thatthe iceinterface is not yet futly developed. The current numerica I cvsat the interfaces are not

:i-it: ï:*t": 
bv the ice' This is denored bv the ress incrined slope of the upper part4lJl/vr P4rrof the two interfaces at the two different times. At time 9.9 s, the upper part of the
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interface is steeper than the upper part of the interface at time 4.0 s. Similarly, the

numerical results from the same case are presented in Fig. (5.4.7) in two-dimensions and

at four different times. The selected numbers of iterations are 16667,41667, 66667 and

91667' It can be observed in the figure that the ice interface is parallel to the inlet

boundary, which indicates that the droplets uniformly impact at the evolving ice interface

across the domain. The highlighted vertical line presents the reduced volume fraction at

the developing ice interface. Similar situation is presented by the slopes (reduced droplet

volume fraction at evolving ice interface) in Fig. (5.4.6).

The droplet flow has typical parabolic upstream-downstream dominated motion

during entire icing simulation. There is no air presence in this case study. The ice

interface does not affect the flow near the inlet with Dirichlet boundary conditions. This

can be also observed by expectedly changed droplet velocity near the inlet. The results

are in reasonably good agreement with the analytical results [see Figs. (5. 4. 4) - (5. 4.

5)]. The solver did not experience difficulties with the flow calculations (near the inlet of
the domain).

In real icing situation with droplet and air flows, the moving ice interface

(Dirichlet zero velocity boundary conditions for the air) would pushes slightly
pressurized air flow and consequently the adopting droplet flow (flow coupling is
dependent on the drag strength) against the inlet of the domain (with Dirichlet boundary

conditions). As a consequence, the degree of deflection of the coupled droplet and air

flows become a function of the ice interface position and the magnitude of the adverse air

pressure gradient. The droplet and air flows become more deflected towards the open

horizontal sides of the domain (with Neumann boundary conditions) once the ice

interface propagates closer to the inlet and the adverse air pressure gradient becomes

larger. If the air builds significant adverse pressure between the inlet and the ice interface,

the coupled droplet and air flows may become compressible. This situation requires an

employrnent of the compressible phase governing equations of motion and possible

special additional modeling of the interactions within droplet flow. The ice interface may

become distorted such that impinging air may become trapped between the inlet and

interface. This situation and appreciable deflection of the flows near the inlet and
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especially in the situation when the ice interface is very (too) close to the inlet may affect

solver performances.

Figure (5. 4. 8) presents numerical and analytical results for the evolving ice

interface at different times, ranging from 166.8 s to 916.8 s. Analytical results are

calculated and plotted based on expression Lh, : þ d vd,, ar . The variables Lhrand Lt

are counted at the moment when the droplet flow hits the wall surface, at the right side of
the computational domain.

Figure (5. 4. 9) presents the discrepancy between numerical and analytical

(Lhr=þav¿,rAr) predictions for the evolving ice interface at various time steps. The

solution agreement becomes better as the ice interface evolves. Similarly to the previous

example, the relatively large error at the beginning arises due to the relatively large half

of the near-wall CV*.

In addition to the previous droplet flow results, results for the incoming air flow

near the evolving ice interface are depicted in Fig. (5. 4. l0). In this problem, Neumann

boundary conditions are applied at the top and bottom of the domain. The predictions

confirm that the ice interface propagates accurately in a single direction. Extensions to

full two-dimensionality are considered in the following problem fcase (3)].

The incoming air arrives at the wall (right side) and appreciably deflects from its

initial horizontal path. Unlike the droplet flow, which impinges onto the wall with its full
inertia, the air flow behaves quite differently. The propagating ice interface additionally

affects the incoming air flow. Numerical stability is more sensitive to the air flow

calculations, so that this phase dictates the establishment of the time step criterion.

(iii) Case 3

For this case, the schematic is shown in Fig. (5. 4. l1). The dimensions of the

computational domain, which encompasses a frontward step, is I m x I m. The droplets

are injected into the domain with the velocity io =(4,0) m/s, prescribed at the inlet. The

droplets impact onto the wall with their full velocity and freeze instantly, while forming

evolving ice interface. This case involves a fully two-dimensional ice shape evolution.
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The two-dimensional aspects are covered, such as two-dimensional droplet flow, two-

dimensional impact of droplets onto the two-dimensional stationary wall and two-

dimensional moving (temporal) ice interface and two-dimensional coupled frontward

fluid-droplet (impacting objects) flow and backward moving solid ice interface with

phase change. Temporal analytical solutions of ice growth are developed from the droplet

flow anal¡ical solutions. Numerical results for two-dimensional ice interface position are

compared with the analytical solutions of ice interface position fi. e. see solution in Fig.

(s.4. t4)1.

In all numerical simulations, pertaining to (iii) Case (3) with different grids (see also the

text throughout this section), the droplet flow has typical parabolic upstream-downstream

directed motion during the entire icing simulation. There is no air flow involved in this

case study. Therefore, the ice interface does not affect the flow near the inlet (boundary

conditions of a Dirichlet type). This can be also observed by expectedly changed droplet

velocity profiles near the inlet. Reasonably good agreement of the results is met with the

anal¡ical results fsee Figs. (5. 4. 14) - (5. 4. l7)]. In addition, the solver did not

experience the difficulties computing the flow (near the inlet).

In more comprehensive real icing simulation with droplet and air flows at the frontward

step, the spreading ice interface (Dirichlet boundary conditions) pushes the air and

consequently the adopting droplet flow against the inlet section (Dirichlet boundary

conditions) through the upper-open side of the domain (with Neumann boundary

conditions). As a result, the slightly pressurized air flow, which would build the adverse

pressure gradient against the moving ice interface may deflect the incoming coupled

flows away from their inlet direction (well) before they reach the interface. In the case of
propagating ice interface very close to the inlet, the flows between the two Dirichlet

boundary conditions (inlet-interface) may exhibit large deflection. In order to avoid such

situation, the results of the icing case studies may be addressed at the ice interface

positions (stages) far enough from the inlet. In the case of largely deflected and

compressed air and/or droplet flows, the incompressible solver may experience

difficulties. In such sifuations, the compressible algorithms with additional modeling of
phase (i.e. droplet) interactions could be implemented.

Marko Mllanez t7t
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The results in Fig. (5.4. 12) show the numerical simulations with a 12 x 12 grid. Since

the horizontal droplet inertia is dominant over the vertical, ice starts occupying a majority

of the region in a vertical direction. The corner region is spatially and temporally

sensitive to two-dimensional predictions of ice growth in the direction of the incoming

droplets. Complex interactions with the phases in contact (i.e. supercooled droplets and

ice in formation by phase change) are predicted successfully with the preconditioning

coefficient and excess droplet redistribution functions, described in Chapter (2).

A similar example of ice spreading at the frontward step is studied with a 26 x 26

grid [Fig. (5. 4. 13)]. Different stages of the moving ice interface across the domain are

shown for the same time step, A/ = 0.01s , and the following number of iterations: 4000,

6000, 9000 and 12000. The accuracy of the ice growth predictions (i.e. the positions and

accumulated mass of the ice) is assessed through comparisons with the analytical

solutions [Fig. (5. 4. 14)]. The analytical ice interface solutions are developed based on

the analytical trajectories described in Eqs. (2. 5. 2. 6) - (2. 5. 2. 7).In these equations,

both spatial and transient aspects of ice growth were incorporated.

Figure (5. 4. 14) shows the accreted ice on the frontward step at time r :
500 s. Numerical and analytical predictions for two-dimensional evolving ice interface

positions and the total mass of the accreted ice are shown at time t : 500 s. Positions of
the ice interface are numerically predicted with grids of 6 x 6, 12 x 12, 18 x 18 and 26 x

26.The analytical solution of the ice interface position is also presented in Fig. (5.4.14).

Accounting for the nature of both predictions and excluding additional physical

modeling, the ice interface positions based on each of the developed method are

expected. It can be observed that the resultant ice interface position with the finer grid is

closer to the analytical ice interface than in the case of the coarse grid solution. Better

accuracy of the numerical solution with respect to the analytical solution is obtained with

the finer grid. The numerical simulations account for close iterative interactions between

the flow and droplets within the interfacial region. On the other hand, the analytical

method is based on exact droplet flow solutions, which makes this method accurate and

therefore insensitive to complexities associated with interactions near the interface. In the

anal¡ical method, there is no phase change or backward tracking of the moving interface

into the direction of incoming droplets.
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Numerical accuracy v. s. elapsed CPU time, accuracy / CPU [% / s], was compared for

the situation of droplet flow impacting on the frontward step and freezing lsee Case (3) in

section (5. 4)1. The distance from the inlet to the step wall is I m. Criteria used to assess

the success of the simulations are defined as

accuracy y'"1: loo - 100" (l -v numericat /V anaryticar). untit" other multiphase flow

cases in the thesis, the cases with icing have no steady-state solution. Since the flow and

icing processes are entirely transient, the convergence of the overall numerical solution is

sought in regards to the two-dimensional analytical solutions. The numerical results are

compared with the analytical solution in Fig. (5.4.14) at time t : 500 s.

Stability and convergence of the solution within the inner (and intra) iterations

were controlled and ensured by the relaxation factor and residual tolerance, relax : 0.5

and tol : 0.001, respectively. During the simulations, the flow and icing solutions

instantly converged to the tolerance criteria within each single time step. This indicated

stable numerical calculations and no need to observe the change of the difference

between the successive inner solutions, as a function of the number of inner iterations, as

it approaches to the tolerance criteria. The details of the representative numerical

calculations for cases of droplet flow and droplet flow-icing are reported later.

The ratio of accurøcy / CPU [% / s] is examined for the case of ice interface

evolution at the frontward step. These simulations were tested on an Intel Pentium

Processor III (865 MH, 640 MB of RAAfi. The numerical accuracy of the total accreted

mass of ice was compared against the analytically obtained mass of ice. The analytical

solution for the accreted ice mass was calculated from the region under the analytical

solution in Fig. (5.4. 14).

For a grid of 6 x 6, the simulation time step, number of time iterations and simulation

timewere Lt:0.1000 s, it=5000 and r = 500.0000 s, respectively. The approximate

corresponding real simulation time was CPU = 1595.5900 s. The calculated accreted

mass of ice at the frontward step was calculated as m=318.3530 kg. The error in the

accreted mass of ice was calculated as ERR = 17.2883 %. This yields

øccuracy / CPU :0.0518%/ s. For a grid of 12 x 12, the simulation time step, number
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of time iterations and simulation time were Lt = 0.1000 s , it = 5000 and

t:500.0000 s, respectively. The approximate corresponding real simulation time was

CPU:1931.0120 s. The calculated accreted mass of ice at the frontward step was

calculated as m:292.6560 kg .The error in the accreted mass of ice was calculated as

ERR=7.8207 %. This lelds accuracy / CPU =0.0477 ozó/ s. For a grid of lB x IB,

simulation time step, number of time iterations and simulation time were Al :0.0100 s ,

it = 50000 and t = 500.0000 s, respectively. The approximate corresponding real

simulation time was CPU = 16793.9260 s. The calculated accreted mass of ice at the

frontward step was calculated as m: 287.1130 kg .The error in the accreted mass of ice

was calculated as ERR:5.7789 %.This yields accuracy / CPU:0.0056 o/o/ s. For a

grid of 26 x 26, the simulation time step, number of time iterations and simulation time

were Lt : 0.0100 s , ít = 50000 and t = 500.0000 s, respectively. The approximate

corresponding real time was CP(I = 25655.6179 s (=T.l h). The accreted mass of ice

at the frontward step was calculated as m = 272.5440 kg . The error in the accreted mass

of ice was calculated as EkR = 0.41I2 %.This yields accuracy / CPU :0.0039 % / s .

It can be concluded that the coarser gnd (6 x d) provides the highest rutio accuracy /
CPU among all cases examined above (accuracy / CPU =0.0518%/ s). The biggest

computational effort is needed for the most accurate result. Finer grids produce the best

results at the progressive expense of the computational effort. Finer grids have more

nodes and generally require smaller time steps. In the case of ice accretion, the ice

interface can propagate into the domain at a maximum of one CV within the time step.

Similar criteria were valid for the flow simulations. From the perspective of the

accurqcy / CPU ratio, calculations with finer grids become less efficient. There seem to

be no optimal point, where the finer grid would require smaller computational effort and

better accuracy than in the case of the coarser gird. It is up to the user to decide how

much effort is needed for a desired accuracy of the numerical solution.

The ice interface positions at the frontward step were evaluated at different locations. For

example, Figure (5. 4. l5) shows the x-positions of the interface at various y-positions
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(distances) from the bottom at the frontward step fsee also Fig. (5. 4. l4)].Numerical ice
interface predictions for 6 x 6, 12 x 12, 18 x 18 and 26 x 26 grids are compared with the
anal¡ical interface positions. The discrepancies in the positions are larger at the bottom
of the frontward step at the corner [left section in Fig. (5. 4. l4)], since the interface
gradually spreads in the opposite direction. The errors in such ice interface positions are

presented in Fig. (5. 4' 16). The elrors are calculated with respect to the anal¡ical
predictions. The error diference between numerical calculations with the 6 x 6 and 26 x
26 grids starts at approximately 20 %(29.107 oÁfor the grid 6 x 6 and, g.352 0z6forthe

gnd 26 x 2Q in the corner region at the frontward step and it gradually diminishes to the
top of the step [right section in Fig. (5. 4. l6)].

The mass of accreted ice at the frontward step is calculated from the region under
the solution functions of the interface positions. The predicted mass of the accreted ice is
calculated as

ffi=,,1[.rr,,,,onf

curve of the ice interface as follows,

ffi = r,ll,r r x,n )dA * !,r { *,,,*l

The analytical prediction of the accreted mass of the ice is calculated under the analyical

(s.4. r)

(s. 4.2)

The predicted results of accumulated ice mass and the discrepancies between numerical
and analytical results are plotted in Fig. (5. 4. l7)-see also the summarized results in
Table (5. 4. l)-see formulation with viscous terms. The discrepancy in the results of
predicted ice mass diminishes with grid refinement (l7.29s oÁ -> 0.411 %o). The

accreted ice mass calculated with the finer grid 26 x 26 (272.544 Æg) is closer to the

anal¡ical result (271.428 Ëg) than the ice mass calculated with the coarser gnd 6 x 6
(318.353 kg), as expected.
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Figures (5' 4- l8)-(5. 4. l9), along with the information in Table (5. 4. l) present a study
of the icing results at the frontward step in regards to two different numerical
formulations of multiphase equations with flowing and freezing non-dilute droplets in
supercooled icing conditions. The frrst formulation considers the viscous terms with a

single phase dynamic viscosity of water at t :00 C , whereas the second formulation

excludes the viscous terms from the equations. The differences between the results are

briefl y addressed below.

Figure (5. 4. l8) presents the numerical predictions of shape of the evolving ice

interfaces at an instant of t=500 s. In this set of simulations with different grids, the

viscous terms in the multiphase momentum equations with droplets are excluded from the
formulations' The ice interface shapes are similar than the shapes, predicted with the
viscous terms in Fig. (5.4. l4). The numerical results of accreted ice mass at time 500 s

with and without the viscous terms and the differences between the numerical and

anal¡ical results are presented in Table (5. 4. l). The results from icing simulation with
the finest grid are in the best agreement (below t %) with the analytical results. The
differences between the ice mass results of the both formulations are within an absolute

range of 0.300 %.

Unlike formulation without the viscous terms, it can be noted that formulation with the

viscous terms provides the results, which are in closer agreement with the anal¡ical
temporal solution. It appears that the results without the viscous terms slightly over
predict the ice accretion results, obtained by the formulation with the viscous terms and

analytical prediction. It appears that the viscous terms play apositive role and could be

successfully used in the predictions of the icing simulations. This suggests that small
room between the simulation results from the numerical formulations with and without
the viscous terms is available for modeling of the dispersed phase viscous terms. The
differences between the numerical results can probably be larger (closer agreement with
the independent anal¡ical solution), when considering the assumption that the

multiphase dynamic viscosities of supercooled flowing or freezing water droplets are

larger than the available and used single phase dynamic viscosity of water at t = 00 C

[see also introduction in section (2. l)]. The further investigation in regards to the above
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mentioned modeling of the viscous terms in the governing equations for the multiphase

flow with supercooled droplets is beyond the scope of the thesis.

Figure (5. 4. 19) presents an assessment of time dependent droplet phase

distribution along the bottom (wall) of the domain, neighboring the vertical wall (a first

series of the CVs in the computational domain) at the frontward step. The results of the

droplet volume fraction are obtained from two numerical formulation with and without

droplet phase viscous terms. The differences between the results from the two

formulations are slightly increasing along the domain in the direction to the right wall.

The differences are also increasing in time, as the supercooled droplets accumulate and

freeze at the walls and evolving ice interface [i.e. see the 4-th nodal values form the right

wall (side) of the domain in the figurel. It can be noted that although not significant, the

viscous processes are not negligible in these processes of droplet transport and

accumulation, leading to the ice accretion.

Similar complementary numerical studies of differences among the temporal numerical

solutions as a function of i.e. inlet droplet inertia, droplet phase volume fraction and

temperature for the viscosity of water with each grid of a particular case can produce

additional useful data. The comprehensive bank of such datamay provide further insight

on the viscous processes and modeling of the multiphase water droplet dynamic viscosity

during the droplets transport with icing.

Figure (5. 4. 20) presents the order of accuracy for the numerical solution of ice

interface evolution and mass of the accreted ice at the frontward step. This solution is

obtained from the logarithmic error distribution of the accreted mass of the ice at time

500 s as a function of the logarithmic grid spacing. Numerical solutions with grids of 6 x
6, 12 x 12, 18 x 18 and 26 x 26 are compared against the analytical solution, presented on

Fig. (5. 4.14). A logarithmic coordinate system is used to assess the order of accuracy of
the icing simulation. By decreasing the grid spacin1, Ln (A,x), the solution ercor, Ln

(Error), decreases. The logarithmic error solution function is approximated, yielding a

linear function, Ln(ERR2R):2.2404 Ln( Lx )+7.2821. The slope of this linear

function is approximately 2, which suggests that the numerical solution is approximately

2nd order accurate.
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(iv) Case 4

This simulation case study entails interfacial drag resistance imparted on the
supercooled droplets flowing in an âir stream, impinge on the wall and moving ice
interface and freeze [see Fig. (5.4.21)]. The distance of the vertical wall at the right of
the domain is I'000 m fromthe inlet. The droplets are injected at the inlet of the domain
horizontally at a speed of t't = 2.5 m/s (Dirichlet type of boundary condition). The air
velocity is initially the same as the droplet velocity, but it becomes gradually different
throughout the domain' The whole flow field is changing due to the droplet/air flow
interactions and due to the moving ice interface. The Neumann zero gradient type of
boundary condition for the droplet flow is imposed at the wall and at the ice interface.
The Dirichlet type (io =d ¡ of boundary condition for air flow is imposed at the wall and
at the ice interface' At the top and bottom of the domain, the Neumann zero gradient type
of boundary conditions is imposed for the droplet and air flows. The droplets are heavier
than the air and have appreciable smaller volume fraction. The air has almost no mass
(with respect to droplets) and at the same time satisfies continuity requirement instantly.
The air flow is very sensitive flow. It changes directions quickly. As the most sensitive
phase in the simulation, the air flow requires the smalrest time step. Since the time step in
the computation is constant, it dictates a computation of all phases in the contact. The
time step size for this simulation is determined as Â/ - 9.I 0-3. The results in Fig. (5. 4.2l) are shown for time 1000 s. The scaled drag resistance is 0.05 (norm alized,in regards
to the constant part of the drag term and actual droplet diameter). since the droplets are
not fully immersed in the air flow, the behavior of this flow is significantly different than
in the previous cases' Due to situation of three moving phases in contact, this case study
entails many aspects of a realistic comprehensive icing situation. The droplet flow tends
to exhibit a parabolic type of motion in the gravitational field. The shearing incoming air,
which is slightly pressurized at the wall (where forms a boundary layer) and at the
moving ice interface, progïessively deflects the droplets flow and itself in the upstream
direction' Every deflection of the droplet flow field affects the shape of the evolving ice
interface' The deflected droplet flow arrives at the ice interface with its full velocity and
freeze non-symmetrically. It can be also emphasized that due to influence of drag and
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moving ice interfac e' air flow does not deflect (move away) from the walr nor frommoving ice interface symmetri cally. rt can be observed in Fig. (5. 4. 2r)that air flowtums upwards and carries droplets, despite gravityforcing the droplets downwards. Thedroplets have a slightly larger horizontal verocity component in the upper part of thedomain' since the gravitational deflection of droplets in the lower part of the domain islarger than the upper part of the domain, Therefore, the ice interface gïows slightly fasterin that region' as compared with the lower region of the domain. In the rower part, the airturns downward, carrying the droprets with additional inertia downwards.

some other aspects of the dynamics of the phases are discussed here. The ice accretesinstantly and propagates gradually into the domain in the upstream direction, pushing theair flow in front of it, against the inlet and through the bottom and top side exits of thedomain' As the ice interface (moving Dirichlet air verocity boundary condition)approaches the inlet section (stationary Dirichlet boundary conditions), the droplet andthe air flows become more deflected (near the inlet). such progressive deflection of theflows' especially at the inlet may negatively affect the solver performances. In spite of thecomplexity of this case study involving the sensitive phases with significantry differentmotion' the algorithms execute stable calculations. The results seem to be reasonable.
Elaborate detailed study of this case with coupled droplet-air motion near themoving ice interface and associated validations with an independent method seems to becomplicated or impossible' Avoiding the air adverse pressure gradient influence and flowdeflection near the inlet may require long computational domain and presenting the iceaccretion results at location far from the inlet section. proper modeling of the impingingair onto the vertical wall with its turn along the war and crosely vertical exit through thesides of the domain may require nalrow air stream and relatively long vertical wall. Sincethe moving ice interface changes its unsynrmetricar shape, the probrem of most accuratemodeling of the flows in the domain and at the interface may become insurmountable. Inthe situation with compressed flows, an employment of the compressibre equations ofmultiphase motion is needed.
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õ' õ nxPEBrR[ruFüTAå, BE$ä]K,K$ ÆruEÞ

CTMPAßTSONS

For the purpose of experimental validations of the numerical code, several
experiments were performed and results are presented in this section. The velocity fields
associated with droplet trajectories are measured with the pIV laser-based experimental
technique fchapter (a)]. Furtherïnore, predicted results of ice accretion on a conductor
are compared with Goodwin's law. Past experimental studies by Lu, popplewell and co-
workers [94] have shown close agreement between Goodwin's law and measured data for
rime ice accretion on a circular conductor.

(A) Droplet Flow Trajectories

Three cases are selected for presentation in this section:

Case (1): Vertically injected stream flow into the air,

Case (2): Horizontally injected stream flow into the air,

Case (3): Horizontally injected stream flow into the air,

Case (4): Horizontally injected droplet flow into the air.

The stream flow consists of a disintegrating jet flow with droplets. In these cases, seed
particles are added into the sheam. The dispersed droplet flow is fully formed.

Some results [especially in case (4)] conespond to the camera view region
(Highsense camera view), when presenting the locations lespecially in Figs. (5. 5. l5) -
(5' 5' 18)l' The computational domain for numerical simulations is the same as that in the
carneta view region. A typical camera view region with units is presented in Fig. (5. 5. 6).
In this figure, the dimensions can be read (directions: x-horizontal, y-vertical).

o

a

o

o
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(i) Case tr

The schematic of this experimental design is presenred in Fig. (5. 5. 1). A liquid
water jet with premixed seeding particles falls vertically under gravity in free flow from a
liquid supply container. The surrounding ambient air is quiescent. The exit mass flow rate
of water is 53.-1 mL/s. From classical mechanics, the expected fluid velocity in the view
region of the camera image can be predicted without a dragmodel, lelding the analytical
value of 3'679 m/s. The measured average velocity at this location was 3.g21mls, which
corresponds to an error of approximately 3.7 %o, when compared with the anal¡ical
solution ,: ,[2 g ah. Emproying drag models in the anaryticar fEqs. (2. 5.2.25) - (2. 5.

2' 27)l and numerical [Eqs. (2.3. l) - (2.3.4)] predictions produces lower discrepancies
with measured results.

A sample photographic image of the vertically falling jet with seed particles is
illustrated in Fig. (5. 5. 2). The measured steady state velocity vectors within this vertical
jet flow are presented in Fig. (5. 5. 3). The flow is stable across its width at different
locations along the stream. A central conglomeration of white spots in Fig. (5. 5. 2)
presents flow structures and seed particles. Although seed particles were premixed, some
segments of a group of particles existed. Such particles may be attracted with the flow
structures' Since flow structures and particles reflect the laser light more than a smooth
jet without particles, the central conglomeration of white spots appeared.

(Íi) Case 2

In this case, a liquid water stream fiet) is emitted horizontally from the jet nozzle
system into the quiescent air [Fig. (5. 5. 4)]. Intemal jet flow transforms into external
flow' Apart from the initial pressure force, the dominant external forces that govern its
inertia become jetlair resistance and gravity. The jet with large droplets is feci with seed
particles' The jet passes HighSense ccD camera from the right side, while the camera
takes two images from two subsequent laser pulses. The corresponding image of the jet is
shown in Fig' (5. 5. 5). Spatial windows used in Figs. (5. 5. 5) - (5. 5.7) are created from
the middle section of the most intense reflective laser light form the jet, shown in Fig. (5.
5' 4)' A slight overexposure of the camera can be seen in the middle part of the image,
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which did not affect the accuracy of the measured velocity field. At the exit of the nozzle,

the liquid stream has a diameter of approximately 0.020 n. Without seed particles in this

jet, an insufficient level of illumination is provided in order to successfully implement the

PIV laser method. In this problem, the exit mass flow rate of water is JJ.ó mL/s and the

supply line pressure is 55 Psi + 5 Psí. As a result, the jet flow is not perfectly uniform,

as it slightly oscillates due to the varying pressure field.

Results of the velocity field for this flow are shown in Figs. (5. 5. 6), Fig. (5. 5. 8)

and Fig. (5. 5. 9). Corresponding streamlines are depicted in Fig. (5. 5. 7). From right to

left in Fig. (5. 5. 8), it can be observed that the horizontai component of fluid velocity

decreases. Diffusion through the liquid layer, adjacent to the quiescent air stream

contributes to momentum exchange and the resulting velocity variations. Similar trends

are observed for the vertical velocity component, except that gravity contributes to

acceleration of the fluid from right to left. The analytical results are generated from

analytical solutions Eqs. (2. 5.2. 16) - (2. 5.2. I7), where the quadratic clrag resistance is

considered between the droplets and adjacent air. A comparison of the results Ê'om three

methods is presented in Fig. (5. 5. 9). The numerical results are generated by the

computer code, based on the transitional drag model. The analytical and numerical results

are expected for this extemal jet flow. All results agree within l0 o,4, while a majority

agrees within 6 %.This is reasonable agreement with the PlVmeasured data.

The precision limit and total uncertainty of the jet flow are presented in Fig. (5. 5.

10) and Fig. (5. 5. 1 1) for the jet flow x- and y- directed velocity components (in [%]).

Details of error evaluation are presented in section (4. 3). The results of performed

uncertainty analysis are presented in the camera view region. The results are evaluated

within 95 oró of the measurêd confidence.

Figure (5. 5. 10) presents uncertainty analysis of the jet flow at location x : 85 mm and at

/5 different elevations. The elevations are ranging from y : 5 ntm to .1,' 
: 75 mnt. The

presented minimum / maximum values of the precision limit and total uncertainty lor x-

directed jet velocity are calculated as 1.03851 % / 1.52962 o/o and L82336 % / 2.14126

oÁ, respectively. The minimum / maximum values are obtained at elevation 45 ntm / 65

mm, respectively. The presented minimum / maximum values of the precision limit and

total uncertainty for y-directed jet velocity are calculated as 0. 61372 % / 0.83267 ozó and
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1.61950 % / 1.71448 %, respectively. The minimum / maximum values ar-e obtained at

elevation 25 mm / 75 mm,lespectively. The precision limit and total uncertainty are

reasonably low. The flow is expected to fluctuate, since the line pressure fiuctuation is
about 9.1 %. The uncertainty analysis revealed that this fluctuation has the biggest effect

on the accuracy of the measured velocity field (about S2 %) among all parameters.

Fig. (5. 5. I 1) presents the uncertainty analysis for the jet flow at an elevatio n of y : 25

mm along the domain of the camera view region (horizontal positions). Results are

presented at x-locations, ranging from x : 5 mm (outtet) to x : 95 mm (intet). The

presented minimum / maximum values of the precision limit and total uncertainty for x-
directed jet velocity are calculatedas 1.05654 % / 1.50211 oÁ and 1.g2336 % / 2.l2Ig0
oÁ, respectively. The minimum / maximum values are obtained at elevation 25 mm / 15

mm) tespectively. The presented minimum / maximum values of the precision limit and

total uncertainty for y-directed jet velocity are calculated as 0.0051g % / 0.00glT oÁ and

0.51617 % / 1.75718 oÁ, rcspectively. The minimum / maximum values are obtained at

elevations 25 mm / 5 mm, respectively. The precision limit and total uncertainty are

reasonably low. The flow exits the -rSPS system horizontally lsee Fig. (a. 1. 1. B)1. Larger

fluctuations occur in horizontal xlirection due to the fluctuating pressure that exists in
the jet system. This partly explains why the erïors of the uncertainty analyses for the

horizontal components of the flow are slightly larger than for the vertical coinponents.

(iü) Case 3

A case, similar to that in Case (2) is considered, but with lower pressure in the

supply line. Measured results for this case are shown in Figs. (5. 5. 10) - (5. 5. i 1). At a

lower supply pressure, the horizontal velocity component decreases in this case fFig. (5.

5. 10)1. Despite the influence of drag on each droplet, the magnitude of the ve,rtical

component of velocity increases from right to left. This is due to relatively larger

gravitational acceleration lsee also Fig. (5. 5. 1l)1, acting on droplets. Similar trencls in
the x-direction are observed at different elevations throughout the jet flow. Figure (5. 5.

1l) illustrates these variations at positions of 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm fromthe base of the

camera view region.
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(iv) Case 4

In this case, dispersed droplets are emitted from the nozzles of the atomizer into

the ambient air. Droplet motion upstream from the helicopter engine bay is studied fsee
Fig. (5. 5. 14)1. The PlV-based measurements of the droplet velocity field are perfonned.

Unlike Cases (1) - (3), seed particles are not used within this flow. Laser light is refiectecl

from the droplets themselves lsee Fig. (5. 5. 15)1, before their motion is analyzed by the

PIV software.

Two camera images were needed for each velocity result fsee Fig. (5. 5. l6)]. The

first image shows the positions of droplets at one time. Then, after a time step, a
matching second image of the final positions of droplets determines the movement of the

fluid. Both camera images are divided into interrogation regions, which are used to
measure the displacement of groups of dispersed droplets (based on a FFT correlation

technique).

The measured droplet velocity field is presented in Fig. (5.5. 17). Measured

values for the droplet velocities are presented in Figs. (5. 5. 18) - (5. 5. 19) at diffrrent
locations in the camera view region. The droplet flow is injected into the air from the

right of the domain. Close agreement between experimental, numerical and analytical

[Eqs. (2. 5. 2' 16) - (2. 5. 2. 18)] results are obtained for the horizontal and vortical

components of the droplet velocities. Differences in the results are presented in Figs. (5.

5.20) - (5. 5. 21). The numerical results generally agree with expenmentai Cata within
2 %o- The relative difference between horizontal velocities is smaller than between the

vertical velocities. The discrepancies between results are relatively smaller at the lovøer

elevation than at higher elevation. This is expected, since gravity appreciably d.eflects the

flow in the vertical direction.

Uncertainty analyses are presented for measured droplet velocity fìelds in Fig. (5.

5. 22) and Table (5. 5. 1). Evaluation details are presented in section (a.. 3). The precision

limit and total uncertainty for horizontal (x) and vertical f,,) droplei velocities are

presented in l%1. The results are evaluated within 95 % of the measured confidence.

Figure (5. 5. 22) presents the dishibution of precision limit and total uncertainty for

measured droplet velocities v¿,, across the width of the domain at three horizontal

locations x : 0.085 m Q the inlet of the domain), x : 0.045 m (- the center of the
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domain) and x : 0.010 m (- outlet of the domain). The droplets are scattered around the

core region of the flow fsee Fig. (5. 5. 22)]. The core of the flow changes - moves

downward (depicted in the smaller schematics of that flow in Fig. [5. S. 22)l as the

droplets travel from the inlet to the outlet of the domain (camera view region). This can

be observed in the figure. Sections with the minimum errol's at each x-Location are

decreasing in y-direction as flow passes from the inlet to the outlet of the domain. ln the

regions outside the core of the flow, there is a lack of sample data, which increases the

precision limit and total uncertainty. The presented minimum / maxirnun values of the

precision limit and total uncertainty for at location x : 0.085 tn in Fig. (5. 5. 22) are

calculated as 0.28772 % /.5.41698 oÁ and 1.52607 % / 5.62045 %, respecrively. At
location x: 45 mm,the presented minimum / maximum values of the precision liinit and

total uncertainty are calculated as 0.72774 o,ó / 9.Ig2g7 94 and 1.66605 / 9.31434,

respectively. At location x : I0 mm, the presented minimum / maximurn values o1' the

precision limit and total uncertainty arc calculated as 1.26500,% / 6.97534 % and

1.961 2 I % / 7.1 3453 oÁ,respectively.

The results from the uncertainty analysis for the x-directed rJroplet velocities are

presented in Table (5. 5. 1). The precision limit and total uncertainty are eva\u.ated along

thedomain (x:0.010 ffi,x= 0.045 mandx:0.085 m)atelevations¡, :35 m¡narity:
40 mm. At an elevation of y : 35 mm, the minimum / maximum values fi¡r the precision

limit and total uncertainty are evaluated as 3.28292 % / 4.83967 % and 3. 5ASg4 % /
5-0664 oÁ, respectively. At an elevation of y : 40 mm,the minimum / rraximum values

for the precision limit and total uncertainty are evaluated as 1.59799 % / 4. 52032 ?í, and

2.19082 % / 4.76229 oÁ,respectively. The total uncertainty is reasonably low. The alroplet

flow is expected to fluctuate to some extent, since this quite nanow flow is disper-sed and

mainly controlled by the line pressure. The droplets are scattered around the core region

where there is a lack of sample data, which increases the precision limil and total

uncertainty.
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(B) Icing on a Conductor

This case represents another droplet flow, which is vertically injected into the

surrounding air, while falling onto the conductor. The schematic of the physical situation

and numerical setup is presented in Fig. (5. 5.23). Due to the syrnmetry of the physical

problem, only ll4 of the domain was numerically simulated. The droplet diameter is

D¿ = 1.5 mm. The inlet boundary conditions are vO. : (A,-5.241)þ" / sl,

i 
" 

: (0 ,0) [ * / s/ and Þ¿ = 0.000 1 . The initial conditions are set to zera (nonaalized)

values for all physical quantities. Droplets are injected into quiescent air at their terminal

velocity. This velocity was analytically predicted beforehand. Droplets are expcsed to

gravity, drag and buoyancy. The numerically calculated impact velocity at the cylincler is

siightly larger than the velocity prescribed at the inlet of the corn;outational domain.

The shape of the evolving ice interface was numerically predicted. Tho results of

the predicted ice shape with radial ice distribution on the cylinder at atitne of t : i 2 h are

presented in Fig. (5. 5. 24). The fastest ice buildup occurs where the angle between the

flow and the cylinder is maximum. Subsequently, the slowest or no ice accretion appears

where the angle is smallest, as expected. It appears to be a general observarion that higher

droplet volume fractions in the air and bigger diameters of the cylinder lead t,r less

uniformly distributed ice around that object. This corresponds to the situation in Frg. (5.

s.24).

Furthermore, a process of comparing the ice shape on the conductor in Fig. (.5. 5.

24) with experiment al data is presented in this section. The numerical resuiß are

compared with Goodwin's law and measured data through the dirnensioriless tiile and

equivalent thickness of ice around the cylinder. The iced area- around the cylincler was

transformed into an equivalent ice arca and the ratio was used to deiermine the

dimensionless parameters. The ice shape is presented as a cylinchical anguktr fuinction,

dh:f(0/. It is plotted wìth the radius of the cylinder |R,u:0.175 iz). This height

distribution encompasses the numerically predicted ice area. The area between ihe

curves, dh: f (g ) and R"vtd =0.175 m lsee Fig. (5. 5.24)1, is the nu-mericall¡' predicted

area of deposited ice (A,). From the ratio :t, the equivalent ice thickness, ô , was
A"yld,
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calculated. The variable ð iepresents the uniformly distributed ice arounrl thr:: ccnductor.

The thickness ô was further scaled and a representative conductor thickrress, õ 
u, 

was

determined based on Ref. [91].

Then, ô 
* 

is calculated as

^* ôò :-.
R"ytd,

The dimensionless time, /*, was determined from Goodwin's law

i.e.,

**t x2E .

(s. s. t)

fsee Fig. (5. s.2s)],

(5. 5.2)

(s. 5. 3)

From Eq. (5. 5.2),the dimensionless precipitation rate of droplets was calculatr:d as
*_

n t p¡nRcyldr

2p* t

where the densities of water and ice are p¡ = '1000 kg / m3 and p ¡ : 800 ,Lg / m3

respectively. The experimental ice thicknesses on the conductor and the dropiet yolume

fractions in the air are calculated from Eq. (5. 5. 3). The expenmental vaiues are

compared with corresponding numerical and analytical vaiues in Table (5 5. 2). The

values show relatively good agreement. These results suggest that the nu'meiically

calculated area of the ice on the conductor and maximum thickness clf the accreted ice

exhibit reasonably good agreement with measured data.

At this point, the code does not contain experimental d,ata for predictions of re-

distribution of excess ice (ice shape evolution for a variety of realistic siiuatiorrs). The

icing algorithm works alongside the flow algorithms. It uses information fi'r¡in tiie floin,

and volume fraction fields to track an evolving ice interface. Experimu-n tel d,ata for

modeling of droplet flow at the evolving interface should be cleveioped in the iciirg

tunnel. The temporal - spatial evolution of ice buildup and re-distnbution of'cx¿ess ice

towards impinging flows should be further studied for different objects anC conditions,

according to experimental functions incorporated into the numerical code.
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CIIAPTER 6

CONCLUSTONS ANI)
BECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEABCII

6"I CONCLUSTONS

A focus of this Ph.D. research work was to develop deeper understanding of
multiphase flow processes with icing on surfaces and to develop a 2_D icing
numerical simulator. Two parts of this research were completed: dispersed flow and
ice modeling' The parts were assessed with analytical, numerical and experimental
methods' The validation tools and case studies were mainly developed. The main
conclusions of this thesis are summarized as follows.
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c Scaling' order of Magnifude and similarity anaryses were applied to assessand quantify the physics of dispersed flow in a uniform airstream. A croser anarysiswas performed for the droplet flow within a parallelair stream near the flat surface.Analytical solutions were developed for this special case (i.e. similarity solutions).

o Lagrangian analytical tools and two-dimensional solutions were developed forvalidation of the numerical dispersed flow and icing predictions. The anal¡ical results
agreed with numerical results.

c A numericar Eurerian based cvFEM method was deveroped for two_dimensional dispersed (droplet) flow and rime ice applications. It was accommodated
into an existing PHASES numerical progïam. wall and ice interface conditions for thedispersed flow were modered as Neumann conditions, while the air flow wassimulated with Dirichret boundary conditions. A transitional drag mode, ;;;implemented into the code to simurate a variety of low-Re and high-Re regimes. Amomentum-diffusion function for the droplet velocity at the interface was introduced

to suppress its effect, when ice completes its growth in the control volume. A two_dimensional rime ice evolution method, with linear and parabolic tracking of iceinterface preconditioning and excess ice distribution, was deveroped. Gridindependence and initial condition independence of results were obtained. validations
were carried out for a variety of droplet flows, air flows and icing conditions forvarious geometries (straight walrs and channels, sharp steps, cyrindricar steps andcylinders)' The most sensitive phase (air) was observed to strongly affectcomputational stability of all other phases. The effects of relative resistances betweenphases in contact were studied (i.e., full and zero gravitaltional deflection of dropletsin the air stream; freestream and near-wall regions). The numerical resurts fordispersed droplet flow and ice interface evolution were successfuily compared againstanalytical and experimental results.
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e Experimental work was carried out for dispersed and jet flow applications, as
well as for the icing on a helicopter scoop. Three nozzle systems (two systems for
long distances and one system for short distances), and a stream-jet system were
developed for injection of dispersed and continuous liquid flows (droplet and jet
flows)' Several experiments were designed for droplet flow and icing with the pIV
laser based technique and with FlowManager software 4.20.25. The experiments
were conducted in closed-loop water and spray-icing tunnels. The dispersed (droplet)
and continuous (et) velocities and droplet diameters were measured. The results agïee
well with numerical velocity results. Goodwin's law for ice thickness measurements
on a curved surface (conductor) showed close agreement with the numerical results.

6. 2 RECOiVTIUENDATTONS FOB
F'UTUBE RESEABCII

Recommendations for numerical and experimental parts of the future research are
outlined below.

(1) The following extensions to the numerical research work are suggested:
o modeling of additional forces acting on droplets at the iced aircraft surfaces with
respect to the experimentally obtained data (i.e. drag, lift and electromagnetic forces);

o modeling of droplet diameter distribution in the non-differential drag term in the
momentum equation, based on experimental data;
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6 modeling of break-up and splash-back mechanisms for dispersed phase motion.

The former mechanism can be modeled in the entire region, while the latter

mechanism mainly applies after the flow impacts on the evolving ice interface;

@ development of ice tracking algorithms for different droplet flows, air flows and

icing conditions and geometries. Experimental data from the spray-icing tunnel can be

incorporated into the numerical model;

c experimental data can be produced in the tunnel for modeling droplet flow at the

ice interface (such as diffusion processes);

' development of the numerical algorithm for two-dimensional glaze ice modeling

with run-off and run-back flows;

o improvement of pre- and post-processing of the numerical results.

(2) The following extensions to the experimental work are suggested:

' determination of single and multiphase flow physical properties (i.e. transport,

such as dynamic viscosity) of super/sub-cooled water and incorporation into the

numerical algorithms;

' investigation of forces acting on droplets in the vicinity of their impact on the ice

interface and other solid surfaces in the icing tunnel. Some effects, such as

electromagnetic influences on the surfaces, can be studied in the tunnel;

o investigation of icing processes of ice interface propagation, including processes

under varying temperatures;

o the atomizet should be finalized for rime ice applications (such as anti-free zing);
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o the long distance pressurized nozzles with micro diameters should be finalized and

used for accurate droplet flow measurements in the tunnel;

c the novel PIV FlowManager for dispersed flow applications should be used for
droplet flow velocity measurements. This would improve the quality of results,

especially in the transition region (droplet flow to film flow in glazeice applications).
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Figure r. 2. l: Sample Ice Accretion on a surface (source - Intemet: NASA Lewis

Research Center, C9g -193)
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Figure 1.2.2: Droplet Flow with Helicopter Icing
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Table 2. 4. l: The parameters for the Scaling, sensitivity, order of Magnitude and
Similarity Analyses
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Table 2. 4. 2: characteristic parameters in order of Magnitude Analysis
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Droplet rrajectories for inlet u = 2.s m/s and lce lnterface position t=0.04 s
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VOLUME FRACTION EQUATION

ITERATION CYCLE
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Figure 3.6.1: General Solution Algorithm
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Figure 4. l. L l: Long Distance Nozzle system withzeroDegree pressure

Washer Nozzles (J. Kozub, M. Mitanez)

Figure 4. l. 1.2: LongDistance Nozzle system with Frare end cap Nozzles (J.

Kozub, M. Milanez)
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Figure 4' l. l. 3: old Atomizer with the old settings (Airfoil Frame-Left, 'Water

Tubs and Air Tubs_RighÐ _ J. Andersonpal

Figure 4. l. L 4: Old Atomizer with Droplet_Air Flow

Figure 4. I. 1. 5: Freezing Nozzles of the Old Atomizer

Marko Milanez
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Figure 4.1. L 6: Network of Tubes in the New Atomizer (M. Koupriyanov, M.

Milanez)

Figure 4.1.1.7: Dispersed Droplet Flow Atomizedby Medium (Left) and High

(RighÐ Pressurized Air (Premixed Mist Flow in the Nozzle Mixing Chambers),
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Figure 4.1. l. 8: Experimentar Setup of stream Flow (up) with the pulsed Laser
(Down), (M. Mitan ez, M. Koupriyanov,)
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Figure 4' 1' l' 9: Laser Measurements of velocity Fierd with Intemal water Flow and
Premixed Seed particles

Figure 4. I. r. r0: Laser Measurements of velocity Field with Externar
Dispersed Droplet Flow (without Seed particles)

Reflecting Optics
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Droplet 5mm, l\mm
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Camera View
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Figure 4. I. I. 1 1: Laser Measurements of Velocity Field with Dispersed
Droplet Flow Sprayed from Long Distance (without Seed Particles)
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Figure 4.2.2.2: pIV cross - correlation Technique within the plVEvaluation

Method
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Interrogation Area

l¡-

Particle Drop - Out Top - Hat Window

Figure 4. 2. 2. 3: Loss of Correlation Signal Due to Absence of Particles in the

Interrogation Area and Enlargement of Area (Accommodation of Phantom Particles)
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multiphase
flow with
droplets

light sheet
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Figure 4.2.3.1: Schematic of the pIVLaser Based Setup
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Figure 4.4.I: Rime Ice Buildup on Helicopter Scoop (Case 1)

Figure 4. 4.2: Glaze Ice Buildup on Helicopter Scoop (Case 2)
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INJECTED DROPLETS

Figure 5. l. 1: Schematic of the Injected Droplet Case
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Figure 5. 3. l: Problem Schematic (Case 1)
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Figure 5.3.2: controlvolumeGrids: 6x6, gxg, I0x . 
0, I2x 12, Igx Igand,26x

26 (Casel)
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Figure 5' 3' 3: Droplet Velocity Fields for uo,,r = 2'5m/ sand Grids: 6 x 6' I x
8, I0 x 10, I2 x 12, 18 x 18, 26 x 26 (Case l)
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Figure 5.3. 4: Droplet Velocity Fields for uo,,* =7 m/ s and Grids: 6 x 6, g x g,

I0 x 10, 12 x 12, 18 x IB, 26 x 26 (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 3. 5: A Relative Comparison of the Droplet Velocity Fields (Left)
Influenced by the Air Field (Rieht) for a Scaled (Reduced) Interfacial Drag of 0.001

(Up) and 0.005 (Down)
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Figure 5. 3. 8: Magnitude of Droplet Velocities (t : 0.5 s; Case l)
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-è Droplet lmpact Position [at the wall (x = 1 m)]
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right boundary:
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Figure 5. 3. l3: Problem Schematic (Case 2)
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Figure 5.3.14: DropletVelocityFields for uo,,*:7m/ s and Grids 12 x 12, 16x 16,
20 x 20 and 24 x 24 (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 3. 15: Air Velocity Fields for uo,,¡n =7 m/ s and Grids I2 x 12, 16 x 16, 20 x
20 and 24 x 24 (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 3. 16: Droplet Velocity Fields (Left) Influenced by the Air Field

(RighÐ for Interfacial Drag with Do :0.00008 m (Up) and

D¿ = 0.00030 m (Down) - (Case 2)
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Figure 5.3.23: Grids of I2 x 12,27 x 27,48 x 48 and,75 x 75 (Case 3)
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Figure 5.3.24: DropletVelocityFields for u¿,,r:7m/ s and Grids I2 x 12,

27 x 27, 48 x 48 and 75 x T5 (Case3)
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Figure 5.3.25: Air Velocity Fields for ud,rN :7 m/ s and Grids I2 x 12, 27 x

75 (Case3)27, 48 x 48 and 75 x
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Figure 5. 3. 26: Droplet Velocity Fields (Left) Influenced by the Air Field

(RighQ for Interfacial Drag with Dd = 0.00008 m (Up) and

Da :0.00030 rz (Down) - (Case 3)
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Droplet Volume Fraction fþ Ðin Ice Interface Propagation
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Figure 5. 4.3: Spreading Ice with Evolving Ice Interface Position at Times: 417 s, 1042 s,
1667 s and 2292 s (Case t)
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Figure 5' 4.7: Ice Spreading with Ice Interface Evolution at Time: 400 s,600 s,900 s and
I200 s (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 4. 10: Air Flow at the Evolving Ice Interface (Case 2)
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Figure 5- 4- 12: Ice Spreading with Ice Interface Evolution at Time: 400 s,
600 s, 900 s and 1200 s (Case 3)
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Figure 5.4.13: Ice Spreading with Ice Interface Evolution at Time: 400 s, 600 s, 900 s

and 1200 s (Case 3)
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Domain at the Frontward Step at Various Times (Case 3)

Time Step 0.01 s
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-€- Logarithmic Error Distribution of Accreted
lce Mass at Time 500 s
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Figure 5. 4.20: Numerical Enor Distribution of Accreted Ice Mass at Time t : 500.s as a

Function of Grid Spacing, fn(nx) (Case 3)
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Figure 5- 4.21: Numerical Simulation of the Droplet (Left) and Air Flows (Right) with
the Scaled Interfacial Drcg of 0.0J and the Evolving Ice Interface (Case 4)
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Seeding Partcles
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CCD Camera View Region
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Pulsed Laser
Reflection Set-up

Figure 5. 5. 1: The Experimental Setup for Vertical Jet Flow (Case 1)
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Figure 5. 5.2: Camera Image: Vertical Jet Flow (Case 1)

Figure 5. 5. 3: Measured Velocities for Vertical Jet Flow (Case 1). Inlet Velocity

Magnitude :3.215 mls
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Figure 5. 5.4: Jet Flow Trajectory (Case 2)

Figure 5. 5. 5: Illuminated Particles in Flow (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 5' 6: Measured Droplet Velocities (Case 2). Inlet Velocity Magnitude :4.251 m/s

Figure 5.5.7: Measured Droplet Streamlines (Case 2)
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Experimental, Analytical and Numerical Velocity Profiles for
Jet Flow at a Camera Elevation of y = 0.055 m
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Figure 5. 5. 8: Jet Flow Velocity Components (Case 2)
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Figure 5. 5. 12: Measured Droplet Velocities (Case 3). Inlet Velocity Magnitude : 2-092 m/s
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Figure 5. 5. 13: Measured Vertical velocity component (case 3)
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Figure 5. 5. 14: Schematic of Dispersed Droplet Flow Case
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Figure 5. 5. i5: PIV Laser Based Measurements of the Droplet Velocities (Case 4)

Figure 5. 5. 16: Illuminated Droplets (Case 4; Frame I - left and Frame 2 - nght)
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Figure 5.5. l7 Measured Droplet Velocities (Case 4). Inlet Velocity Magnitude : 9.649 m/s
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Figure 5. 5. 18: Droplet Velocity Components (Case 4)
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Figure 5. 5. 19: Droplet Velocity Components (Case 4)
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Figure 5. 5.20: Error Distributions for Droplet Trajectories Along the Domain (Case 4)
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Figure 5.5.21: Error Distributions for Droplet Trajectories Along the Domain (Case 4)
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Droplet

";:fi:il:r * r- I "-t'ïtì'"îrimit "-t"ttYncertainrv
u Im/s]
at y :0.035
(vtml)

0.010 3.28292 3.60884

0.045 3.29729 3.62t91

0.08s 4.83967 5.0664

aty:0.040
(vIml)

0.010 4.52032 4.76229

0.045 r.s9799 2J9082

0.085 3.16067 3.49800

Table 5. 5. 1: Errors for Measured Droplet Velocities at Elevations y and Positions x in

the Camera View Region
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Figure 5. 5' 25: Numerical and Experimental Results of the Droplet Volume Fraction

( B ) and Maximum Ice Thickness (A,h*o*) on the conductor with a Diameter

0.'1-0.1

of D, :0'350 m

, ----ETl

Quantity
x1,x2

Error

It-\.tn 
pa CVFEM Goodwin's

Law

B t-l
þrurrþup 3.410 1.0000E-4 1.0353E-4

N4,*[nt]
MuurrMu¡ 5.487 0.0979 . t035
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Physical
Quantities

xl'x2

Relative
Error

l'-ål "' tnl

Numerical
Results

(cvFEM)

Experimental
Results

(Goodwin's
Law)

Analytical
Results

p t-l

þ nu*,Þ nrp

þ ru*,9 ønaly

Þ analy,F 
"*p

0.034

0.0000

0.034

1.0000E-4

1.0000E-4

1.0000E-4

1.0353E-4

1.03538-4

t.03s3E-4

1.00008-4

1.00008-4

1.0000E-4

Lh*o* [ mJ

Lhn *, LhexP

Lhru*,Lhonoly

Lhonoly , Lhexp

5.487

2.t48

3.4t2

0.0979

0.0979

0.0979

.1 035

.1035

.103s

.1000

.1000

.1000

Table 5. 5.2: Comparison between Results of the Droplet Volume Fraction and Ice

Thickness with Different Methods for the conductor with a Diameter of D" = 0.350 m
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AppendÍx I

ESTABLTSHTf,ENT OF SCALEII

PABATIETERS

A detailed procedure of the scaling analysis from section Q. Q is presented

here.

For both low-Re and high-Re flow regimes, drag factor f canbe approximated

bv (Ref. l8l)

-f = I + 0.1 5 Reo687 + 0.0175 Re,.
I + 4.25.104 Re-t't6

(A. 1. 1)

The relative Re¡molds number in Eq. (4. 1. 1) is calculated as follows:

R", = nollo -ç'l 
= R", = 140.076. ( A. t.2)

v a
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The drag factor becomes

f:]+0.]5Re0.687+0.0]75Re,#+f=5.49]].(A.1.3)

The closure drag relations are required for computations of x- and y-droplet

momentum equations, which yields:

þ, =Ê+ => þv =0.2236 kg/(m's) (A' 1' 4)
'/ Dt.

a

Igp"

The droplet velocity in y-direction is derived from the droplet phase fraction equation,

i.e.,

firø,r,¡*firø,pav¿,,r.*,þ¿p¿va,y):0. (A. 1. s)

Inidividual terms are calculated below.

oThetransienttermyields,!{øoro)=0.2000 kg/(mts) (4. 1.6)
ot

¡ The convective term yields:

ôI
*( Þ aP ava,, ) = i( Þ oP ¿v¿,, ) . (4. 1. 7)

I

i{Þoooro,,):o.2ooo 
kg /(m's). (4. 1. 8)

o Finally, the droplet velocity in the y-direction can be evaluated as follows:

lrB,pava,l=-l!rþopo)*lrþoporo,)1 (A. r.e)oy Lot ox I
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l, u,P ava y, : -ll, þ oP o ) . lr Þ oo ouo, )f

vd,r:-4'0000 m/s'

Droplet y-momentum equation is estimated based on

parameters, term-by-terrn, as follows.

o Thetransienttermis: *rUrp¿va,y):-,0.7998 kg/(*tst). (4. t. 12)
ot

â. The x-convective term is: fi( Þ oO oro,rvo,, ) : - 0.7998

. The y-convective term is: !(þoOoro.,vo., ) = 1.5997
ov

o The mass force term is: I d,,nvd,, = 0.0000 kg / (mtst).

APPENDIX

o The viscous term

c The viscous term rs:

(A. 1.

(A. 1.

the representative scaled

kg / (m's') .

(A. 1. 13)

kg / (m's') .

(A. 1. 14)

(A. 1. ls)

10)

1t)

o The pressure term is: - B o 14- = -lo-6 lLôy 0.01

is: ø,*( tu,9þl =-r.4328.r0-ad"v\ oy )

B,ll u,( %. %ll * 3 562r ro-5' " ô"1' "l ôx ôy )l

: -Io-4 p¿ t g 4*2 12).

(A. 1. 16)

kg / (m's') .

(A. 1. 17)

kg / (m's') .

(A. 1. 18)

kg / (m's').

(A. 1. re)

The drag force term is: þr(r,,, - rd,, ): 1.0061
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o The y-gravity FaPagy :0.0098 kg /(m's').

(A. 1.20)

(A. 1. 21)

(A. r.22)

(A. 1.23)

(A. 1.24)

(A. 1.2s)

(^. r.26)

term 15:

The force in Eq. (4. 1 . 2l ) accounts for the effect of a non-uniform flow field, which

is expected in the boundary layer. It is usually combined with other algebraic drag

e The Faxen force is: Fr¿x = U", +y,ro.

forces. Its y-component expression is:

D D: ( ô_!r-- ô'u,,r lf r,ex,¡,:þoT;l*4.Ë)

Frn*,, = 6.6588.10-ta (tcgm)/ s' .

o The Saffmann lift force is:

F rno, : r.6 r D2d ( v op o ll l^ "ai tG " - 
v ¿)x a 

"1.

Frnoo,, * 5'6644.10-8 kgm/ s2

It arises due to rotation, induced by the velocity gradient between two points on the

droplet surface (usually treated as top - bottom), as droplets and surrounding fluid are

in contact. They-component expression is:

Fruoo,, : ,( ôu,., A",, ll
-vd*)[ * -Ë)]

c Another lift force (Magnus force) arises due to rotation of the particle only. It is
expressed by



APPENDIX

_t
Fu¿o =1o"lr"

where the lift coefficient and relative angle velocity are expressed as

oolrol
wLR:---- J

lvo -val
L

6, =6d -tV xva.

Based on scaling parameters used in this study, this force is negligible.

stress term becomes

- &, u, p av a yva,y ) : 
&lu,u, (+ . T)l

*lu,-{+.+ll x -r 4328 ro-a kg /(m,s,)oyL -( dy dy )l

- *, u, p ¿v ¿,tv ¿,*, : *lu, -,(+ . T)l
*lr,-,(+.%ll = 3 562r ro-5 kg /(m,s,)arl " "( ôx ôy )l

Assembling terms in the droplety-momentum equation yields:

(v,

a
l"

^f
t

-rolC to
-v¿ )xrlr-,

-1v.o l
1 ulzl

(4. r.27)

(4. 1.28)

(A. t.2e)

(A. 1.30)

(A. r.31)

(A. 1.32)

(A. 1.33)

¡ The turbulent terms in the droplet momentum equations are modeled by the

Boussinesq approximation. For the droplety-momentum equation, the main turbulent

o For/-momentum equation, the cross diffi;sion turbulent stress term becomes
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-0.7998 -0.7998 + 1.5997 =
0.0000 - I0-o pa - 1.4328.10-a + 3.5621.10-5 + 1.0061+0.0098

+ 6.6588.10-'a + 5.6644.10-8 -1.432g.10-a + 3.5621.10-5.

From this result, the dispersed phase pressure can be calculated as

p¿ = o.loI6.tos kg / (ms').

(A. 1.34)

(A. 1.3s)

The pressure magnitude in Eq. (4. 1. 38) is inserted into the subsequent droplet x-

momentum equation in the pressure term.

Similarly, x-momentum equation is analyzed based on the representative scale

parameters, term-by-terrn, as follows.

. The transient term is: 
frførrUr,,):7.9984 

kg/(mtst).

(A. i.36)

. The x-convective term is: 
fif ø r, nr,,va., ) = 7.9984 kg / (mt st) .

(A. 1.37)

. The y-convective term is: {,{Þororo.,va,r)=-15.9968 kg/(mtst).
oy

(A. 1.38)

o The mass force term is: I o,^r0,, : 0.0000 kg / (*t tt) . (4. t. 39)

r The pressure term is: -þ , * = -0.0508 kg / (mt st) . (4. 1. 40)

o rhe viscous term is: U,*(tu,+)= 3.5820.10-6 kg /(m's').

(A. 1. 41)
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o rhe viscous term is: u,*l-,(+.+)l=7.r242 rr-a kg / (m's') .

(A.1.42)

kg / (m's') .

(A. L 43)

(A. t.44)

t.4s)

1.46)

(A.1.47)

(A. 1.48)

(4. 1.4e)

(A. 1. s0)

o The drag force term is: þr(u.,, -va., ): -7.9252

c The x-gravity termis: þap¿g,=0.0000 kg/(mtst).

o The rç-component of the Faxen force yields

Dt, ( ôt, ô2v I
þ ,n*., = lLoT +l _+L + o'Y 

II [ ôx' arù)
Fo^,., = 3.3294.10-15 kgm/ s2 .

(A.

(A.

o The rç-component of the saffmann lift force is evaluated as follows.

Frn,,,, = r. 6 r D'zd (v" o,)"'l?on - +l-"' l{, ",, -u r,)(* +\
Frnor., * -7.2827.10-e kgm/ s2 .

o For x-momentum equation, the main turbulent stress term becomes

- *, u, p dva,Y ¿, > filo, u,(* . +)l
*lu*,(+ . +)]= 3 5820 r o-6 kg / (m's')

¡ For x-momenfum equation, the cross diffusion turbulent stress term becomes



lu,-,(+.+)]-*rr,Pava,,va,¡l : fi
ll B,u,(9?-.a",, )loyL \oy *))

APPENDIX

(A. 1.51)

N 2.1242.10' kg / (mts'). (A.1. s2)

Assembling terms in droplet x-momentum equation yields:

7.9984 +7.9984 - 15.9968 =

0.0000 - 0.0508 + 3.5920.10-o +7.1242.10-o _7.8252 +0.0000
+3.3294. I0-" -7.2g27. I 0-o + 3.5820.10-6 +7.1 242. I 0-^.

(4. l. s3)

Values from first to last in Eq. (4. 1. 53) represent the following terms in the x-
momentum droplet equation: transient, x-convective, y-convective, mass force,

pressure, normal stress, shear stress, non-differential drag, Faxen, Saffmann and two
turbulent terms. Table (2. 4. l) represents the summarized magnitudes of the terms in
the y and;r droplet momentum equations. Based on the scaling analysis above, it can

be concluded that only the following terms in the droplet x-momentum equation are

important; transient, convection and source drag.

The steady-state droplet x-momentum equation (spatially averaged form) is
established throughout the entire domain above a flat plate as follows:

f,{ø r r rr'r,, ) . * ( B ¿ 
p ¿r¿,,v a,y) = - Þ, ( r0,, - | o,, ) .ox' ' Oy

(4. 1.54)
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AppendÍx 2

ESTABLTSHNIENT OF' ORDEB OF'

IVTAGNITUDES F'Olß DISPERSED).

F'LOW 1UOIUENTUÌVT E QUATTONS

In this appendix, an order of magnitude analysis is performed on important

terms in final x-momentum equation. Unlike the previous scaling analysis, this

analysis establishes the final relations between terms in the droplet momentum

equations. It also determines the specifics of how the momentum deflection and

stream function are determined, as well as their limitations. The analysis represents a

unique contribution over past single phase analyses to determine the similarity
parameter, q . The signs (+ or -) in the terms of the equation are retained throughout

the analysis.
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The droplet x-momentum equation is written in an order of magnitude form
fsee Eq' (A'2. l)]. It is assumed that all terms in the equation have the same order of
magnitude' Therefore, the terms representing the momentum transport in multiphase
flow with droplets can be compared on an individual basis lfor additional details, see

section (2' 4), (ii) order of Magnitude Analysisl. The va,,,, droplet velocity represents

o The x-momenfum /-convective term and air part of the drag force are related:

o The x-momentum -r-convective term and droplet part of the drag force are related by

the velocity at the edge of the momentum deflection layer.

ò( þ' 0,.:',,, 
I . a ( þ o p o'0,,,,'0,,1 :, l-Þ, { ro .,, - r",, )1.[x)[v)

u(**l=a (-þ,v0,,)

o (þoPo'0,,'r'o,r',l= a (þrv".,).[v)

From Eq. (4. 2. l),the following limited x_velocity is obtained:

vs -^, : o( -Jt-r\ct-'r'I 
I poþ," )

rd,,,, = O ¡-C *¡ '

The parameterC is determined as

/a 
- 

þ,

þ oPo

The magnitude of the C is presented in Table (2. 4.

momentum deflection is obtained as follows,

(A.2. t)

(4.2.2)

(A.2.3)

(A.2.4)

(A.2. s)

(A.2.6)

l). From Eq. (4. 2. 3), the
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ôã
*( F aPava.,.v¿,, ) + fi{ F roava.yvd,y ) = - þr( r0,, - vo,, ) .

From the order of analysis on the part of droplety-momentum equation:

o( þoporo,,,ro,r\_"[- 4' 1=o(þ""''')'

Therefore, the droplety-velocity component is obtained from Eq. (A.2.
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v.a,y

Since the quantities under the square root

dropped. The expression in Eq. (A. Z. 12)

which yields the following equation,

They-droplet velocity is obtained from droplety-momentum equation, i.e.,

(^.2.7)

(A.2. 8)

(A.2. e)

(A.2. 10)

(A.2. t|)

11), i.e.,

(A.2. t2)

are always positive, the .-, sign can be

needs to be inserted into Eq. (A. 2. 9),

(A.2. t3)
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Squaring Eq. (4. 2. 13), canceling the extra y terms and dropping the order symbol

(O),the equation for they-momentum deflection yields

l-q-1,
(. þoìo ) '''' 

2

l)
va,x

(" I
T =cl-Il*'

{v l\ 4,.r ./

(A.2. t4)

(4.2. ls)

(A.2. t6)

(A.2. 17)

following

(A.2. l8)

(4.2. te)

As mentioned before, the self-similar behavior of the x-velocity profile in the y-
direction along the plate is attempted to be established. In this regard, the ratio of the

arbitrary droplet x-velocity and limited droplet x-velocity is used as follows:

'o'' = r( Z)
vd,*,, \Y /
vd,, :F(n).

v,
a ,x,y

Inserting the corresponding parameters into Eq. (A.2. 17) yields the

expressions,

v.
a-f

Pv-x
þ¿P¿

v,a,Í
Í)
Pv

þ ¿P¿

I
v

/'1 a,l' ¿L-;x
va,x

,(#co¡¡s),

where the constant is defined as
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CONS:
v

c _!:
vã,,

From Eq. (4. 2. l8), the similarity parameter is recognized as follows:

2y v.,
t2^ x (,v

ya

1)

\=+coNS.x'

The parameter in Eq. (4. 2. 19) is a new independent variable. It

similarity parameter. In conclusion, self-similar velocity profiles can

the velocity field in this problem.

(A.2.20)

(A.2.2t)

(A.2.22)

represents the

be derived for
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AppendÍx 3

ESTABLISIINIENT OF' TIIE
DTSPE RSEI). FLOW Y-MOMENTUM

EQUATION

In this appendix, spatial averaging of the y-momentum equation is presented.

This averaging procedure is performed for the following four terms in Eq. (2.2. 6) of
Chapter 2 as follows: (i) second term, (ii) third term, (iii) fifth term and (iv) sixth

term.
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(i) Second Term

ñ,( prV tit ) : pN í 1,0,0 )(v¡o,vry,v¡,, )

ñ,( pN rit ) = PÈ.r *vu

p t (ñ yl t )v to : p olo l,o ¡¡vto,v tE,rø )þø

p¡r(ñri¡ )v¡* : pkvrq,vb

The convection term includes the turbulent

as follows.

píñyit )ru : pk(vb,vø +õv¡rõv¡o)

Furthermore,

ñ*j := ( I ,0,0 )( p ¡,1 -¡o I
ñrj :: ( pt -t k,xx,a k,xy,a t,r, )

nr( f t -r k,xx,< k,xy ,a k,*, ) =
(0J,0)( p¡ -a k,xx,a k,ry,< k,*, )

ñr,( Pt -T k,xx,4 k,xy,4 k,r, ) = pt -T k,xy

As a result, the second term becomes

_ a_
', ôrtir(Ptvtit+i*)::
ôr 'r

*LP n(rÞrto +õv¡0,ôv6 ) -t t,rrl

(ii) Third Term

nr( PN Fr) = pN t (01,0)(v¡o,v¡r,v¡,,)

ñr( prV r,ir, ) : ptV tvtE

(A.3. 1)

(A.3.2)

(A.3.3)

(A.3.4)

fluctuating component of the velocity,ôv,

(A.3. s)

(4.3.6)

(A.3.7)

(A.3.8)

(A.3. e)

(A.3. 10)

(A.3. 11)

(A.3. t2)
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P¡(ñr,i¡)v4,

p¡(ñrl¡, )v¡, =

Expanding the results in terms of the turbulent fluctuating

multiplying all terms,

píñyÇt )rU : pk(vb,vtE +Ev¡rõvq)

ñ rì := (0,1,0 )( p¡,Ì -;o I
ñ rì :: ( a *,y*, p t, -x k,yy,< k.yz )

ñy(< t,y, Pk -r k,yy,a k,y, ) : Pt -a t,yy

Term

=-l+ ñ¡( p¡I -rk )lds

each term by ñy yields

titk( 0,1 ,0 )(v¡o,v¡r,vp, )

rixkQU)

Assembling these results together in the third term of they-momentum equation,

-la-. --:,-]
'rlarnr( Ptv kvk * ir) 

):=
ôr
,Lo 

r,(vÞru +õv¡rõv¡, ) + pt, -a k,yy] 
tA' 3' i9)

= p ol¡ o,t,o )(v u,, to,u t )þ w

ptvqv,

(A.3.

(A.3.

component, ôv, and

(A.3. ls)

(A.3. 16)

(A.3. 17)

(A.3. 18)

(A.3.20)

(A.3.21)

(A.3.22)

13)

r4)

(iü) Fifrh

-ilhr,r
ai

Multiplying

ic¡r(ñri¡, ) =

tixk(ñxik ) :
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- [ro(ñ,,prc )ds =
ai

lrolr,,4po)+ apr¡ + np'¡, ¡þs
ai

- Iro(ñ.,,n¡ )ds
ai

Furthermore

I Irrro'=oo, = | InJtsds (A. 3. 2s)
ai ai

f, lrrr*=oas = (n¡r), 6. 3.26)
a¡

Assembling the fifth term in they-momentum equation yields,

I r- l. = - I-; Jrrl*trr, +n¡( p¡I -r=o ¡las :-(,tto"r). +
ai 

(A.3. zj)
-lþ ol * Lp o,l+ - (oo'0,) 

, 
* (rou r) ,

- I, o ( ñ,, p r, ) ds = -lþ ol * ap 0,1+ . + ln 
oþ, oo',,þs

ai'a,

(iv) Sixth Term

-i ¡ nk*ikds.=-+ Ir^bo¡ -,=oÞ,
Ah, Qhu

ñ¡rrñ.rp¡ = o

-i lñr@^¡ oþt:(n^,r n) *

(A.3.23)

(A.3.24)

(A.3.28)

(A.3.2e)

(A.3.30)
4h,

The final form of these terms is used in the goveming equations for the

multiphase flow with droplets.




